The Members of both Houses of the 218th Legislature were sworn in. They met in Joint Session to receive the Annual State of the State Address from Chris Christie, Governor of the State of New Jersey.

Assemblywoman Sheila Y. Oliver, of the 34th Legislative District, has resigned.

**Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:**

**S1** Sweeney,S+2 Local unit sharing of svcs.-encourage REF SCU
**S5** Sweeney,S/Kean,T+2 PFRS-transfers mgmt. to Bd. of Trustees REF SSG
**S51** Singleton,T St. aid to mun.-concerns REF SCU
**S52** Singleton,T Breach of security, online acct.-disclose REF SCM
**S53** Singleton,T Charter sch.-modifies various aspects REF SED
**S54** Singleton,T Smart meters-concerns installation REF SEG
**S55** Singleton,T Patient-Centered Med. Home Act-estab. REF SHH
**S56** Singleton,T Pub. safety emp., deceased-survivor benf REF SLA
**S57** Singleton,T Surplus Gross Income Tax Rev Acct. REF SBA
**S58** Singleton,T Tax abatement agreements-mun file copies REF SBA
**S59** Singleton,T Co., sch. dist.-grant long term exemp REF SCU
**S60** Singleton,T Econ. incentive prog.-concerns REF SEG
**S61** Singleton,T Community Health Worker Prog.-estab. REF SHH
**S62** Singleton,T Pub. works contractor regis.-concerns REF SBA
**S63** Singleton,T Firearm viol.-Rutgers Univ. study REF SLP
**S64** Singleton,T Investment mgmt. svc.-concerns taxation REF SBA
**S65** Singleton,T FF devel. cancer-workers’ comp. elig. REF SBA
**S66** Singleton,T Prov reduction cert sentence-req report REF SLP
**S67** Singleton,T Portable benf. for cert workers-concerns REF SBA
**S68** Singleton,T Human trafficking-concerns cert. lic. REF SJU
**S69** Singleton,T Human trafficking-off.-civil actions REF SJU
**S70** Singleton,T Garden State MEP REF SBA
**S71** Singleton,T Dredge spoils-proh. cert. dumping REF SEN
**S72** Singleton,T Nonprofit Hosp Community Svc, Study Comm REF SCU
**S73** Singleton,T Disabled vet.-concerns prop. tax REF SMV
**S74** Singleton,T Trichloropropane, drinking water-concern REF SEN
**S75** Bucco,A.R. Positron emission tomography-insur cover REF SCM
**S76** Bucco,A.R./Oroho,S Burglary of resid.-2nd degree crime REF SJU
**S77** Bucco,A.R. NJ SHARES-prov. vol. income tax contrib. REF SEG
**S78** Bucco,A.R.+1 Prop. tax bills-auth. pymt. via e-mail REF SBA
**S79** Bucco,A.R. Child care subsidy-concerns REF SHH
**S80** Bucco,A.R. Cancer research-dedicates cert. funding REF SHH
**S81** Bucco,A.R.+1 Retail food estab.-donate unused goods REF SHH
**S82** Bucco,A.R. Lake Hopatcong Comm.-changes memb. REF SEN
**S95** Bucco,A.R./Cruz-Perez, N G.I. Bill-prov. higher ed. benf. to vets REF SHH
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S84 Bucco,A.R.  St. aid to sch. dist.-adjusts  REF SED
S85 Bucco,A.R.  Pub. sch. students-substance abuse prog.  REF SED
S86 Bucco,A.R.  Child custody-addresses relocation  REF SJU
S87 Bucco,A.R.  Emerg responder-killing, life in prison  REF SLP
S88 Bucco,A.R.  Elected off.-prob. dual health coverage  REF SSG
S89 Bucco,A.R./Oroho,S  Inflation income brackets-indexes  REF SBA
S90 Bucco,A.R.  Law enforcement off., cert-carry firearms  REF SLP
S91 Bucco,A.R./Oroho,S+1  Power vessel lic. fees-Lake Hopatcong fd  REF SEN
S92 Bucco,A.R./Beach,J+1  Retired correction off-permits appt cert  REF SLP
S93 Bucco,A.R.  Mil., active duty-fish without lic.  REF SEN
S94 Bucco,A.R.  Blue painted between yellow lines-allow  REF STR
S95 Bucco,A.R.  Law enforcement officer appt qual-revise  REF SLP
S96 Bucco,A.R.  Inmates-incr. penal. prov. CDS  REF SLP
S97 Bucco,A.R.  Enhanced base tax cred-cert. manuf. bus.  REF SEG
S101 Weinberg,L/Cody,R+1  Handguns, personalized-sell by retailers  REF SLP
S102 Weinberg,L/Gill,N  Ammunition magazines-reduce to 10 rounds  REF SLP
S103 Weinberg,L/Kean,T  Pub. emp. health care benf coverage-elig  REF SSG
S104 Weinberg,L/Sweeney,S+8  Women-concerns equal pay  REF SLA
S105 Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L+3  Medicaid coverage, family planning svc.  REF SHH
S106 Weinberg,L/Pennacchio,J  Pub body meetings-changes law addressing  REF SSG
S107 Weinberg,L/Pennacchio,J  Martin O'Shea Pub Open Records Act  REF SSG
S108 Weinberg,L  Domestic viol victim-reintegration prog.  REF SLP
S109 Weinberg,L  Schedules That Work Act  REF SLA
S112 Weinberg,L/Cunningham,S  Handgun database-estab.  REF SLP
S113 Weinberg,L  Domestic crisis teams-estab.  REF SJU
S114 Weinberg,L  Batterers' Interv. Prog.-estab.  REF SJU
S115 Weinberg,L  Judges, personnel-domestic viol training  REF SJU
S116 Weinberg,L  Domestic viol. cases-prosecutor training  REF SJU
S117 Weinberg,L  Domestic viol training prosecutors-mand.  REF SJU
S119 Weinberg,L/Turner,S  Fed income tax return-candidate disclose  REF SSG
S120 Weinberg,L/Sweeney,S+3  Family planning svcs;$7.453M  REF SHH
S121 Weinberg,L  Discrim. claims concede-bars certain  REF SLA
S122 Weinberg,L  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act  REF SEG
S123 Corrado,K  Minor-proh. posting cert. personal info  REF SLP
S124 Corrado,K+1  Sex crime against minor-mand prison term  REF SJU
S125 Corrado,K+2  Right to Home Defense Law  REF SLP
S126 Corrado,K  Invasion of privacy crime-upgrades  REF SJU
S127 Corrado,K  Invasion of privacy, cert.-upgrade crime  REF SJU
S128 Corrado,K  Child-proh. unauth photos or videotaping  REF SJU
S129 Corrado,K/Turner,S+4  Mil., receiving combat pay-tax exemp.  REF SMV
S130 Corrado,K+1  Reg. contrib. agreements-reauth. use  REF SCU
S131 Corrado,K/Gordon,R  Traffic-bi-st auth. advance notification  REF STR
S132 Corrado,K/Sweeney,S  Student ed prog-proh physical restraints  REF SED
S133 Corrado,K/Pou,N  Open-air reservoirs-concerns  REF SEN
S134 Corrado,K  Pretrial intervention-bars cert. persons  REF SJU
S135 Corrado,K/Sweeney,S  Elder abuse, domestic settings-clarifies  REF SJU
S136 Corrado,K/Sweeney,S  Students w/disab.-estab. restraint req.  REF SJU
S137 Corrado,K  Candidate-concerns campaign contrib. use  REF SSG
S138 Corrado,K  Madison Holleran Proper Reporting Act  REF SHI
S139 Corrado,K  Bi-st. auth.-estab. good governance req.  REF SSG
S140 Corrado,K  St. & loc auth-estab good governance req  REF SSG
S141 Corrado,K  Sex offender-restrict internet access  REF SJU
S142 Corrado,K  Med devices, qual-corp/income tax cred  REF SHH
S143 Corrado,K  Tuition aid elig.-excl. retir. income  REF SHI
S144 Corrado,K  Elected off., convicted-mand forfeit benf  REF SSG
S145 Bucco,A.R.  Go gov't, fire & sch dist-prop tax refund  REF SED
S146 Gopal,V  Forfeiture of pub. off.-concerns  REF SJJU
S147 Gopal,V  Rail Passenger Bill of Rights-estab.  REF STR
S148 Gopal,V  Fuel efficient veh.-exempt., sales tax  REF SEN
S149 Gopal,V  Combat Action Badge-auth. lic. plate  REF STR
S151 Gopal,V  Horse racetracks-slot machine gambling  REF SSG
S152 Gopal,V  Instant racing wagers-permitted  REF SSG
S153 Gopal,V  Casino-estab. Meadowlands Complex  REF SSG
S154 Gopal,V  Trans. Consolidation Task Force-estab.  REF STR
S160 Gopal,V  Mental health prof warning-seize firearm  REF SLP
S161 Gopal,V  Gestating pig-cruel confinement, offense  REF SEG
S163 Gopal,V  Discrim., health care-estab. task force  REF SHH
S164 Gopal,V  Horse racetracks-allows internet wagers  REF SSG
S166 Gopal,V  Prop. tax-incr. max allowable deduct.  REF SBA
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S167  Gopal,V  Internet gaming cert-subject to approval  REF SSG
S168  Doherty,M/Oroho,S+2  Proof of lawful resid.-req, obtain benf.  REF SSG
S169  Doherty,M/Oroho,S+1  Loc. Bond Law-amends  REF SCU
S170  Doherty,M+5  St aid to sch dist-estab distrib formula  REF SED
S171  Doherty,M/Sweeney,S+2  Co. tax admin.-permits co. to share  REF SCU
S172  Doherty,M  Prop taxes, delinquent-credit tax refund  REF SCU
S173  Doherty,M  SPCA-accountability req.  REF SEG
S174  Doherty,M+1  Wind, solar energy fac-modify definition  REF SEN
S175  Doherty,M/Bateman,C  Transp. Cost Analysis Task Force-estab.  REF STR
S176  Stack,B  Tiny Home Pilot Prog.-estab.  REF SCU
S177  Gopal,V  Devel. disab. persons-prov. prot.  REF SHH
S178  Gopal,V  Traps-bans certain  REF SEN
S179  Gopal,V  Pet dealers-concerns  REF SEG
S180  Brown,C  Homeowners insur.-concerns  REF SCM
S181  Brown,C  Sch. fac.-concerns St. aid  REF SED
S182  Brown,C  Child porn convictions-reg, sex offender  REF SLP
S183  Brown,C  Hotel rental, cert.-temp exemp sales tax  REF SSG
S184  Brown,C  Megan's Law-changes req.  REF SLP
S185  Brown,C  Homeless person relocated-prearrange svc  REF SHH
S186  Brown,C  Leg, cert. info.-prov. pub. access  REF SJU
S187  Brown,C  Personal watercrafts-concerns  REF SLP
S188  Brown,C  Vet fac.-concerns inpatient hospice care  REF SMV
S189  Brown,C  Suppl. enrollment growth aid-prov.  REF SED
S190  Brown,C  Co. Tourism Incentive Grant Fd.  REF SSG
S191  Brown,C  Seasonal emp-corp bus, income tax cred  REF SCM
S192  Brown,C  Fire safety-concerns mun. approp.  REF SLP
S193  Brown,C  Casino lic.-limits number per person  REF SSG
S194  Brown,C  Casino hotel fac, sale-repay St. grants  REF SSG
S195  Brown,C  Econ. devel. partnerships, regional-estab  REF SEG
S196  Brown,C  Safe and Secure Communities Act-clarify  REF SLP
S197  Brown,C  Ambulance svcs.-billing  REF SHH
S198  Brown,C  Pymts. in lieu of prop. tax-concerns  REF SSG
S199  Brown,C  Co. superintendent  REF SCM
S200  Brown,C  St. parks  REF SED
S201  Brown,C  Veh, mun.  REF SED
S202  Brown,C  Pub. Corruption Profiteering Penalty Act  REF SJU
S203  Brown,C  MV immobilization-proh.  REF SLP
S204  Brown,C  Per. Conviction cert offenses-reg  REF SLP
S205  Brown,C  Real prop.-concerns assessment  REF SCU
S206  Brown,C  Veh, mun.-proh. cert. officials from use  REF SCU
S207  Brown,C  St. parks-auth. free admission cert vets  REF SEN
S208  Brown,C  Co. superintendent-implr. shared svcs  REF SED
S209  Brown,C  Liquor lic.-issue in Fort Monmouth mun.  REF SLP
S210  Brown,C  Superstorm Sandy Homeowners Protect. Act  REF SCU
S211  Brown,C  Conviction cert offenses-forfeit pub off  REF SJJ
S212  Brown,C  Conviction cert offenses-agt pub off  REF SJJ
S213  Brown,C  St. & mun. health plan-restrict level  REF SSG
S214  Brown,C  Contractors Regis. Act-revises  REF SCM
S215  Brown,C  Contractors' Registration Act-revises  REF SCM
S216  Brown,C  Sr. cit. fiscal victimization-crime  REF SLP
S217  Brown,C  Superstorm Sandy recovery-estab. grants  REF SCU
S218  Brown,C  Alco. bev. lic, addl.-permits cert. mun.  REF SLP
S219  Brown,C  Advocate Priv Commuter Bus Serv-estab  REF STR
S220  Brown,C/Oroho,S  Pub. emp. health care-concerns  REF SSG
S221  Brown,C/Oroho,S  Pension/Health Care Benf. Reform-creates  REF SSG
S222  Thompson,S  Recreational activity cert-liab immunity  REF SJU
S223  Thompson,S  Income tax pymt. sys-cred. or debit card  REF SBA
S224  Thompson,S  Red heart symbol on lic plates-auth DMV  REF STR
S225  Thompson,S  Prop. tax appeals-concerns filing  REF SCU
S226  Thompson,S  Passenger vehicle-concerns  REF SCU
S227  Thompson,S  Carrier Appeals Prog.-creates  REF SCM
S228  Thompson,S  Co. poll. party comm.-limit on contrib.  REF SSG
S229  Thompson,S  Elected officials-concerns cert. comp.  REF SSG
S230  Thompson,S  Solid waste collection svcs.-concerns  REF SEN
S231  Thompson,S+1  Natl. Guard memb.-concerns tuition assst.  REF SHI
S232  Thompson,S  Co./mun. veh-proh use, cert loc govt off  REF SCU
S233  Thompson,S  Sch. buses-req. seat and lap belts  REF SED
S234  Thompson,S  St Forestry Svcs-transfer, Dept of Agric  REF SEG
S235  Thompson,S  Mental Health Treatment Reform Viol Prev  REF SHH
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S236 Thompson,S Econ Research Office-estab in Dept of St  REF SSG
S237 Thompson,S Court cost waiver cert instances-concern  REF SJU
S238 Thompson,S Police equip-auth. mun, accept donations  REF SCU
S239 Thompson,S Motor fuels tax-incr.  REF STR
S240 Thompson,S Olympic Game prizes-exclude income tax  REF SBA
S241 Thompson,S/Stack,B+1 Real estate transfer-transparency  REF SCU
S242 Van Drew,J/Diegnan,P Animal cruelty viol.-recover costs  REF SEG
S243 Van Drew,J Rt. 55 extension-devel., design  REF STR
S244 Van Drew,J/Conners,C+3 Combat to College Act  REF SHI
S245 Van Drew,J/Conners,C+3 Tanker representation, cert regions  REF STR
S246 Van Drew,J/Conners,C+3 TPK Auth.  REF STR
S247 Van Drew,J+3 Arts and tourism-incr. hotel fee rev.  REF SSG
S248 Van Drew,J+3 Boats, recreational, cert-exemp fuel tax  REF SBA
S249 Van Drew,J Atlantic co.-NJT study commuting needs  REF STR
S250 Van Drew,J Airports, cert.-prov. tax cred. elig.  REF SEG
S251 Van Drew,J Manuf. bus. attraction-devel. in So. NJ  REF SEG
S252 Van Drew,J Marine Sci. Insti-determine feasibility  REF SHI
S253 Van Drew,J Emp., regional-coll devel prog meet needs  REF SHI
S254 Van Drew,J Pinelands Comm. memb., vote-clarify law  REF SEN
S255 Van Drew,J/Cruz-Perez,N Agric. Devel Committee memb-auth farmers  REF SEG
S256 Van Drew,J+3 Agric. devel., bds., co.-alt. voting memb  REF SEG
S257 Van Drew,J/Cruz-Perez,N+1 Natural High Drug Prevention Program  REF SED
S258 Van Drew,J Offshore drilling for oil-concerns  REF SEN
S259 Van Drew,J Pinelands Devel. Credit Bank-revise org.  REF SEN
S260 Van Drew,J Vessels in water-conduct cert. work  REF SEN
S261 Cardinale,G/Bucco,A.R. Oral recitation in pub. sch.-daily.$10K  REF SED
S262 Cardinale,G/Weinberg,L Child abuse, false report-create offense  REF SBA
S263 Cardinale,G Pub. emp., cert-limits retro salary incr  REF SGE
S264 Cardinale,G/Connors,C+3 Homestead prop tax incr-dec. cert.  REF SEG
S265 Cardinale,G/Curtari,N+2 Blood donations-prov. income tax credit  REF SHH
S266 Cardinale,G/Curtari,N+1 Organ donation-prov. income tax credit  REF SHH
S267 Cardinale,G Pou,N+16 Health Insur Act-concerns cert.  REF SCM
S268 Cardinale,G+2 Affordable housing litigation-moratorium  REF SCU
S269 Cardinale,G+1 Affordable Housing Obligation Study Comm  REF SCU
S270 Cardinale,G+1 Gravesite desecration-concerns  REF SBJ
S271 Cardinale,G Affordable housing-concerns  REF SCU
S272 Cardinale,G Housing obligation cap-concerns  REF SCU
S273 Cardinale,G/Bucco,A.R.+3 Child custody-concerns  REF SJU
S275 Stack,B Sewer fees, unpaid-prob. interest  REF SGE
S276 Stack,B Low-income person-reduce sewerage rates  REF SEG
S277 Holzapfel,J+1 Homestead Sch. Prop. Tax Reimb. Act  REF SCU
S278 Holzapfel,J+1 Animal Abuser Registry-estab.  REF SEG
S279 Holzapfel,J/Weinberg,L Texting while driv-concerns  REF SEN
S280 Holzapfel,J Pub. util-prob filing rate incr petition  REF SEG
S281 Holzapfel,J+1 Firearm w/in access to minor-incr. penal  REF SLP
S282 Holzapfel,J/Conners,C Dwelling units, foreclosure-maintain  REF SCU
S283 Holzapfel,J+1 Retir. income exclusions, cert.-concerns  REF SBA
S284 Holzapfel,J+1 Urea, an ice melt-proh. sale and use  REF SGM
S285 Holzapfel,J+1 Phosphorus, household products-restricts  REF SEN
S286 Holzapfel,J+1 E-ZPass, cert. tolls-income tax cred.  REF STR
S287 Holzapfel,J/Singer,R Pub. util svc.-concerns bus. operations  REF SEG
S288 Holzapfel,J Certificate of occupancy-concerns  REF SCU
S289 Holzapfel,J+1 Natural High Drug Prevention Program  REF SED
S290 Holzapfel,J+1 Homestead prop tax-prob incr-income elig  REF SBA
S291 Holzapfel,J+1 Fentanyl unlawful use-incr penalties  REF SHH
S292 Holzapfel,J Flood insur.-concerns  REF SCM
S293 Holzapfel,J Lawn removal, near Barnegat Bay-tax cred  REF SEN
S294 Holzapfel,J Barneget Bay Prot. Act  REF SEN
S295 Holzapfel,J Homestead prop. tax reimb.-incr. elig.  REF SCU
S296 Holzapfel,J Pub. sch. dist.-subcontract agreements  REF SED
S297 Holzapfel,J Pub util upgrades-prob billing customers  REF SEG
S298 Holzapfel,J Electric distrib line-locate underground  REF SEG
S299 Holzapfel,J Cell phone-concerns unlawful use  REF SLP
S300 Holzapfel,J E-ZPass-prov. cert. income tax deduction  REF SBA
S301 Holzapfel,J/Conners,C+1 Dwellings, damaged-concerns tax exemp.  REF SCU
S302 Connors,C+1 Condemnation of cert resid prop-prevents  REF SCU
S303 Connors,C/Keen,T+3 Sex offenders-concerns release  REF SLP
S304 Connors,C Illegal aliens, cert.-workers comp excl.  REF SLS
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S305 Connors,C/Oroho,S+2 Illegal aliens-impose hiring sanctions REF SLA
S306 Connors,C+1 Mil. svc., cert.-free hunting/fishing lic REF SEN
S307 Connors,C/Beach,J Domestic viol. assessments-concerns REF SJU
S308 Connors,C/Van Drew,J+14 Vet. bene., cert.-broadens elig. REF SMV
S309 Connors,C+1 Sr. cit suppl stabilization aid-reestab. REF SED
S310 Connors,C Nuclear Power Fac. Decommm. Council REF SEN
S311 Connors,C+1 Sex offenders-registration req. REF SLP
S312 Connors,C+1 Aliens receiving St. money-verify status REF SLA
S313 Connors,C+1 Sexual assault, brutal-mand. life term REF SJU
S314 Connors,C/Beach,J+3 Disab vet. prop. tax exemp-St reimb. mun REF SCU
S315 Connors,C/Bucco,A.R. Finan. exploitation of elderly-offense REF SJU
S316 Connors,C/Beach,J Megan's law-notify community REF SLP
S317 Connors,C+1 Sr. cit. or vet. id theft-incr. penal. REF SLP
S318 Connors,C Pub. off., convicted-garnish pension REF SSG
S319 Connors,C Pub. fd. stolen-garnish pension contrb. REF SSG
S320 Connors,C Hwys., AC Tourism Dist.-CRDA finan. REF SSG
S321 Connors,C/Van Drew,J+3 Drug dealing offenses-grade by units REF SJU
S322 Connors,C/Beach,J+4 Servicemembers Civil Relief Act-creates REF SMV
S323 Connors,C/Van Drew,J+1 Heroine offenses, cert.-incr. penal. REF SJU
S324 Connors,C Fish, game law viol-concerns penal money REF SEN
S325 Connors,C St. mv fleet-calculate miles per gallon REF STR
S326 Connors,C Lyme disease-req. health insur. coverage REF SCM
S327 Cruz-Perez,N+1 Consumer contract disputes-limits forum REF SCM
S328 Cruz-Perez,N/Van Drew,J+4 Mil. svc personnel-concerns interference REF SMV
S329 Cruz-Perez,N/Greenstein,L+2 Reserv. memb.-accommodation enjoyment REF SMV
S330 Cruz-Perez,N+1 Bigs. occupied by sr. cit.-min 70 degree REF SHH
S331 Cruz-Perez,N Relocation asst.-concerns REF SED
S332 Cruz-Perez,N All-terrain veh.-concerns crimes REF SLP
S333 Cruz-Perez,N/Van Drew,J+1 Vet. Affordable Housing Section 8 Prog. REF SCU
S334 Cruz-Perez,N/Turner,S+1 Breakfast after the bell incentive fd. REF SED
S335 Cruz-Perez,N Learner's permit req, special-estab addl. REF STR
S336 Cruz-Perez,N Teen driv. orientation prog.-estab. REF STR
S337 Cruz-Perez,N/Beach,J Succeed in NJ-estab. loan reimb. plan REF SHI
S338 Cruz-Perez,N Domestic Viol Victims Legal Asst Fd REF SJU
S339 Cruz-Perez,N/Beach,J Hist. sites-estab. crim mischief off. REF SLP
S340 Cruz-Perez,N/Van Drew,J+1 Students in wheelchairs-securement syst. REF SED
S341 Cruz-Perez,N/Van Drew,J St. debt affordability analysis-concerns REF SBA
S342 Cruz-Perez,N Temp. disb. insur. report-req addl data REF SLA
S343 Cruz-Perez,N/Van Drew,J Mental Institut.-family memb. req. on bd REF SHH
S344 Cruz-Perez,N Hepatitis C-auth lab, perform rapid test REF SHH
S345 Cruz-Perez,N Constr. industry-notify cert. rights REF SED
S346 Cruz-Perez,N/Turner,S Distillery lic.-restricted-createsREF SLP
S347 Cruz-Perez,N/Cunningham,S+1 Minorities, women-constr. training REF SED
S348 Cruz-Perez,N/Turner,S Homeless emerg. shelters-concerns REF SHH
S349 Cruz-Perez,N/Cunningham,S Emerg. assist. benf.-temp. rental assist REF SHH
S350 Cruz-Perez,N MV viol. fines-changes allocation REF SLP
S351 Cruz-Perez,N/Approved Priv. Sch. for Students w/Disab REF SED
S352 Rice,R Pub works contract-equall emp opportunity REF SSG
S353 Rice,R/Pou,N Guardianship, temp.-expands role REF SJU
S354 Rice,R Pol subdiv pub work contract-loc hiring REF SLA
S355 Rice,R Transp.-related infrastructure proj. REF STR
S356 Rice,R Crim. records, cert.-permit sealing REF SJU
S357 Rice,R Sch. dist under St intervention-concerns REF SED
S358 Rice,R/Pou,N Constr. training REF SED
S359 Rice,R/Gilt,N+2 Clean Energy Tech. Center-estab. REF SEN
S360 Rice,R Storage, empty shipping containers-tax REF SED
S361 Rice,R Co.-wide purch. sys. for sch dist-estab. REF SED
S362 Rice,R Affordable housing cert-deed restriction REF SCU
S363 Rice,R Econ Redevel, Growth Grant prog tax cred REF SEG
S364 Rice,R Child support obligors-deny prof. lic. REF SED
S365 Rice,R/Ruiz,M+2 Sch bldg-equip w/emerg light panic alarm REF SED
S366 Rice,R Manufacturing bus, cert.-concerns assist REF SEG
S367 Rice,R/Diegnan,P St. intervention-elim. partial or full REF SED
S368 Rice,R Promote local hiring-auth. cert. fd. REF SED
S369 Rice,R/Pou,N St pension fd. req manager auth to invest REF SSG
S370 Rice,R Pub. contracts, cert.-concerns bidding REF SSG
S371 Rice,R Sch. readiness, workforce devel-concerns REF SHI
S372 Rice,R High sch student-apprenticeship training REF SED
S373 Rice,R Bus. cert.-proh. cert. disqual. REF SSG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S374 Rice, R  Minority, Women owned finan. instit-svcs  REF SSG
S375 Madden, F  Coll., priv. and police-civil immunity  REF SJU
S376 Madden, F  Police, FF surviving spouse-tuition benf  REF SHI
S377 Madden, F+1  Organ donations-gross income tax deduct.  REF SHH
S378 Madden, F/Sarlo, P+1  Fire & EMS Crisis Intervention Svc-estab  REF SLP
S379 Madden, F  Defibrillators, portable-bus. tax cred.  REF SHH
S380 Madden, F/Van Drew, E  US Coast Guard-auth. special lic. plate  REF STR
S381 Madden, F+2  Animal cruelty law-viol.  REF SEG
S382 Madden, F/Greenstein, L+1  Sex offenders-concerns  REF SLP
S383 Madden, F/Greenstein, L  Driv. Distractions Task Force-creates  REF SLP
S384 Madden, F  Electric metering equip-prov purch grant  REF SEN
S385 Madden, F/Beach, J  Medicaid Smart Card Pilot Prog.-estab.  REF SHH
S386 Madden, F/Greenstein, L  Firearms disab.-concerns relief  REF SLP
S387 Madden, F/Beach, J+2  Vet. Day-req. sch. dist. observe  REF SED
S388 Madden, F+1  Fire police units-appoint fire police  REF SLP
S389 Madden, F+1  Scrap tires-recycling req.  REF SEN
S390 Madden, F/Beach, J  Firearms Viol. Research Ctr.-estab.  REF SHI
S391 Madden, F/Beach, J  Nurse-proh. use, unlic. person  REF SCM
S392 Madden, F+1  Wage and hr. law, viol.-incr. penal.  REF SLA
S393 Madden, F  Talent Network Prog.-estab.  REF SBA
S394 Madden, F+2  Inheritance taxes, cert.-elim.  REF SBA
S395 Pennacchio, J/Madden, F  Pub. safety worker dependent-suppl. benf  REF SBA
S396 Pennacchio, J/Corrado, K  St Invest Council memb-forbid cert votes  REF SSG
S397 Pennacchio, J+1  Transparency in Govt. Act  REF SSG
S398 Pennacchio, J/Sweeney, S+3  Flood Control Mitigation, Prev. Bond Act  REF SEN
S399 Pennacchio, J/Cunningham, S+9  Unemp comp law-revise exemp. mv operator  REF SLA
S400 Pennacchio, J/Codey, R  Flood Prot. & Home Elevation Fd.  REF SEN
S401 Pennacchio, J/Meadowlands convention ctr-proj.-study  REF SEG
S402 Pennacchio, J  Co comm bd-change to chosen freeholder  REF SCU
S403 Pennacchio, J  Milk coupons-auth. use  REF SCM
S404 Pennacchio, J/Oroho, S  Cadaveric fetal tissue-concerns research  REF SHH
S405 Pennacchio, J  Bdly owned by vol fire dept-exemp constr  REF SEN
S406 Pennacchio, J/Turner, S  Innocence Study and Review Comm.-creates  REF SJU
S407 Pennacchio, J/Gordon, F  Hair braiding, eyebrow treading  REF SED
S408 Pennacchio, J  Child sexual abuse-sch dist estab policy  REF SED
S409 Pennacchio, J  Invasion of Priv-prov. resid prop owners  REF SLP
S410 Pennacchio, J/Bucco, A.R.+1  Baked goods sold at farm markets-concern  REF SEG
S411 Pennacchio, J  PIP coverage-req cert info  REF SCM
S412 Pennacchio, J  Credit reports-concerns free  REF SSM
S413 Pennacchio, J+1  St. prop tax pad-deduct from income tax  REF SBA
S414 Pennacchio, J/Bucco, A.R.  Pub. sch. emp.-review emp. history  REF SED
S415 Pou, N  Disab.-sr. cit. victimization-crime  REF SHH
S416 Pou, N  Maternity law, 48 hr.-notify insured  REF SHH
S417 Pou, N/Ruiz, M  Compulsory sch. attendance-raises to 18  REF SED
S418 Pou, N  Vital records emp.-background check req.  REF SHH
S419 Pou, N+1  Court Security Enhancement Fd.-estab.  REF SJU
S420 Pou, N  Prescription forms-concerns  REF SHH
S421 Pou, N  Home health care svcs-contracting  REF SSG
S422 Pou, N/Turner, S  Redevel. permits-EDA estab. pilot prog.  REF SEG
S423 Pou, N  Mental health screening-assessment req.  REF SHH
S424 Pou, N  Tipped workers-incr. min. wage  REF SLA
S425 Pou, N/Gill, N+1  Sexual Assault Evidence Submission Act  REF SLP
S426 Pou, N/Weinberg, L+4  Personal needs allowance-incr.  REF SHH
S427 Pou, N/Weinberg, L+9  Marriage-bars persons under 18  REF SJU
S428 Pou, N  Juv. sentences-concerns  REF SLP
S429 Pou, N  Pharmacies-reg.  REF SCM
S430 Pou, N  Real estate lic.-cert.-concerns  REF SCM
S431 Pou, N/Codey, R  Dry needling-physical therapists perform  REF SCM
S432 Addiego, D/Bucco, A.R.+1  Hunting/fishing free lic-auth. cert. mil  REF SEN
S433 Addiego, D  Mile. personnel-protects cert. property  REF SCA
S434 Addiego, D  Amber Alert false report-estab. crime  REF SLP
S435 Addiego, D  False report, law enforcement-incr penal  REF SJU
S436 Addiego, D/Codey, R+4  Pub. util. rate incr-revise pub hearings  REF SEG
S437 Addiego, D+2  Pub. util. rate settlement agreements  REF SEG
S438 Addiego, D  Solar photovoltaic sys.-concerns  REF SEN
S439 Addiego, D  Pub. land, agric. use-co, mun discretion  REF SEG
S440 Addiego, D  Firearm purch id card-concerns  REF SLP
S441 Addiego, D+1  Really transfer fee-exempt. cert. spouses  REF SMV
S442 Addiego, D/Cruz-Perez, N+3  Safety, Sch. Transp. Task Force-estab.  REF SED
S443 Addiego,D School Transp. Safety Comm.-estab. REF SED
S444 Addiego,D/Diegnan,P Silver Alert Sys.-concerns REF SLP
S445 Addiego,D Pub. util. priority svc.-req. for sch. REF SEG
S446 Addiego,D Workforce devel grants-concerns cert bus REF SLA
S447 Addiego,D+1 Student database-incl. mil.-connected id REF SED
S448 Addiego,D/Diegnan,P Pedestrian, in mv accident-breath sample REF SLP
S449 Addiego,D/Diegnan,P+2 Eileen’s Law-vehicular homicide statute REF SLP
S450 Addiego,D/Oroho,S Agric. co. products-auth. labeling REF SEG
S451 Addiego,D Emerg. warning lights-incr. penal. REF SLP
S452 Addiego,D Emerg. warning lights-concerns REF SLP
S453 Addiego,D Meds. pub. emp.-estab. awareness sys. REF SSG
S454 Addiego,D Animal emerg.-immunity, emerg. responders REF SLP
S455 Addiego,D Horses, sold at auction-disclose id info REF SEG
S456 Addiego,D Maritime training-waves boat safety req REF SLP
S457 Singer,R/Vitale,J+4 Physician Loan Redemption Prog. REF SHH
S458 Singer,R/Diegnan,P+1 Domestic viol. statutes-expands REF SJU
S459 Singer,R/Pou,N+1 Law enforcement off-protect home address REF SLP
S460 Singer,R/Kean,T Mold Safe Housing Act REF SCU
S461 Singer,R Manu/prod bus resource ctr-design entity REF SEG
S462 Singer,R/Gordon,R Assisted living fac.-concerns REF SHH
S463 Singer,R Meals on Wheels-vol contrib, tax returns REF SBA
S464 Singer,R Special event, cert-req security plan REF SLP
S465 Singer,R/Addiego,D+2 Regional contrib. agreements-reauth. use REF SCU
S466 Singer,R/Addiego,D Dental plan carriers-concerns forms REF SCM
S467 Singer,R/Vitale,J Overdose Fatality, Near Fatality Review REF SHH
S468 Singer,R Prescription monitoring info.-concerns REF SHH
S469 Singer,R P.I.C.K. Awareness Act-issue lic. plate REF STR
S470 Singer,R St. Trooper Marc K. Castellano Mem. Hwy. REF STR
S471 Singer,R Contractors, cert.-background check req. REF SCM
S472 Singer,R Marijuana-decrim. possession, 15 grams REF SJU
S473 Singer,R Water safety-concerns sch. instruction REF SED
S474 Singer,R Physicians, new-income tax deduct. REF SHH
S475 Singer,R Sr. freeze prog.-exemp. fed. RR Act benf REF SCA
S476 Vitale,J/Sweeney,S+1 Emerg. med. svcs. delivery-revise req. REF SHH
S477 Vitale,J/Scutari,N+1 Sexual abuse-remove limitations statute REF SJU
S478 Vitale,J/Weinberg,L+3 Sex change-revise birth cert. procedure REF SHH
S479 Vitale,J/Smith,B Tobacco, smokeless-proh use in pub. sch. REF SED
S480 Vitale,J/Turner,S+2 Substance abuse treatment-concerns info. REF SHH
S481 Vitale,J/Gill,N+6 Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal REF SSG
S482 Vitale,J+1 Gestational Carrier Agreement Act REF SHH
S483 Vitale,J/Madden,F Hepatitis C testing-hospitals offer REF SSG
S484 Vitale,J/Newborn Screening prog.-revises REF SHH
S486 Vitale,J Higher ed instit. sexual assault-fine REF SHI
S487 Vitale,J/Diegnan,P Nonprofit acute care hosp-prop tax exemp REF SCU
S488 Vitale,J/Rice,R Pub. util. bills-concerns REF SEG
S489 Vitale,J+3 Work First NJ-incr. benf. amount REF SHH
S490 Vitale,J/Rice,R+2 Work First NJ prog.-repeals family cap REF SHH
S491 Vitale,J/Ruiz,M+1 Substance abuse-sch. screening REF SED
S492 Vitale,J+1 Pharm drugs-req continued coverage REF SCM
S493 Vitale,J/Gill,N Death certificates-incl. gender id REF SHH
S494 Vitale,J/Singer,R Homes, new-locking med. cabinets req. REF SCU
S495 Vitale,J/Ruiz,M Maternal Mortality Review Comm. REF SED
S496 Vitale,J Medicaid Enrollment Database-iPHD proj. REF SHH
S497 Vitale,J Child abuse-cert statements allowed REF SHH
S498 Vitale,J Criminal Injuries Comp.-makes changes REF SLP
S499 Vitale,J Medicaid, NJ Family care-improved sys. REF SHH
S500 Kean,T STEM graduate retention tax cred-concern REF SCM
S501 Kean,T The 10-20 Life Law REF SLP
S502 Kean,T Camp. contrib.-estab. new limits REF SSG
S503 Kean,T+1 St. Coll. Law-removes cert emp, civil svc REF SHI
S504 Kean,T/Stack,B Govt. Functions and Svcs. Study Comm. REF SCA
S505 Kean,T+3 Opportunity Scholarship Act-pilot prog. REF SED
S506 Kean,T+2 Loc. officials-trans. to St. Ethics Comm REF SSG
S507 Kean,T General Accounting Office-estab. REF SSG
S508 Kean,T+1 Pub. officers/emp-elim St. residency req REF SSG
S509 Kean,T+9 PANYNJ Transparency and Acct Act of 2015 REF SSG
S510 Kean,T Med. Malpractice Ct.-estab. REF SJU
S511 Kean,T/Diegnan,P+6 Breweries sell beer-cert. farm markets REF SEG
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S512 Kean,T/Diegnan,P+5 Breweries-concerns restricted REF SLP
S513 Kean,T/Diegnan,P+6 Food-limited on brewery premises REF SLP
S514 Kean,T Bodily injury crime-clarify encouragement REF SJU
S515 Kean,T/Sarlo,P Industrial sand casting-exempts cert. tax. REF SEG
S516 Kean,T Pub. instit. higher ed.-min. reserv. req. REF SHI
S517 Kean,T/Pou,N+1 Tuition reimb.-cert. nurses REF SHI
S518 Kean,T/Cunningham,S+1 HS grad. migrate to out-of-St coll-study REF SHI
S519 Kean,T/Pou,N+1 Child support termination-concerns REF SJU
S520 Kean,T+1 Art in Storefronts-estab. REF SEG
S521 Kean,T Art District-estab. REF SSG
S522 Kean,T Prof. lic.-revises reciprocity law REF SCM
S523 Kean,T Nursing-concerns renewal of lic. REF SCM
S524 Oroho,S Fish, Game Council-auth. to reg. REF SEN
S525 Oroho,S/Stack,B Highlands planning area-concerns REF SEN
S526 Oroho,S Federal income tax advantages-extends REF SCM
S527 Oroho,S/Weinberg,L+1 Zero-Based Budget Act REF SBA
S528 Oroho,S+4 Jobs Prot. Act req. verification of emp. REF SLA
S529 Oroho,S/Stack,B+2 Highland Water Prot Planning Act-suspend REF SEN
S530 Oroho,S/Van Drew,J Sch. stat-min. geographic cost adjustment REF SED
S531 Oroho,S/Cunningham,S+4 Rooming house-revise landlord definition REF SCU
S532 Oroho,S/Weinberg,L+4 Commercial corridors, Highlands-devel. REF SEN
S533 Oroho,S/Stack,B+2 DEP lands, fishing/hunting-no net loss REF SEN
S534 Oroho,S/Weinberg,L+2 Death penalty-reinstates certain REF SJU
S535 Oroho,S/Stack,B+2 Death penalty-ratifies certain REF SJU
S536 Oroho,S Sanctuary city-proh. creation REF SCU
S537 Oroho,S+1 High Point St. Park-design. Vet. St. Park REF SEN
S538 Gill,N/Rice,R+17 Democracy Act-estab. REF SSG
S539 Gill,N/Ruiz,M Teachers loan redemption prog.-estab REF SED
S540 Gill,N/Stack,B+2 High school-takes over programming TB ref. REF SED
S541 Gill,N+2 Emp discrimination-proh use, cred report REF SED
S542 Gill,N/Stack,B+4 Age restricted housing-cert tax exemp REF SED
S543 Gill,N/Turner,S+14 Health care prov.,-reglatory prog. REF SLP
S544 Gill,N+3 Radiation protection-estab. REF SED
S545 Gill,N+4 Teeth X-rays-refor. req. verification of emp. REF SED
S546 Gill,N+2 Legal standards-refor. req. verification of emp. REF SED
S547 Gill,N+2 Legal standards-refor. req. verification of emp. REF SED
S548 Gill,N+4 Legal standards-refor. req. verification of emp. REF SED
S549 Gill,N Assault weapons ban-strengthens REF SLP
S550 Gill,N+1 Elections, cert.-available to vote early REF SSG
S551 Gill,N+1 Intern Prot. Act-concerns internships REF SLA
S552 Gill,N Health Insur. Marketplace Act REF SCM
S553 Gill,N/Weinberg,L+2 Mil equip surplus-trans, law enforcement REF SLP
S554 Gill,N/Vitale,J+1 Health care prov.-disclose standards req REF SED
S555 Gill,N/Vitale,J+1 Health insur. carriers-comply w/req. REF SED
S556 Gill,N+1 Health insur. exchange-new fed. req. REF SED
S557 Gill,N/Stack,B Body camera;law enforcement officer-reg REF SLP
S558 Gill,N/Turner,S+14 High school-grading proficiency test-concerns REF SED
S559 Gill,N+1 Intern Prot. Act-concerns internships REF SLA
S560 Gill,N/Stack,B Voting machine, new-produce paper record REF SSG
S561 Gill,N+1 Public Option Health Care Act REF SCM
S562 Gill,N+2 Health insur. benf.-concerns REF SIC
S563 Gill,N+2 Health Insur. benf. plans-concerns standards REF SLP
S564 Gill,N/Stack,B+1 Destructive device-revises definition REF SLP
S565 Gill,N Health benf. plans-concerns standards REF SIC
S566 Gill,N+2 Hair pieces, cancer patients-insur cover REF SIC
S567 Sacco,N/Rice,R Tenant-devel. application notice req. REF SED
S568 Sacco,N+1 Correctional fac.-concerns admin. REF SLP
S569 Sacco,N+1 Vehicle forfeiture-weapon possession REF SLP
S570 Sacco,N+2 Youth mentoring prog.-estab. grant prog. REF SLP
S571 Sacco,N/Greenstein,L+1 Crim. street gang recruiting-crime REF SLP
S572 Sacco,N/Sarlo,P+1 St pymt. in lieu of taxes to mun.-estab. REF SIC
S573 Sacco,N+1 Data recording devices in mv-disclosure REF SLP
S574 Sacco,N+1 Animal Cruelty Offender Registry-estab. REF SLP
S575 Sacco,N/Weinberg,L+1 Uninsur. patients-hosp. emp. assist REF SHH
S576 Sacco,N Sch. peer groupings-DOE prov. cert. info REF SED
S577 Sacco,N+1 Drone use-sets forth cert. standards REF SLP
S578 Sacco,N+1 Pub safety emp-proh home address release REF SIC
S579 Sacco,N/Van Drew,J+4 UEZ sales tax-concerns REF SIC
S580 Sacco,N+1 St pymt. in lieu of taxes to mun. REF SIC
S581 Sacco,N/Stack,B+1 Helicopter-reduce aviation fac operation REF SLP
S582 Sacco,N/Stack,B+1 Highway safety-empire estado REF SLP
S583 Sacco,N/Stack,B+1 Highway safety-concerns REF SLP
S584 Sacco,N/Stack,B+1 Highway safety-refor. req. verification of emp. REF SLP
S585 Sacco,N/Stack,B+1 Highway safety-refor. req. verification of emp. REF SLP
S586 Sacco,N/Stack,B+1 Highway safety-refor. req. verification of emp. REF SLP
S587 Sacco,N/Stack,B+1 Highway safety-refor. req. verification of emp. REF SLP
**Bills Introduced: (cont’d)**

S581 Sacco,N/Cunningham,S  Helicopter operations in NJ-proh.  REF STR
S582 Sacco,N  Hosp non-profit-concerns prop tax status  REF SCU
S583 Sacco,N/Diegnan,P  Veh. homicide-incr. limitations statute  REF SLP
S584 Sacco,N  NJTA proj.-design-build delivery sys.  REF STR
S585 Sacco,N/Diegnan,P  Snow removal by NJT-concerns  REF STR
S586 Sacco,N/Pou,No  Graduation rates, pub. instjt.-concerns  REF SHI
S587 Weinberg,L  Peace, Learned Solution Prog.-estab.  REF SJU
S588 Weinberg,L  Monica's Law-domestic viol. risk prog.  REF SJU
S589 Weinberg,L  Online voter regis.-secure website  REF SSG
S590 Smith,B/Oroho,S+1  Forest stewardship prog.-St.-owned land  REF SEN
S591 Smith,B  Solar Roof Installation Warranty Prog.  REF SEN
S592 Smith,B/Bateman,C+1  Solar renewable energy standards-modify  REF SEN
S593 Smith,B  Franchise Practices Act-revives  REF SCM
S594 Smith,B/Bateman,C+1  Zero emission veh charging station-benf.  REF SEN
S595 Smith,B/Thompson,S+2  Energy storage-BPU conduct analysis  REF SEN
S596 Smith,B/Bateman,C+1  Electric power net metering-concerns  REF SEN
S597 Smith,B/Bateman,C  Electric veh. charging infrast.-devel.  REF SEN
S598 Smith,B/Greenstein,L  Paris Climate Accord-NJ join Alliance  REF SEN
S599 Smith,B  Pub. util customers-demand response prog  REF SEN
S600 Smith,B  New constr.-solar ready req.  REF SEN
S601 Smith,B  Solar energy generation fac.-recycle  REF SEN
S602 Smith,B  St bifds-high performance green standard  REF SEN
S603 Smith,B  Smart meter installation-concerns  REF SEN
S604 Smith,B  Electric power suppliers-concerns lic.  REF SEG
S605 Smith,B  Nat. gas suppliers-concerns lic.  REF SEG
S606 Smith,B/Greenstein,L  Electric veh. charging infra.-plan  REF SEN
S607 Smith,B  Solar energy sys.-building fee exempt  REF SEN
S608 Smith,B  Photovoltaic arrays-comply w/ codes  REF SCS
S609 Smith,B  Expmp sales/use tax-cert nat gas equip  REF SEN
S610 Smith,B  Renewable energy; req cert by 2025  REF SEN
S611 Smith,B  Greenhouse Gas Initiative-St participate  REF SEN
S612 Smith,B  Electric veh. prog.-concerns  REF SEN
S613 Gordon,R  Co. Self-Help Infrastructure Act  REF SCU
S614 Gordon,R/Beach,J  Mun. consolidation-concerns  REF SCU
S615 Gordon,R  Health claims-concerns  REF SCM
S616 Gordon,R  Dogs, vicious-auth seizure & impoundment  REF SCU
S617 Gordon,R  St contracts-impose oversight  REF SSG
S618 Gordon,R+1  St rev. estimating process-reform  REF SBA
S619 Gordon,R/Weinberg,L  PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act  REF SSG
S620 Gordon,R  Homemaker-home health aide-certification  REF SHH
S621 Gordon,R  Home health aide backlog-concerns  REF SBA
S622 Gordon,R  Rail svc., cert.-Rutgers Trans Ctr study  REF STR
S623 Gordon,R  Crude Oil, Rail Safety Task Force-create  REF STR
S624 Gordon,R+1  Patient info.-limits cert.  REF SCM
S625 Gordon,R/Kean,T+1  NBEST contrib.-allows tax deductions  REF SHI
S626 Gordon,R/Vitale,J  Health insur. policies-concerns  REF SCM
S627 Gordon,R  Alco. bev. lic.-concerns  REF SLP
S628 Gordon,R  Emp. termination-good cause req.  REF SLS
S629 Gordon,R  Health Insur. Advocate Act-establish. office  REF SCM
S630 Gordon,R  NJT-oversight, accountability reforms  REF STR
S631 Gordon,R  Physicals for cert. students-concerns  REF SED
S632 Gordon,R/Cruz-Perez,N  Craft distillery production limits-incr.  REF SLP
S633 Gordon,R  Alco. bev.-concerns sale  REF SLP
S634 Gordon,R  Health care industry rep.-concerns  REF SHH
S635 Gordon,R  Emp. contracts-limits cert. provisions  REF SJU
S636 Gordon,R  Maria's Law-homemaker home-health aides  REF SCM
S637 Beach,J/Cruz-Perez,N  Stalking-creates civil cause of action  REF SJU
S638 Beach,J/Greenstein,L+1  Child porn found on computer-report  REF SJU
S640 Beach,J/Cruz-Perez,N  Child passenger restraint syst.-concerns  REF STR
S641 Beach,J/Bateman,C  Child sexual abuse-report to police  REF SLP
S642 Beach,J/Weinberg,L  Sch. breakfast prog.-expands  REF SED
S643 Beach,J/Madden,F  Sex assault, convicted-no early release  REF SJU
S644 Beach,J  AC Urban Enterprise Zone Prop Tax Relief  REF SEG
S645 Beach,J/Ruiz,M+13  Student w/concussion-concerns evaluation  REF SED
S646 Beach,J/Diegnan,P  Domestic viol, child present-new crime  REF SJU
S647 Beach,J/Cruz-Perez,N  Mail-in ballots-reg voters, receive auto  REF SSG
S648 Beach,J  Automatic voter regis-estab. pilot prog.  REF SSG
S649 Beach,J  Sample ballot-request by electronic mail  REF SSG
### Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bill Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Sponsor(s)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Topic(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S650</td>
<td>Beach,J</td>
<td>Mail-in ballot application-polling place</td>
<td>REF SSG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S651</td>
<td>Beach,J/Stack,B</td>
<td>Voter reg.-establ. using MVC info</td>
<td>REF SSG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S652</td>
<td>Beach,J</td>
<td>Sex offender-prob job contact w/children</td>
<td>REF SLP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S653</td>
<td>Beach,J</td>
<td>Smarter Lunchroom Act</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S654</td>
<td>Beach,J</td>
<td>Med. id cards-concerns</td>
<td>REF SHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S655</td>
<td>Beach,J</td>
<td>Substance use disorder-hosp. inquire</td>
<td>REF SHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S656</td>
<td>Beach,J</td>
<td>Pharm. monitoring prog.-concerns</td>
<td>REF SHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S657</td>
<td>Beach,J</td>
<td>Domestic viol victim-cert. svc contracts</td>
<td>REF SEG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S658</td>
<td>Beach,J</td>
<td>Wineries, lic-clarifies responsibilities</td>
<td>REF SCM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S659</td>
<td>Beach,J/Bateman,C</td>
<td>Athletic event official-background ck.</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S660</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>MV fines, cert.-revises</td>
<td>REF STR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S661</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Scutari,N+1</td>
<td>Driver unsafe-clarify point assessment</td>
<td>REF STR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S662</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Scutari,N</td>
<td>MV liab. insur. coverage-lic. suspension</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S663</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Van Drew,J+1</td>
<td>Angioplasty fac.-concerns lic.</td>
<td>REF SHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S664</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Weinberg,L</td>
<td>Victim interviews-concerns cert. costs</td>
<td>REF SLP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S665</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Madden,F+2</td>
<td>Snowplow svc. contracts-concerns</td>
<td>REF SCM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S666</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Driv. lic., suspended-clarify restoration</td>
<td>REF SLP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S667</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Parent Empowerment and Choice Act</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S668</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Pub. utl.-reimb. mun., cert. emerg svcs</td>
<td>REF SEG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S669</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Bucco,A.R.</td>
<td>Deferred comp., cert emp-excl income tax</td>
<td>REF SBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S670</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Farm brewery bev. lic.-establ.</td>
<td>REF SLP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S671</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Sarlo,P+5</td>
<td>Home baked goods sale-establ. req.</td>
<td>REF SHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S672</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Telecommuting-corp. bus./income tax cred</td>
<td>REF SEG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S673</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Smith,B+1</td>
<td>Beehives-concerns pesticide applications</td>
<td>REF SEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S674</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Smith,B</td>
<td>Pesticide applicators-req, training</td>
<td>REF SEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S675</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Vitale,J+4</td>
<td>Drama Therapists Lic. Act</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S676</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Diegnan,P</td>
<td>Standardized assessments-concerns</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S677</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Nurse, sch.-administer opioid antidote</td>
<td>REF SHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S678</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Smith,B</td>
<td>Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns</td>
<td>REF SEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S679</td>
<td>Bateman,C/Smith,B</td>
<td>Nat. gas, haz. waste-incr. civil penal.</td>
<td>REF SEG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S680</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Resource family care-concerns</td>
<td>REF SHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S681</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Unused sick leave-proh. pymt. at retire.</td>
<td>REF SSG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S682</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Soil, drinking water-reduce exposure</td>
<td>REF SEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S683</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Opioid Prev. Act-amends</td>
<td>REF SHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S684</td>
<td>Bateman,C</td>
<td>Libraries-dispose cert. material</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S685</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Cunningham,S</td>
<td>Charter sch., new-desig. new authorizers</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S686</td>
<td>Ruiz,M+1</td>
<td>Charter sch. prog-modify various aspects</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S687</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Turner,S</td>
<td>Length of sch. day-pilot prog. to extend</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S688</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Beach,J</td>
<td>Early Innovation Innovation Sch. Prog.</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S689</td>
<td>Ruiz,M</td>
<td>Sch. constr. pub.-priv agreements-allows</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S690</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Turner,S</td>
<td>Full-day kindergarten-establ. task force</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S691</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Pou,N</td>
<td>Sch dist under St. intervention-concerns</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S692</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Sarlo,P+1</td>
<td>Superintendent of sch.-reg. max. salary</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S693</td>
<td>Ruiz,M</td>
<td>Statewide Assessment Review Task Force</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S694</td>
<td>Ruiz,M</td>
<td>Charter sch prog-modify various aspects</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S695</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Beach,J</td>
<td>Student info.-emp. undergo crim. check</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S696</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Beach,J</td>
<td>Early Childhood Innovation Act</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S697</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Sarlo,P</td>
<td>Per pupil admin. cost limits-elim budget</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S698</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Beach,J</td>
<td>Early Childhood Dept.-establ.</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S699</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Cunningham,S</td>
<td>Student finan assist prog-concerns</td>
<td>REF SHI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S700</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Cunningham,S</td>
<td>Higher Ed. Citizenship Equality Act</td>
<td>REF SHI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S701</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Turner,S</td>
<td>Ed. St. of emerg.-declare by Comm. of Ed</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S702</td>
<td>Ruiz,M</td>
<td>Sch. dist. personnel-concerns</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S703</td>
<td>Ruiz,M</td>
<td>Teaching Pilot Prog.-establ.</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S704</td>
<td>Ruiz,M</td>
<td>Supporting Knowledge, Life Skills-estab</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S705</td>
<td>Ruiz,M/Vitale,J</td>
<td>Transgender Equality Task Force-establ.</td>
<td>REF SHH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S706</td>
<td>Ruiz,M</td>
<td>Health screening, pub. students-concerns</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S707</td>
<td>Ruiz,M</td>
<td>Candidate for emp w/DOE-background check</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S708</td>
<td>Ruiz,M</td>
<td>Reproductive health-health insur. cover</td>
<td>REF SCM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S709</td>
<td>Pou,N</td>
<td>Resid. Mortgage Lending Act-revises</td>
<td>REF SCM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S710</td>
<td>Greenstein,L</td>
<td>Healthy Workplace Act-estab.</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S711</td>
<td>Greenstein,L</td>
<td>Veh. charging stations-prov bus tax cred</td>
<td>REF SEN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S712</td>
<td>Greenstein,L</td>
<td>St. sch. aid, addl.-due to housing devel.</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S713</td>
<td>Greenstein,L/Bateman,C</td>
<td>Microgrid prog.-estab.</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S714</td>
<td>Greenstein,L/Holzapfel,J+2</td>
<td>Interior light on-req, stopped by police</td>
<td>REF SLP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S715</td>
<td>Greenstein,L</td>
<td>St. aid growth limit for sch. dist.-elim.</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S716</td>
<td>Greenstein,L/Thomas P. Canzanella</td>
<td>First Resp Prot Act</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S717</td>
<td>Greenstein,L/Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Pub-priv program-estab level 3 station</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S718</td>
<td>Greenstein,L/Cruz-Perez,N</td>
<td>Pub-priv alt. fueling station-DOT study</td>
<td>REF SED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
S719 Greenestein,L/Cruz-Perez,N  Reliability Prepared Storm Response Act  REF SEG  
S720 Greenestein,L/Cruz-Perez,N  Campaign finan. info.-disclose  REF SSG  
S721 Greenestein,L/Cunningham,S+1  Electric sch. buses-auth.  REF STR  
S722 Greenestein,L/Stack,B  Water loss audits-req. surveyors  REF SEN  
S723 Greenestein,L/Diegnan,P  Electric sch. buses-authorize  REF STR  
S724 Greenestein,L  Pharmacy interns-concerns supervision  REF SHH  
S725 Greenestein,L/Turner,S  Animal shelters-addl. req. for operation  REF SEG  
S726 Greenestein,L+1  Water surveyors-implement leak detection  REF SEN  
S728 Greenestein,L  Pharmacy benf. mgrs.-concerns  REF SRR  
S729 Greenestein,L  Electric power suppliers-resid contracts  REF SEG  
S730 Greenestein,L/Oroho,S  Vet honorably discharged-estab lic plate  REF STR  
S731 Greenestein,L/Turner,S  Low-speed elec bicycle-permits operation  REF STR  
S732 Greenestein,L  Water testing-reimb. resid. customers  REF SEN  
S733 Greenestein,L  Water qual. standards-notify of viol.  REF SEN  
S734 Diegnan,P  Cell access, correctional fac.-manage  REF SLP  
S735 Diegnan,P  Non-fiduciary investment advisor-concern  REF SRR  
S736 Diegnan,P  Charter sch. applications-review  REF SED  
S737 Diegnan,P  Veterinary ed. prog.-limits students  REF SHH  
S738 Diegnan,P  Water supply operator-take exam  REF SEN  
S739 Diegnan,P  Nonresid real estate sale-tax liab. pymt  REF SRR  
S740 Diegnan,P  Anti-concurrent causation clause-proh.  REF SRR  
S741 Diegnan,P  Pub. adjusters-unemp. comp. elig.  REF SLA  
S742 Diegnan,P  Resid. mortgage foreclosure-revises  REF SRR  
S743 Diegnan,P  Mortgage payoff balance-concerns  REF SRR  
S744 Diegnan,P  Mortgage record-cancel upon satisfaction  REF SRR  
S745 Diegnan,P  Unemp. comp.-estab. disqual. standards  REF SLA  
S746 Diegnan,P  Hearing aids-cert. audiologists dispense  REF SRR  
S747 Diegnan,P  Taxpayer Advocate-annual report req.  REF SRR  
S748 Diegnan,P  Dentistry Bd.-adds one dental assist.  REF SRR  
S749 Diegnan,P/Sarlo,P  Transient accommodation fee-impose tax  REF SRR  
S750 Diegnan,P  ID theft victims-AG estab. database  REF SJU  
S751 Diegnan,P  Personal ID trafficking-concerns crime  REF SJU  
S752 Diegnan,P  Nonresidents cert. tax-repeals  REF SRR  
S753 Diegnan,P+1  Jury svc.-concerns comp.  REF SJU  
S754 Diegnan,P  Pharmacists-expands auth.  REF SRR  
S755 Diegnan,P  Charter sch enrollment-lottery selection  REF SED  
S756 Diegnan,P  Polling place locations-concerns  REF SSG  
S757 Diegnan,P  St. contract-bidder prov. health benf.  REF SSG  
S758 Cunningham,S  Redist-incarcerated person resid address  REF SSG  
S759 Cunningham,S/Ruiz,M+1  Higher ed presid-safety reports req.  REF SHH  
S760 Cunningham,S/Pou,N  College degree completion-concerns  REF SHH  
S761 Cunningham,S+5  Earn Your Way Out Act-estab.  REF SLP  
S762 Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S+3  HS students-concerns finan. literacy  REF SHH  
S763 Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S+3  HonorScholars Prog.-renames NJSTARS  REF SHH  
S764 Cunningham,S  Workers' comp. claims-concerns dispute  REF SLA  
S765 Cunningham,S/Kean,T+3  Coll loan, defaulted-collection practice  REF SHH  
S766 Cunningham,S/Singer,R+6  Coll. loan-income-driven repayment .option  REF SHH  
S767 Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S+2  Communication camp.-estab.  REF SHH  
S768 Cunningham,S/Cruz-Perez,N+3  Open textbooks avail-req no charge  REF SHH  
S769 Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S+2  Accelerated baccalaureate prog.-req cert  REF SHH  
S770 Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S+5  Tuition aid grant-allows cert use  REF SHH  
S771 Cunningham,S/Stack,B  Voting rights, parole/probation-concern  REF SGG  
S772 Cunningham,S  Lead, higher ed drinking water-test req.  REF SHH  
S773 Cunningham,S/Cruz-Perez,N+1  Co. housing, cert-surcharge increase  REF SCU  
S774 Cunningham,S/Sacco,N+2  Higher ed pub instlt-conduct cert audits  REF SHH  
S775 Cunningham,S/Sacco,N  Tuition Aid Grant Study Comm.-estab.  REF SHH  
S776 Cunningham,S  Stress mgmt. course-higher ed. instlt.  REF SHH  
S777 Cunningham,S/Ruiz,M+2  Higher Ed. Student Assist. Auth. Review  REF SHH  
S778 Cunningham,S/Kean,T+2  Campus Sexual Assault Commission-estab.  REF SHH  
S779 Cunningham,S/Sweeney,S  Sexual harassment-concerns procedures  REF SHH  
S780 Cunningham,S/Bucco,A.R.  Personal Injury Trust Fd Transparency  REF SJU  
S781 Sarlo,P+1  Movers and warehousemen-revise penal.  REF SRR  
S782 Sarlo,P  Loss of hand or foot-incr. worker's comp.  REF SRR  
S783 Sarlo,P/Weinberg,L  Minors-concerns territorial jurisdiction  REF SJU  
S784 Sarlo,P  Atty.'s fees-income tax excl.  REF SBA  
S785 Sarlo,P+3  Correction officers-req. police training  REF SLP  
S786 Sarlo,P+2  Unitary bus groups-file combined bus tax  REF SRR  
S788 Sarlo,P/Oroho,S  Burglary of a resid.-upgrades crime  REF SJU
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S789 Sarlo,P Nonprofit hosp.-restores prop tax exemp REF SBA
S790 Sarlo,P Angioplasty serv.-lic. qual. hosp. REF SHH
S791 Sarlo,P Health insur. networks-concerns REF SCM
S792 Codey,R Inspector General PANYNJ-subpoena power REF STR
S793 Codey,R Firearms, undetectable-proh. sale REF SLP
S794 Codey,R Sun viol. restraining orders-auth. REF SLP
S795 Codey,R/Addiego,D+11 First responders-req./training standards REF SLP
S796 Codey,R/Sacco,N+1 Drones-contain geo-fencing tech. REF SLP
S798 Codey,R Ammunition magazines, cert.-concerns REF SLP
S799 Codey,R Eminent domain-restrict priv pipeline co REF SEG
S800 Codey,R Driv. lic exam-domain restrict driv pipeline co REF STR
S801 Codey,R Athletic trainer-req contact sports REF SED
S802 Codey,R Cell phone, driv.-allows police to scan REF SLP
S803 Codey,R/Sarlo,P Income tax deficiency-suspend driv. lic. REF SLP
S804 Codey,R/Addiego,D Involuntary commitment-concerns REF SHH
S805 Codey,R/Rice,R Evictions, resid. rental prop.-defense REF SCU
S806 Codey,R/Rice,R Landlord-tenant crt record-confidential REF SCU
S807 Codey,R Pub off.-concerns political activity REF SJU
S808 Codey,R/Vitale,J Nursing fac., special care-desig. REF SHH
S809 Codey,R/Weinberg,L+1 Whistleblower claim-bars cert settlement REF SSG
S810 Codey,R Med. and dental lic. bds.-concerns REF SCM
S811 Codey,R Wind energy, offshore-concerns REF SEN
S812 Codey,R Renewable energy-concerns REF SEN
S813 Codey,R Energy storage-concerns REF SEN
S814 Codey,R Telemarketers-concerns REF SCM
S815 Scutari,N/Cardinale,G+1 MV accident reports-restricts access REF SJU
S816 Scutari,N/Cardinale,G DOBI emp-prov. 2 yr post-temp restriction REF SCM
S817 Scutari,N Internet ticket sales-concerns REF SLP
S818 Scutari,N Emp parking-expand workers comp coverage REF SLP
S819 Scutari,N False Claims Act-provisions retroactive REF SJU
S820 Scutari,N Vendor contract viol.-impose penal. REF SSG
S821 Scutari,N Atty's in NJ-covered by malpractice insur REF SLP
S822 Scutari,N Multiple dwelling owners-liab. insur req REF SCM
S823 Scutari,N Alarm syst-regulates installation REF SCU
S824 Scutari,N+1 DUI, interlock device viol-revise penal. REF SJU
S825 Scutari,N Pub. util. excavation proj.-concerns REF SEG
S826 Scutari,N Crane or claw machines-reg. REF SSG
S827 Scutari,N MV sale-notify MVC REF STR
S828 Scutari,N/Cardinale,G Restaurant chains, cert-prov sodium info REF SHH
S829 Scutari,N/Cardinale,G Triclosan in cleaning products-proh sale REF SHH
S830 Scutari,N Marijuana small amount-legalizes, age 21 REF SJU
S831 Scutari,N Non-flushable disposable wipes-label REF SLP
S832 Scutari,N/Sacco,N NJT train-req operator's cabin be locked REF SLP
S833 Scutari,N Check cashier lic.-modifies fees REF SLP
S834 Scutari,N Diabetes test devices-proh. resale REF SHH
S835 Scutari,N/Van Drew,J+1 St. parks-continue operation, no budget REF SEN
S836 Scutari,N Out of St travel, cert.-limits reimb. REF SSG
S837 Turner,S/Greenstein,L Pension payout options-spousal consent REF SLP
S838 Turner,S MV surcharges-mandatory pymt plan REF SLP
S839 Turner,S/Vitale,J+6 Energy assist.-prov. $21 min. annually REF SHH
S840 Turner,S/Cunningham,S+1 Minority recruitment prog.-estab. REF SLP
S841 Turner,S Charter sch. enrollment-concerns incr. REF SED
S842 Turner,S Inmates, cert.-random drug testing REF SLP
S843 Turner,S Housing codes-corp. viol. enhance penal. REF SCU
S844 Turner,S/Cruz-Perez,N TDI-estab. partial return to work prog. REF SLP
S845 Turner,S/Vitale,J Contraceptives-pharmacists prescribe REF SHH
S846 Turner,S+2 UEZ desig.-extend for addl. 10 yrs. REF SEG
S847 Turner,S/Diego,P+1 Pub. sch. dist-concerns recess REF SED
S848 Turner,S Innovation zone prog.-estab. REF SEG
S849 Turner,S Extended Sch. Day, Sch. Year Study Comm. REF SED
S850 Turner,S Charter sch. estab.-voter approval req. REF SED
S851 Turner,S Post-secondary ed instit-report emp data REF SHI
S852 Turner,S Pol contrib. by money manager-report fee REF SLP
S853 Turner,S Voter reg.-changes deadline REF SLP
S854 Turner,S/Bateman,C+2 Light frame resid. constr-estab restrict REF SCU
S855 Turner,S/Stack,B Prop. tax bills-contain tax relief info REF SCU
S856 Turner,S/Rice,R+1 Lead paint inspection req.-concerns REF SSG
S857 Turner,S Permit train station parking-concerns REF STR
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

S858 Turner,S/Diegnan,P Teacher-concerns instructional cert. REF SED
S859 Turner,S/Ruiz,M+1 Special needs sch. bus-req. min. aides REF SED
S860 Turner,S/Vitale,J Medication assisted treatment-concerns REF SHH
S861 Singleton,T Moose’s Law-proh viol. working w/animals REF SEG
S862 Cardinale,G Tommy’s Law-crisis counseling REF STR
S863 Sario,P Job training purposes-exempt income tax REF SBA
S864 Sweeney,S/Vitale,J+2 Min. wage-raises rate to $10.10 REF SBA
S865 Sweeney,S/Oroho,S Bldg./hwys. infrastructure proj.-concerns REF SSG
S866 Sweeney,S/Vitale,J+1 Emerg. assist.-extends cert. elig. REF SHH
S867 Sweeney,S Tax exemp. prop.-impose prevailing wage REF SBA
S868 Sweeney,S Sch election-concerns candidates/ballots REF SSG
S869 Sweeney,S/Cunningham,S+2 Higher ed. degrees-permits estab. REF SHI
S870 Sweeney,S/Cunningham,S+1 Dual enrollment prog-share tuition costs REF SHI
S871 Sweeney,S+1 Joint insur. fd.-allows cert. REF SCM
S872 Sweeney,S Pub. contracts-req. use of US made goods REF SBA
S873 Sweeney,S Assault by auto-concerns imprisonment REF SLP
S874 Sweeney,S/Smith,B+3 Greenhouse Gas Initiative-St participate REF SEN
S875 Sweeney,S/Greenstein,L+2 Sexual Assault Victim’s Bill of Rights REF SLP
S876 Sweeney,S/Oroho,S Transp. Trust Fd. proj.-concerns admin. REF STR
S877 Sweeney,S/Smith,B Nuclear Diversity Cert. Prog.-estab. REF SEN
S878 Sweeney,S Income tax agreement reciprocal-concerns REF SBA
S879 Sweeney,S Haz. waste fac., major-amends definition REF SEN
S880 Sweeney,S/Corradto,K Pol. party committee chair-concerns REF SSG
SCR11 Corradto,K Keeping All Students Safe Act-Cong enact REF SED
SCR14 Doherty,M/Pennacchio,J+4 Free pub. sch.-income tax contrib. REF SED
SCR15 Doherty,M/Pennacchio,J+2 St aid sch dist-allocate per pupil basis REF SED
SCR16 Brown,C Leg.-limits terms REF SJU
SCR17 Brown,C Vet. prop. tax deduct.- incr. to $465 REF SCU
SCR18 O’Scanlon,D I & R-prov. Statewide REF SJU
SCR19 O’Scanlon,D/Oroho,S Pensions, health benf-amend. constit. REF SSG
SCR20 Van Drew,J Rev. fds., surplus-create REF SBA
SCR21 Van Drew,J/Cruz-Perez,N Vets, totally disab.-prop. tax exemp. REF SCU
SCR22 Van Drew,J St. approp. cap-estab. REF SBA
SCR23 Van Drew,J St. budget-balanced-concerns REF SBA
SCR24 Van Drew,J Open space-St. pymnts in lieu of taxes REF SEN
SCR25 Rice,R Econ Justice, Equal Emp Opportunity REF SBA
SCR26 Rice,R/Turner,S Lead haz. remediation-dedicate tax rev. REF SBA
SCR27 Pennacchio,J Slot machine, horse racetrack-Leg estab REF SSG
SCR28 Pennacchio,J/Doherty,M+4 Article V Convention-applies to Cong. REF SSG
SCR29 Pennacchio,J Huntington’s Disease Parity Act-urges REF SHH
SCR30 Pou,N Garfield Ground Water site-cleanup REF SBA
SCR31 Pou,N/Cruz-Perez,N Puerto Rico-exempt from Jones Act REF SSG
SCR32 Singer,R+2 Prop. tax-freeze, homeowner 65 yr/older REF SBA
SCR33 Kean,T Redist standard Apportionment Comm-estab REF SSG
SCR34 Oroho,S+1 St. budget-balance w/recurring revenue REF SBA
SCR35 Oroho,S/Van Drew,J+4 Minor child med procedures-notify parent REF SHH
SCR36 Oroho,S+9 Free pub. sch. sys.-Leg. prov. support REF SED
SCR37 Oroho,S/Van Drew,J+3 Vol fire fighter/first aid-prop tax cred REF SCU
SCR38 Oroho,S/Van Drew,J Prop. tax relief, reform-Leg. consider REF SCU
SCR39 Gill,N/Turner,S+5 Student Graduation reg.-not leg. intent REF SED
SCR40 Smith,B Electric veh. clean energy-allow destination rev. REF SEN
SCR41 Beach,J/Doherty,M Primary elections-concerns voting age REF SSG
SCR42 Diegnan,P Extra-judicial activities-permits REF SJU
SCR43 Scutari,N/Sweeney,S Leg. Apportionment Comm.-incr membership REF SSG
SCR44 Cardinale,G Sch. prop. taxes-exempt, sr. cit. REF SBA
SJR11 Bucco,A.R. Growing Stage Children’s Theatre-desig. REF SSG
SJR12 Cardinale,G Train tech, positive-Fed govt Assist REF STR
SJR13 Cardinale,G/Kean,T Beirut Barracks Bombing Day REF SBA
SJR14 Pou,N/Ruiz,M+1 Hispanic Journalist Pride Day-Sept 20th REF SSG
SJR15 Oroho,S/Van Drew,J NJ Fishing and Boating Week REF SEN
SR11 Corrado,K Disab Vet Commissary/Exchange Store Benef REF SMV
SR12 Brown,C Terrorist, kill Israelis for pay-concernm REF SJU
SR13 O’Scanlon,D Jersey Central Power-reject application REF SEG
SR14 Cardinale/G/Bucco,A.R.+9 Religious org., all-condemns hatred REF SLP
SR15 Pennacchio,J/Bucco,A,R.+9 Chiesman, Joanne-urge Cuba to extradite REF SLP
SR16 Pou,N Open-air reservoir-concern updated rules REF SEN
SR17 Pou,N/Vitale,J Deferred Action, Childhood Arrivals prog. REF SBA
SR18 Vitale,J/Ruiz,M Maternal Health Accountability Act 2017 REF SHH
SR19 Weinberg,L+1 Domestic Viol. Tech. Task Force REF SJU
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

SR20    Weinberg,L    Co. Domestic Viol. Working Groups-memb.   REF SJU
SR21    Weinberg,L    Atty, matrimonial-domestic viol training  REF SJU
SR22    Greenstein,L    Arrest warrant-concerns   REF SJU
SR23    Cunningham,S    Consumer Finan Prot Ed Dept-relationship   REF SHI
SR24    Codey,R    Robocalls to customers-block   REF SEG
SR25    Turner,S    Net neutrality-Pres. restore principle   REF SEG

Concurrent Resolution Passed:
Organizational and providing for a joint session of the Legislature to receive a message from the Governor.

Bills Passed:

SR1    Sweeney,S/Weinberg,L    Org. Senate-218th Legislature   (23-15)

Co-Sponsor Added:

S273    (Doherty,M)    Child custody-concerns

Democratic Leadership:
(Additional Leadership to be announced)

Senator Stephen M. Sweeney (3), Senate President
Senator Loretta Weinberg (37), Majority Leader
Senator M. Teresa Ruiz (29), Senate President Pro Tempore
Senator Sandra B. Cunningham (31), Deputy Majority Leader
Senator Paul A. Sarlo (36), Deputy Majority Leader
Senator Linda R. Greenstein (14), Assistant Majority Leader
Senator James Beach (6), Assistant Majority Leader
Senator Robert M. Gordon (38), Democratic Conference Chair

Republican Leadership:

Senator Thomas H. Kean, Jr. (21), Republican Leader
Senator Robert W. Singer (30), Deputy Republican Leader
Senator Steven V. Oroho (24), Conference Leader
Senator Chris A. Brown (2), Deputy Conference Leader
Senator Joseph Pennacchio (26), Republican Whip
Senator Dawn Marie Addiego (8), Deputy Republican Whip
Senator Anthony R. Bucco (25), Republican Budget Officer

Secretary of the Senate:

Jennifer A. McQuaid

The Senate adjourned at 5:50 PM to meet again on Monday, January 22, 2018 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “1” and “2” scheduled).
Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

AR1  Coughlin, C/Greenwald, L  Org, General Assembly-218th Legislature

Bills Introduced:

A101  DeAngelo, W/Andrezejczak, B  Natl. Guard memb.-corp. bus. tax cred.  REF AMV
A102  DeAngelo, W/Quijano, A+1  Env. responsible bus. equip.-tax cred.  REF ACE
A103  DeAngelo, W/Lagana, J+4  High academic dist.-estab. reward prog.  REF AED
A104  DeAngelo, W/Benson, D+1  Mun. aid reductions-restore  REF ASL
A105  DeAngelo, W/Benson, D  St. aid growth limit for sch. dist.-elim.  REF AED
A106  DeAngelo, W  Sch security costs-excl mun expenditures  REF AED
A107  DeAngelo, W  Telecommunications company-outage refund  REF ATU
A108  DeAngelo, W/Lampitt, P  Prevailing wage-allow stop-work orders  REF ALA
A109  DeAngelo, W  Water bill, late-interest after 30 days  REF ATU
A110  DeAngelo, W/Benson, D  Better Ed. Savings Trust-tax deduction  REF AHI
A111  DeAngelo, W/Houghtaling, E  Combat Action Badge-auth. lic. plate  REF AMV
A112  DeAngelo, W  Water & sewer svc.-concerns resid. rates  REF ATU
A113  DeAngelo, W/Quijano, A  Broadband infrastructure-corp. bus. tax  REF ATU
A114  DeAngelo, W  Veh. charging stations-prov bus tax cred  REF ACE
A115  DeAngelo, W  Telephone svc.-temp. suspension  REF ATU
A116  DeAngelo, W/Taliaferro, A  Co. coll. attendance-tax credit  REF AHI
A117  DeAngelo, W/Pinkin, N  St police veh. surplus-offer to fire org  REF AHS
A118  DeAngelo, W  Sample ballot-request by electronic mail  REF ASL
A119  DeAngelo, W  Deferred comp. plans-produce materials  REF ABD
A120  DeAngelo, W  Vets.-waives parking meter fees  REF AMV
A121  DeAngelo, W+1  NJT fare incr.-Rate Counsel estab.  REF ATR
A122  DeAngelo, W+1  9-1-1-estab. cert. req.  REF AHS
A123  DeAngelo, W/Lagana, J  Sex offenders-bars jobs w/child contact  REF AJU
A124  DeAngelo, W  Legal signatures-concerns  REF AHI
A125  DeAngelo, W/Danielsen, J  Higher ed tuition bills-breakdown fees  REF AHI
A126  DeAngelo, W/Lagana, J  Manufacturing apprenticeship prog.-estab.  REF ACE
A127  DeAngelo, W/Pantin, M  PFAS memb-prov. death, disab. benf.  REF AMV
A128  DeAngelo, W/Lagana, J  Sch. buses-exempt. cert. fuel tax  REF AAP
A129  DeAngelo, W/Pantin, M  Student dormitories-co. coll. estab.  REF AHI
A130  DeAngelo, W+1  Alco. bev. temp. permits-increases no.  REF AOF
A131  DeAngelo, W  High sch student-apprenticeship training  REF AED
A132  DeAngelo, W/Benson, D  Info. literacy-req. instruction  REF AED
A133  DeAngelo, W/Houghtaling, E  Vet honorably discharged-estab. lic plate  REF AMV
A134  DeAngelo, W/Houghtaling, E  Constr. contracts-req. prompt pymt.  REF ALA
A135  DeAngelo, W  Resid construction, light frame-concerns  REF AHO
A136  DeAngelo, W  Family leave-concerns  REF AWC
A137  Space, P/Wirths, H+1  Affordable housing units-elig.  REF AHO
A138  Space, P/Wirths, H+2  Highlands Water Prot. Council-concerns  REF AEN
A139  Space, P/Wirths, H+1  Highlands preserv. area-allows exclusion  REF AEN
A140  Space, P/Wirths, H  Loc. health agency emp.-concerns  REF ASL
A141  Space, P/Wirths, H  Presch. ed.-prop. exp. expansion  REF AED
A142  Space, P/Wirths, H  Affordable housing rules-exempts cert site  REF AHO
A143  Space, P/Wirths, H  Affordable housing obligations-concerns  REF AHO
A144  Space, P/Wirths, H  Civil svc. reductions-elim. seniority  REF ASL
A145  Space, P/Wirths, H  Women in correctional fac.-abortion cost  REF AWC
A146  Space, P/Wirths, H  Work First NJ benf.-adult drug testing  REF AHI
A147  Space, P/Wirths, H  Loc. unit insur. fds.-concerns  REF ASL
A148  Space, P/Wirths, H  Civil Svc. Comm. Chair-clarify duties  REF ASL
A149  Space, P/Wirths, H  Pension Health Benf Review-expands scope  REF ASL
A150  Space, P/Wirths, H  Absentee ballots-concerns  REF ASL
A151  Space, P/Holley, J  Realty transfer fee, suppl.-elim.  REF AHO
A152  Space, P/Giblin, T+1  MV regis-estab. street rods & custom mvs  REF ATR
A153  Space, P/Wirths, H  Electronic benf cards-restrict cert. use  REF AHI
A154  Space, P/Webber, J+1  Firearm permit apps.-access guidelines  REF ALP
A155  Space, P/Wirths, H+1  PERS-req. elig. checklist for enrollment  REF ASL
A156  Space, P/Wirths, H  DEP lands, fishing/hunting-no net loss  REF AAN
A157  Space, P/Wirths, H  Firewood sale-concerns  REF AAN
A158  Space, P/Wirths, H  Bus. owners, cert-deduct pension contrib  REF ACE
A159  Space, P/Bucco, A.M.+3  Firearm ID cards-police chief issue  REF ALP
A160  Space, P  Admin. Procedure Act-revises  REF AOF
A161  Space, P  Nonpublic sch. busing-extends limit  REF AED
A162  Space, P/Vainieri Huttle, V  MV ownership transfer-revise procedures  REF ATR
A163  Space, P/Wirths, H  Voter id-req, proof  REF ASL
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A164 Space,A/Auth,R Core curriculum content standard-leg app REF AED
A165 Space,P+2 Sch. Safety and Security Act REF AED
A166 Space,P/Wirths,H+1 Handgun sales-repeals cert. restrictions REF ALP
A167 Space,P/Dancer,R+2 Dog, tracking-auth use, recover deer REF AAN
A168 Space,P/Taliaferro,A Bow hunting, fed. mil installations-auth REF AAN
A169 Space,P/Wirths,H Fish, Game Council-auth. to req. REF AAN
A170 Space,P/McKeon,J+2 Mun court position, cert-terminate early REF AJU
A171 Space,P/Bucco,A,M.+1 Liquors, cert.-decrease tax rate REF AOF
A173 Handlin,A/Schepsis,H+1 Rape shield law, civil-creates REF AJU
A174 Handlin,A False pub. alarms-clarify penal. REF AJU
A175 Handlin,A/Mazzoe,V Shared svcs.-advertise on DCA website REF ASL
A176 Handlin,A/Munoz,N Loc elected off, indicted-forfeit office REF ASL
A177 Handlin,A+1 Ethics training-req. govt affairs agents REF ASL
A178 Handlin,A/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Loc. gov. off., appt.-ethical training req REF ASL
A179 Handlin,A Sick leave pymt upon retirement-limits REF ASL
A180 Handlin,A Comprehensive Anti-Nepotism Act REF ASL
A181 Handlin,A/Webber,J Unemp. benf. obtained fraudulently-repay REF ALA
A182 Handlin,A Unemp insur fraud off-amend RICO statute REF ALA
A183 Handlin,A/Auth,R+1 Right to Work Act-estab. REF ALA
A184 Handlin,A/Webber,J Corrections off., cert.-concerns REF AJU
A185 Handlin,A/Keen,S+4 Seasonal worker-concerns unemp benf elig REF ALA
A186 Handlin,A Dual govt. emp. and office holding REF ASL
A187 Handlin,A/Vainieri Huttle,V Campaign fds.-keep detailed records REF ASL
A188 Handlin,A Med. injury claims-early resolution sys. REF AJU
A189 Handlin,A/Munoz,N St. veh.-install GPS devices REF ASL
A190 Handlin,A Leg., Exec. Branch-reg. gifts of value REF ASL
A191 Handlin,A Contractors, who victimize clients-penal REF AHS
A192 Handlin,A Candidate-concerns use, campaign contrib REF ASL
A193 Handlin,A Used MV-issue regis plates cert mechanic REF ATR
A194 Handlin,A Co. superintendent-implent shared svcs REF AED
A195 Handlin,A/DsCroce,B,+4 Offender internet registry-pub. access REF AJU
A196 Handlin,A/Vainieri Huttle,V,+2 St. cit.-distrib. notice, prev of fraud REF AHI
A197 Handlin,A/Munoz,N Child care, emp.-prov.-corp. tax cred. REF AWC
A198 Handlin,A Pub. util. rate incr.-pub. hearing req. REF ATU
A199 Handlin,A Auto. lic. plate reader data-time limit REF ALP
A200 Handlin,A/Webber,J College presid.-post pay on website REF AHI
A201 Handlin,A/Munoz,N St. veh.-display abuse hotline stickers REF ASL
A202 Handlin,A Animal cruelty-estab. cert. practices REF AAN
A203 Handlin,A Electric transmission lines-concerns REF ATU
A204 Handlin,A Mun. publish legal notice-permits cert. REF ASL
A205 Handlin,A/McKeon,J+1 Microphone-Enabled Devices Act REF ACO
A206 Handlin,A/McKeon,J+1 Commercial Internet websites-concerns REF ACO
A207 Handlin,A/McKeon,J Geographic location info.-limits use REF ACO
A208 Handlin,A Teacher annuity retire. plans-disclosure REF ASL
A209 Handlin,A Background checks-contracts req REF ARP
A210 Handlin,A Sex offender regis-reg internet regis REF AJU
A211 Chiaravalloti,N Pub. sch. teachers-loan redemption prog. REF AST
A212 Chiaravalloti,N/Mukherji,R+1 Pedestrian death-incr. penal. REF ATR
A213 Chiaravalloti,N/Jones,P Put Children First-auth. lic. plate REF AWC
A214 Chiaravalloti,N Presch. expansion aid;$103M REF AED
A215 Chiaravalloti,N Firearm viol.-Rutgers Univ. study REF ALP
A216 Chiaravalloti,N Police-concerns cert. training REF ALP
A217 Chiaravalloti,N/Benson,D Child-concerns cert. offenses w/a weapon REF ALP
A218 Chiaravalloti,N/McKnight,A Autobus-regis. reqs. w/mun. REF ATR
A219 Chiaravalloti,N/Mukherji,R+1 MV, transport cert. materials-concerns REF ATR
A220 Wirths,H/Space,P Highlands planning area-concerns REF AEN
A221 Wirths,H/Space,P Highlands Water Prot/Planning Act-sunset REF AEN
A222 Wirths,H/Space,P+12 MVC-incr. cert. fees REF ATR
A223 Wirths,H/Space,P Highlands Prop. Tax Stabilization Fd. REF AEN
A224 Wirths,H/Space,P+1 Statewide Non-Resid Devel Fee Act-repeal REF ASL
A225 Wirths,H/Space,P Voter regis.-concerns REF AAN
A226 Wirths,H/Space,P Elect President Natl Popular Vote-repeal REF AOF
A227 Wirths,H/Space,P Mun fair share housing obligation-credit REF AHO
A228 Wirths,H/Space,P Farm worker housing-fair share credit REF AHO
A230 Wirths,H/Space,P Hand gun sales-elim. cert. purch. REF ALP
A231 Wirths,H/Space,P Illegal immigrants-correctional fac. REF ALP
A232 Wirths,H/Space,P Presch. tuition rates-concerns REF AED
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A233  Wirths,H/Space,P+3  Contractors, cert-verify emp. work auth.  REF ALA
A234  Wirths,H+1  Retired law enforcement off.,-issue id  REF ALP
A235  Wirths,H+2  Pub. emp., resuming emp-suspends pension  REF ASL
A236  Wirths,H  Farm income averaging cred.-permits  REF AAN
A237  Wirths,H/Space,P  Sch. dist and priv. sch-concerns tuition  REF AED
A238  Wirths,H  Student journalist-concern speech rights  REF AED
A239  Wirths,H/Space,P  Rural electric cooperatives-concerns  REF ATU
A241  Kean,S  Health care decisions-religious beliefs  REF AHE
A242  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A243  Kean,S  Unemp. comp. benf.-seasonal emp. elig.  REF ALA
A244  Kean,S  Artificial reef-fishing gear restriction  REF AAN
A245  Kean,S  Co. prop.-exempts sales  REF ASL
A246  Kean,S  Black Creek, Wreck Pond dredging:$10M  REF AEN
A247  Kean,S+1  Electric pub util flood mitigation plans  REF ATU
A248  Kean,S  Firearm id cards-concerns  REF AHS
A249  Kean,S  Theft $500K or more-upgrades crime  REF ALP
A250  Kean,S/Benson,D  Autism diagnosis/treating-insur. cover  REF AFI
A251  Kean,S  White Swan Cleaners, Monmouth Co-clean up  REF AEN
A252  Kean,S  Floral products deceptive practice-fraud  REF ACO
A253  Kean,S/Handlin,A  Homeowners’ assoc.-conflict of interests  REF AHO
A254  Kean,S/Lagana,J  Arbitration and mediation-concerns  REF AJU
A255  Kean,S/Handlin,A  Homeowners' assoc.  REF AHO
A256  Kean,S  Beach access fees-concerns use  REF ATG
A257  Kean,S/Schepisi,H  Judges-exempt from jury duty  REF AJU
A258  Kean,S/DeCroce,B  Mun. prosecutor-concerns  REF AJU
A259  Kean,S  Child care ctrs.-concerns  REF AWC
A260  Kean,S/McKnight,A+5  Accidental disb. benf.-concerns elig.  REF ALA
A261  Kean,S  Beach access fees-concerns use  REF AAN
A262  Kean,S/Space,P  Rural electric cooperatives  REF AAN
A263  Kean,S  Farm income averaging cred.-permits  REF AAN
A264  Kean,S  Artificial reef-fishing gear restriction  REF AAN
A265  Kean,S/Lagana,J  Arbitration and mediation-concerns  REF AJU
A266  Kean,S+2  Seasonal emp. elig.  REF AHS
A267  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A268  Kean,S  Beach access fees-concerns use  REF AAN
A269  Kean,S/Munoz,N+1  Water safety  REF AEN
A270  Kean,S/Egan,J  P.I.C.K. Awareness Act  REF AEN
A271  Kean,S  Water infra. project  REF AEN
A272  Kean,S  Regiona  REF AEN
A273  Kean,S  Sch. buses-display phone number  REF AEN
A274  Kean,S  Beach access fees-concerns use  REF AAN
A275  Kean,S  Uninsured driv.-immediate impound of veh  REF AHN
A276  Kean,S  Child care ctrs.-concerns  REF AWC
A277  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A278  Kean,S  Beach access fees-concerns use  REF AAN
A279  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A280  Kean,S  Uninsured driv.-immediate impound of veh  REF AHN
A281  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A282  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A283  Kean,S/DeCroce,B  Mun. prosecutor-concerns  REF AJU
A284  Kean,S  Child care ctrs.-concerns  REF AWC
A285  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A286  Kean,S  Uninsured driv.-immediate impound of veh  REF AHN
A287  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A288  Kean,S  Uninsured driv.-immediate impound of veh  REF AHN
A289  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A290  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A291  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A292  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A293  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A294  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A295  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A296  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A297  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A298  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A299  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A300  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
A301  Kean,S  Artificial reef plan-estab. for fishing  REF AAN
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A302   Webber,J/DiMiao,J+4   Autism Awareness lic. plate-creates   REF AWC
A303   Webber,J+1   Consumer Fraud Act-revises   REF ACO
A304   Webber,J/Pinkin,N   Corp. directors actions-concerns   REF ACE
A305   Webber,J+1   Sch. dist. capital proj-ballot question   REF AED
A306   Webber,J/Holley,J   POWs-create exemp, cert MVC fees   REF AMV
A307   Webber,J/Bucco,A.M.+1   Charitable org.-income tax deduct.   REF ABU
A308   Webber,J+1   HS graduation-concerns cert. req.   REF AED
A309   Webber,J/Bucco,A.M.   Warning light permits-loc. govt. issue   REF ASL
A311   Pinkin,N/DeAngelo,W   Emerg med tech cert-card-MVC accept Id   REF ATR
A312   Pinkin,N/Conaway,H+17   Palliative care svcs.-prov. info.   REF AHE
A313   Pinkin,N/Mukherji,R+8   Homestead benf.-concerns distrib. timing   REF ABU
A314   Pinkin,N/Sumter,S+15   Isolated Confinement Restriction Act   REF ALP
A315   Pinkin,N/Coughlin,C   White Collar Crime-creates   REF ALP
A316   Pinkin,N/Webber,J+2   Higher ed. instlt.-concerns tuition/fees   REF AHI
A317   Pinkin,N/McKeon,J+7   Judges-estab. domestic viol training   REF AJU
A318   Pinkin,N/DeAngelo,W   Sexual Assault Viol. in Ed. Act   REF AHII
A319   Pinkin,N/Lampitt,P   Electronic prescriptions-proh. addtl. fee   REF AHE
A320   Pinkin,N/DeAngelo,W   Rutgers Univ Foundation-tax deduction   REF AHII
A321   Pinkin,N   Resid fac, cert-equip w/emerg generators   REF AHS
A322   Pinkin,N/Winemly,B   College degree completion-concerns   REF AHI
A323   Pinkin,N/Mukherji,R   Funeral directing-concerns practice   REF ARP
A324   Pinkin,N/Jasey,M   HS curriculum req.-concerns   REF AHI
A325   Pinkin,N/Jasey,M   College-report consumer info. on website   REF AHI
A326   Pinkin,N/DeAngelo,W   College meal plans-concerns   REF AHI
A327   Pinkin,N/Jasey,M   College textbooks-req. buyback at 50%   REF AHI
A328   Pinkin,N/DeAngelo,W   Undergraduate tuition and fees-concerns   REF AHI
A329   Pinkin,N/Jasey,M   Proprietary sch graduation rates-concern   REF AHI
A330   Pinkin,N/Mukherji,R   Graduation rates, 4-yr. instit.-concerns   REF AHI
A331   Pinkin,N/Mosquera,G   Gender Pay Discim. Study Comm.-estab.   REF AWE
A332   Pinkin,N   Cell access, correctional fac.-manage   REF ALP
A333   Pinkin,N   Prop. tax refund-extend to 120 days   REF AML
A334   Pinkin,N   Drugs returned-wholesale distr.-rebate   REF AHE
A335   Pinkin,N/Chiaravalloti,N   Non-fiduciary investment advisor-concern   REF AFI
A336   Pinkin,N   Malpractice cases, prof.-concerns   REF AFI
A337   Pinkin,N   Malpractice judgment, med.-concerns   REF AFI
A338   Pinkin,N/Karabinchak,Eq+2   Food allergies-post signs at restaurants   REF AHE
A339   Pinkin,N   Managed care plan-transfers DOBI to DOH   REF AFI
A340   Pinkin,N   DOBI emp-prov. 2 yr post-emp restriction   REF AFI
A341   Pinkin,N/Johnson,G   Innocence Study and Review Comm.-creates   REF AJU
A342   Pinkin,N   Pharmacists-administer cert. vaccines   REF ARP
A343   Pinkin,N/Giblin,T   Pharmacy interns-concerns vaccines   REF ARP
A344   Murphy,C   Individual devel acct.-expand use of fids   REF AFI
A345   Murphy,C   Prop. tax exemp.-concerns long term   REF AML
A346   Murphy,C   Donated leave prog. for St. emp.-codifies   REF AML
A347   Murphy,C   Cats-proh. surgical declawing   REF AAN
A348   Murphy,C   Heart hosp., specialty-concerns assess.   REF AHE
A349   Murphy,C   Hairstyling lic.-complete dom. viol. ed.   REF ARP
A350   Murphy,C   Dredge spoils-proh. cert. dumping   REF AEN
A351   Murphy,C   Nonprofit Hosp Community Svc, Study Comm   REF AHE
A352   Murphy,C   Medicaid, NJ FamilyCare-concerns   REF AFI
A353   Murphy,C   Disabled vet.-concerns prop. tax   REF AMV
A354   Murphy,C   Trichloropropane, drinking water-concern   REF AEN
A355   Murphy,C   Sales tax holiday, cert. sales-estab.   REF ACO
A356   Murphy,C   Breast-feeding-expand civil right prot.   REF AWC
A357   Murphy,C   Armed Forces reserve-prov. tuition benf.   REF AMV
A358   Chiaravalloti,N   Visas, cert.-concerns   REF AFA
A359   Chiaravalloti,N/Mukherji,R   Autopsies-concerns   REF ALP
A360   Chiaravalloti,N   Consumer reporting agencies-concerns   REF ACO
A361   Jimenez,A   Civil svc. make-up exam-concerns   REF AML
A362   Jimenez,A/Johnson,G   Newborn screening prog.-expands disorders   REF AWC
A363   Jimenez,A+1   Vital records dissemination-guidelines   REF AHS
A364   Jimenez,A   EMT, out-of-st.-provide reciprocity   REF AIP
A365   Jimenez,A/Winemly,B   Maternity law, 48 hr.-notify insured   REF AWC
A366   Jimenez,A/Lampitt,P+3   Vital records emp.-background check req.   REF AHS
A367   Jimenez,A/Winemly,B   Parole, probation-voter regis assistance   REF AML
A368   Jimenez,A/Winemly,B   Health Enterprise Zone law-amends   REF ACF
A369   Jimenez,A/Chiaravalloti,N   Urban Transit Hub Tax Cred. Act-expand   REF ACO
A370   Jimenez,A/Prieto,V   Sch and med. family leave-prov.   REF AML
A371   Jimenez,A   Clinical laboratory testing advisory bd.   REF AHE
A372 Jimenez,A/Quijano,A+1 Commercial driv. lic. fee-waive for vets REF AMV
A373 Jimenez,A+2 Vet-waives prof. lic. fees REF AMV
A374 Jimenez,A Mun. humane law enforcement off. defines REF AAN
A375 Jimenez,A/Conaway,H+1 Fd to Prev Use electronic Smoking Deive REF AHE
A376 Jimenez,A/Quijano,A Animal Cruelty Offender Registry-estab. REF AAN
A377 Jimenez,A/Sumter,S+1 Uninsur. patients-hosp. emp. assist REF AHE
A378 Jimenez,A Mental health fac-proh w/in 1k ft of sch. REF AHU
A379 Jimenez,A/Lagana,J Pub safety emp-proh home address release REF AJU
A381 Jimenez,A/McKnight,A Emp. time off, child ed. events-prov. REF AWC
A382 Jimenez,A/Lagana,J+6 Nursing home-estab aide-to-resid ratio REF AHU
A383 Jimenez,A Child passengers-proh. front seat REF AWC
A384 Jimenez,A Speeding, excessive-estab. as reckless REF ALP
A385 Jimenez,A Veh. homicide-incr. limitations statute REF ALP
A386 Jimenez,A/Scheepsi,H Prop. recprds cards-electronic format REF ASL
A387 Jimenez,A Veh. size and weight enforcement-study REF ATR
A388 Jimenez,A/Scheepsi,H Real estate referral agents-concerns REF ARP
A389 Jimenez,A/Mukherji,R MV-dedicate rev., enforce Trans Trust Fd REF ATR
A390 Jimenez,A/Munoz,N Radiologist asst.-req. proc. approval REF ARP
A391 Jimenez,A/Vainieri Huttle,V Invol commitment hearing-vidconference REF AJU
A392 Jimenez,A/Prieto,V+1 Physical therapists-concerns REF ARP
A393 Mosquera,G/Murphy,C Complaints, public-concerns submittal REF ASL
A394 Mosquera,G/Murphy,C Excused sch. absence-election activity REF AED
A396 Mosquera,G/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 Natural gas veh.-bus., income tax cred. REF ACE
A397 Mosquera,G/Murphy,C Intersch. athlete report-submit annually REF AED
A398 Mosquera,G+1 Pawnbroker-file transaction reports req. REF ARP
A399 Mosquera,G/Vainieri Huttle,V+4 Alimony-proh., domestic viol. offender REF AJU
A400 Mosquera,G Pediatric physicians-prov. coverage REF AFI
A401 Mosquera,G/Wilkember,B Mortgage loan discrimination-proh. REF AFI
A402 Mosquera,G/Morarity,P+8 Domestic viol. child present-new crime REF AWC
A403 Mosquera,G/Murphy,C+1 Temp home during crisis-background check REF AWC
A404 Mosquera,G/Space,P Alco. Ed., Rehab. and Enforcement Fd. REF AHU
A405 Mosquera,G/Murphy,C+2 Child Support Reform Task Force-estab. REF AJU
A406 Mosquera,G/Benson,D Homestead prop. tax reimb-estab. base yr REF ASL
A407 Mosquera,G/Morarity,P Sex offenders-concerns REF AJU
A408 Mosquera,G/Webber,J Decedent's safe-deposit box-access REF AJU
A409 Mosquera,G/Infants, toddlers-concerns visitation REF AWC
A410 Mosquera,G/Tucker,C DHS-concerns fds. received REF AHU
A411 Mosquera,G/Murphy,C Fire police units-appoint fire police REF ALP
A412 Mosquera,G/Morarity,P Grab bars-req. install in pub. restrooms REF AHE
A413 Mosquera,G/Prieto,V+12 Energy assist.-prov. $21 min. annually REF AHU
A414 Mosquera,G/Greenwald,L+16 Domestic viol. firearms-revise cert laws REF ALP
A415 Mosquera,G/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 Shotgun purch.crim. background check req REF AWC
A416 Mosquera,G/Schaer,G Behavioral Mental Health Advisory Bd. REF AHU
A417 Mosquera,G Immigrant privacy rights-prev disclosure REF AHU
A418 Mosquera,G/Chaparro,A Health care plans, affordable-promote REF AHU
A419 Mosquera,G/Murphy,C Lymphedema-prov diagnosis coverage REF AFI
A420 Mosquera,G/Couto,P Domestic viol.-concerns reporting REF AWC
A421 Mosquera,G/Jones,P+1 Domestic Viol. Tuition Waiver Prog. REF AWC
A422 Mosquera,G/Jones,P+1 Online voter regis.-secure website REF ASL
A423 Mosquera,G/Conaway,H+1 Family First Emp. Act-entails REF AWC
A424 Mosquera,G/Downey,J Baby monitor-pub awareness campaign REF AWC
A425 Mosquera,G/Jones,P+1 Child abuse hotline-sch. posting req. REF AED
A426 Mosquera,G Class Two law enforcement off.-concerns REF ALP
A427 Mosquera,G/Barclay,A+1 Domestic viol.-mand. training, estab. REF AWC
A428 Mosquera,G/Chaparro,A Alien, illegal alien-proh. terms REF ASL
A429 Mosquera,G/Murphy,C Fire hydrants-concerns water companies REF ASL
A430 Mosquera,G/Murphy,C Fire hydrant access-concerns REF ASL
A431 Schaer,G/Johnson,G+9 Wiretap orders for cert. crimes-auth. REF AJU
A432 Schaer,G/Greenwald,L+1 Auto. Insur. Risk Exchange-concerns appt REF AFI
A433 Schaer,G Health Care Prov. Network Transparency REF AFI
A434 Schaer,G/McKeon,J+2 Appeal bonds, cert.-limits amount REF AJU
A435 Schaer,G/Prieto,V+12 Vet on Medicaid and SSI-COL incr. REF AMV
A436 Schaer,G/Jimenez,A+10 Med fac., med-priority power restoration REF AHS
A437 Schaer,G/Bramnick,J Homeowners insur.-incl heating oil tanks REF AFI
A438 Schaer,G HMO-incl. charity care assessments REF AFI
A439 Schaer,G/Mazzee,V Co. tax admin.-permits co. to share REF ASL
A440 Schaer,G/Lagana,J Health Care Billing Data-estab study ctr REF AFI
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A441  Schaer,G/Carie,M+2   Flood insur.-prop tax levy cap excl incr   REF ASL
A442  Schaer,G/Eustace,T+1   St budget rev forcasting-Rev Advisory Bd   REF ABU
A443  Schaer,G/Lagana,J   Out-of-network prov.-concerns referrals   REF AFI
A444  Schaer,G/Mazzio,V+5   Uncomp Medicaid Beneficiary Pymt Relief   REF AHE
A445  Schaer,G/Sumter,S+2   Prop. tax levy cap-concerns exclusions   REF ASL
A446  Schaer,G   Parking tickets-concerns mail   REF ALP
A447  Schaer,G/Vaineri Hulle,V+3   Breakfast fast after the bell incentive fd   REF AWC
A448  Schaer,G/Mosquera,G+7   Homeless prev. prog-available on website   REF AHO
A449  Schaer,G/Kean,S   Med. examiners-makes procedural changes   REF AHE
A450  Schaer,G   Health care costs, cert.-concerns   REF AFI
A451  Schaer,G/Eustace,T   Clinical Trials Working Group-creates   REF AHE
A452  Schaer,G   Charter sch.-enrollment-concerns   REF AED
A453  Schaer,G   Charter sch. admin.-concerns   REF AED
A454  Schaer,G   Charter sch.-modify renewal process   REF AED
A455  Schaer,G/Quijano,A+7   Student Loan Ombuds-estab. req. loan svc   REF AHI
A456  Schaer,G   St admin pension fds-concerns investment   REF ABU
A457  Schaer,G/DeAngelo,W+6   Neighborhood Solar Energy Prog.-estab.   REF ATU
A458  Schaer,G   Prop damage liab-incl faulty workmanship   REF AFI
A459  Schaer,G/Lamplitt,P+2   Rape care advocates-concerns   REF AJU
A460  Schaer,G/Tucker,C   Registered family day care-10 children   REF AWC
A461  Schaer,G   Adopted children-maintain religion   REF AWC
A462  Schaer,G/Johnson,G   Pediatric emerg. depts.-impose cert. req   REF AHE
A463  Schaer,G   Adoption-child's religion, do not change   REF AWC
A464  Schaer,G   Out-of-St. fac.-concerns referrals   REF AHE
A465  Schaer,G/Eustace,T   Cemetery company-concerns cert. fees   REF ARP
A466  Schaer,G   Cred. card purch-proh imposing surcharge   REF ACO
A467  Schaer,G/Benson,D   St. pymts., cert.-prov options   REF ALA
A468  Schaer,G   Health care fraud claims-unnecessary   REF AFI
A469  Schaer,G   Arbitrators-finan. disclosure statements   REF ARP
A470  Prieto,V/McKeon,J   St. Tax-adjust cert. taxes   REF ABU
A471  Prieto,V   Combined sewer overflows-concerns   REF AEN
A472  Prieto,V/DeAngelo,W+2   Sch. as polling place-ensure security   REF ASL
A473  Prieto,V/Moriarty,P   Constr. Trades Lic. Bd.-creates   REF ARP
A474  Prieto,V   Landscape irrigation contractors-concern   REF ARP
A475  Prieto,V/Coughlin,C   Alarm bus. licensees-revise law   REF ARP
A476  Prieto,V/Sumter,S   PAAD-incr. income elig. limits   REF AHE
A477  Prieto,V   Ambulance svcs.-Medicaid reimb.   REF AHU
A478  Prieto,V/Mukherji,R+4   Mammograms, cert.-benefit coverage req.   REF AFI
A479  Prieto,V/Johnson,G+19   Ticket sales-revises law   REF ARP
A480  Prieto,V/Wimberly,B+1   Civil actions, cert.-brought w/in 2 yrs.   REF AJU
A481  Prieto,V   Waterfront Comm, NY Harbo-incr. memb.   REF ATR
A482  Prieto,V/Jasey,M+1   Co. vocational sch. dist. fac-St support   REF AED
A483  Prieto,V/Jasey,M+6   Co. voc. sch enrollment incr-addl St aid   REF AED
A484  Prieto,V/Johnson,G+9   Adult ed. programs-St. aid   REF AED
A485  Prieto,V/Pinkin,N+1   Brain injury screening, ed prog.-estab.   REF AWC
A486  Prieto,V/Sumter,S   Coll students, cert-prov addl St aid   REF AHI
A487  Prieto,V/Pinto Marlin,E+4   UEZ sales tax-concerns   REF ACE
A488  Prieto,V/Greenwald,L+3   Democracy Act-estab.   REF ASL
A489  Prieto,V   Transp. related proj-concerns devel fees   REF ATR
A490  Prieto,V/Mukherji,R   Sick leave, earned-concerns   REF ALA
A491  Prieto,V/Jimenez,A   PFRS-enhances accidental death pension   REF ASL
A492  Prieto,V/Giblin,T+3   Hotel occupancies-impose temp. surcharge   REF AAP
A493  Prieto,V/Jasey,M   Tuition incr, 4 yr. pub instit.-concerns   REF AHI
A494  Prieto,V/Jimenez,A   DEP oversight remediation-amends law   REF AEN
A495  DiMaio,J+2   Full Disclosure Ultrasound Act   REF AWC
A496  DiMaio,J+1   General obligation bonds-issuance   REF ASL
A497  DiMaio,J/Space,P   Benefit req proof of lawful US presence   REF AHU
A498  DiMaio,J/Space,P   Highland Water Prot/Planning Act-estab.   REF AEN
A499  DiMaio,J+1   Prop.-concerns fair market value   REF ASL
A500  DiMaio,J   Sch. dist. emp-prov info, contract terms   REF ALA
A501  DiMaio,J+4   Raw milk permit prog.-estab.   REF AAN
A502  DiMaio,J   St. Police svcs-exempt cert mun from pymt   REF ALP
A503  DiMaio,J+45   St. Song:“I'm from NJ”   REF ASL
A504  DiMaio,J+1   BB guns-clarity not firearms   REF ALP
A505  DiMaio,J   Co. voc. sch.-transp. costs   REF AED
A506  DiMaio,J   Vol FF, EMT training-concerns reimb.   REF AHS
A507  DiMaio,J+1   Proj. labor agreements-repeals law   REF ALA
A508  DiMaio,J/Burzichelli,J   Right to Farm Act-recover atty. fees   REF AAN
A509  DiMaio,J   Pub. util.-prov. recovery, cert. charges   REF ATU
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A511  DiMaio,J+2  SPCA-accountability req.  REF AAN
A512  DiMaio,J+2  NJSPCA bd. of trustees-changes memb.  REF AAN
A513  DiMaio,J/Giblin,T+12  Disbursement svc. org., cert.-concerns  REF ASL
A514  DiMaio,J/Rooney,K+1  SPCA-revises law, disposition of assets  REF AAN
A515  DiMaio,J/Coughlin,C+1  St. Police-revise distrub. of fines  REF ATR
A516  DiMaio,J/Handlin,A  Sch. emp.-collective negotiations  REF ALA
A517  DiMaio,J+1  New prog.-auth. w/out Comm. approval  REF AHI
A518  DiMaio,J+4  Real estate purch-excl. gains on sales  REF AOE
A519  DiMaio,J/Petersen,E+5  St aid to sch dist-estab distrub formula  REF AED
A520  DiMaio,J+1  Retail Estab. Check Cashers Act  REF AFI
A521  DiMaio,J/Tucker,C+16  Disab. vts.-exemp. cert. St. park fees  REF AMV
A522  DiMaio,J+1  Flu vaccine exemp.-based on allergies  REF AHE
A523  DiMaio,J+4  Student loans-prov. life insur. info.  REF AHI
A524  DiMaio,J/Coughlin,C  Knockout game-clarify assault  REF ALP
A525  DiMaio,J/Ng DeAngelo,W  Commercial corridors, Highlands-devel.  REF AEN
A526  DiMaio,J+1  St. aid-defines a day in session  REF AED
A527  DiMaio,J/DeCroce,B+2  Sr. cit.-prov. discounted hunting lic fee  REF AAN
A528  DiMaio,J+1  Prop. adjoining-permits entry, repairs  REF AHO
A529  DiMaio,J  Cosmetology  RE  REF ARP
A530  DiMaio,J/Bucco,A.M.  MV fees, surcharge rev.-dedicate cert.  REF ATR
A531  Mazzeo,V  Bus, compressed natural gas-tax exemp.  REF AEN
A532  Mazzeo,V/Andrejczak,B+1  Hollow nose ammunition-rev police posses  REF ALP
A533  Mazzeo,V/Burzichelli,J+2  Athletic event official-background ck.  REF AED
A534  Mazzeo,V/Eustace,T+2  Disaster Victims Prot. Act  REF AHS
A535  Mazzeo,V/Lagana,J  Sch. dist.-consolidation-concerns  REF AED
A536  Mazzeo,V/Andrejczak,B  AC Growth Tax Credit Prog.-establish.  REF AHO
A537  Mazzeo,V/Schaefer,G+3  Holocaust Reparation Tax Exemp. Act  REF ABU
A538  Mazzeo,V/Leon,C  Prop. assess.-revise calendar  REF AEN
A539  Mazzeo,V/Vainieri Huttle,V  Opioid antidote availability-concerns  REF AHE
A540  Mazzeo,V Running bamboo-estab. sale req.  REF AAN
A541  Mazzeo,V/Jasey,M+1  Coll loan, defaulted-collection practice  REF AHI
A542  Mazzeo,V/Lagana,J+2  Opioid antidote-cert sch maintain supply  REF AED
A543  Mazzeo,V/Houghtaling,E  Vineyards, wineries-prov cert. tax cred.  REF AAN
A544  Mazzeo,V/Houghtaling,E  Vineyards, wineries-new estab loan prog.  REF AAN
A545  Mazzeo,V/Conaway,H+2  Overdose Prevention Act-clarifies  REF AHE
A546  Mazzeo,V Co-based real prop assessment-concerns  REF ASL
A547  Mazzeo,V/Vainieri Huttle,V Coll Loans, Assist St Students Loan Prog  REF AHI
A548  Mazzeo,V/Land,R Casinos-concerns declared St of emerg.  REF ATG
A549  Mazzeo,V/Land,R Lottery drawings-limit  REF ATG
A550  Mazzeo,V Clamming-auth. on Sundays  REF AEN
A551  Armato,J/Mazzoe,V  Steven Schim niche's Law-sober home finan.  REF AHE
A552  Armato,J/Mazzoe,V  Prescrip., CDS-present id for pickup  REF AHE
A553  Moriarty,P/Zwicker,A+5  Independent St. auth. memb.-disclosure  REF ATR
A554  Moriarty,P/Greenwald,L+3  Sales tax holiday, cert. sales-estab.  REF ABE
A555  Moriarty,P+1  Govt. records-changes pub. access  REF AJU
A556  Moriarty,P  Suspect, positive id-devel. guidelines  REF ALP
A557  Moriarty,P/Manalo,R+4  Nepotism policies-adopt by sch. dist.  REF AED
A558  Moriarty,P+2  Sch. fac.-concerns electric partitions  REF AED
A559  Moriarty,P/Johnson,G  Children's products containing lead-proh  REF ACO
A560  Moriarty,P+1  Printer ink cartridge-display yield  REF ACO
A561  Moriarty,P/Johnson,G+1  St., loc. auth. off & emp-concerns comp.  REF ASL
A562  Moriarty,P  Weights/measures off-repeal restrictions  REF ACO
A563  Moriarty,P/DeAngelo,W+3  Voters, mil. overseas-estab. pilot proj.  REF AMV
A564  Moriarty,P/Conaway,H+1  Digital copy machine records-destruction  REF ACO
A565  Moriarty,P  Consumer affairs directors-admin hearing  REF ACO
A566  Moriarty,P/Pinkin,N  Retail food estab.-uniform standards req  REF ACO
A567  Moriarty,P+1  Government Reality Check Act  REF ASL
A568  Moriarty,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  DRPA off.-impose cert. restrictions  REF ATR
A569  Moriarty,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  DRBA off.-impose cert. restrictions  REF ATR
A570  Moriarty,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Del Riv Toll Bridge Comm-impose restrict  REF ATR
A571  Moriarty,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+3  PANYNJ Commissioners-impose restrictions  REF ATR
A572  Moriarty,P/Conaway,H+1  DOC privatization contract-review  REF ASL
A573  Moriarty,P  Hosp. bd. of trustees-concerns  REF AHE
A574  Moriarty,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+5  St. expenditure Internet website-concern  REF ABE
A575  Moriarty,P  St. pension, annuity fds.-investment  REF ABU
A576  Moriarty,P  St-admin. retire. sys.-elim. cert. elig  REF ASL
A577  Moriarty,P/Bucco,A.M.+6  Credit card interchange fees-concerns  REF ACO
A578  Moriarty,P Geography in HS-curriculum req.  REF AED
A579  Moriarty,P/Jimenez,A+6  MV, used-dealer notify buyer of recalls  REF ACO
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A580 Moriarty,P Check, unsolicited-revise law REF ACO
A581 Moriarty,P/Bramnick,J Text messages, unsolicited-revise penal REF ACO
A582 Moriarty,P/Jimenez,A+4 Lic. exam-prof. bds report passage rates REF ARP
A583 Moriarty,P/Danielsen,J Prescrip. Drug Review Comm.-estab. REF AHE
A584 Moriarty,P/Benson,D St. contracts-concerns award REF ASL
A585 Moriarty,P Proh transport-cert items/roadways REF ATR
A586 Moriarty,P MV cert, ownership-deliver cert mail REF ATR
A587 Moriarty,P+1 Electronic toll transponder-rental car REF ACO
A588 Moriarty,P/Eustace,T+3 Zero emission veh.-extends warranty REF ACO
A589 Moriarty,P/Caputo,R+1 Fair Repair Act REF ACO
A590 Moriarty,P Veh. title releases-concerns REF ACO
A591 Moriarty,P Cash-paying consumers-proh. discrim. REF ACO
A592 Danielsen,J/Holley,J+3 Hist. sites-estab. crim mischief offense REF ALP
A593 Danielsen,J False incrimination-enhance penal. REF ALP
A594 Danielsen,J/Mazzeo,V+2 First responders-civil liab. immunity REF AJU
A595 Danielsen,J/Johnson,G Kevin Apuzzio’s Law-survivor benf. REF ASL
A596 Danielsen,J/Jasey,M Sch. Counts Co. Coll. Scholarship Prog. REF AHI
A597 Danielsen,J/Johnson,G Statewide longitudinal data sys-devel. REF AHI
A598 Danielsen,J/Jasey,M Performance-bases funding plans-estab. REF AHI
A599 Danielsen,J Firefighters, experienced-exemp cert req REF AHS
A600 Danielsen,J Pub. util.-concerns termination of svc. REF ATU
A601 Danielsen,J Sch facility, new-concern tax adjustment REF AED
A602 Danielsen,J/Holley,J Minor, cash payroll ck.-finan instit req REF AFI
A603 Danielsen,J Charter sch. prog-modify various aspects REF AED
A604 Danielsen,J Ombudsman of Student Discipline-estab. REF AHI
A605 Danielsen,J Health care prov network-proh. cert sale REF AFI
A606 Danielsen,J New Jersey State Song; desig. St. song REF ASL
A607 Wolfe,D/Holley,J+1 Sexual Offender Victim Counseling Fd. REF AWC
A608 Wolfe,D Flood-prone areas-acquisition proj. REF AEN
A609 Wolfe,D/Munoz,N Child custody-denies cert. rights REF AWC
A610 Wolfe,D/Munoz,N Domestic viol. org. emp-background check REF AWC
A611 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G+2 Autism Ed. Council-estab. REF AED
A612 Wolfe,D/Vainieri Huttle,V Devel. disab.-devel community resid.-$5M REF AHU
A613 Wolfe,D Driv. lic., provisional-viol, incr penal REF ATR
A614 Wolfe,D/Danielsen,J+7 Support the Troops-auth. lic. plate REF AVM
A615 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Lobsters-changes law req. size limits REF AAN
A616 Wolfe,D/Munoz,N Victim, serious bodily injury-upgrade REF AJU
A617 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G+1 Texting while driv-prov. instruction REF AED
A618 Wolfe,D+1 Loc. officials-trans. to St. Ethics Comm REF ASL
A619 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Age-restricted devel.-tax assessment REF ASL
A620 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G+1 Grocery stores, new-req. generator REF AHS
A621 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G+2 Electric distrib line-locate underground REF ATU
A622 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G+1 Certificate of occupancy-concerns REF AHS
A623 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Urea, an ice melt-proh. sale and use REF ACO
A624 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Phosphorus, household-products-restricts REF ACO
A625 Wolfe,D/Munoz,N Driver's lic.-display blood type REF ATR
A626 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G+1 Water qual. issues-notify mun. of svc. REF AEN
A627 Wolfe,D/Scheepsi,H Domestic viol restraining order-concerns REF AWC
A628 Wolfe,D TPAF retired memb.-concerns reenrollment REF ASL
A629 Wolfe,D-Thomson,E Untreated sewage discharge-crim. penal. REF AEN
A630 Wolfe,D Mil. installations-preserve;$350K REF AVM
A631 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Family memb emp., deceased vet-tax cred. REF AMV
A632 Wolfe,D/Holley,J+4 Beaches-allow vet. spouse free access REF AMV
A634 Wolfe,D PFRS death benf.-elim. remarriage proh. REF ASL
A635 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Homestead prop. tax reimb.-incr. elig. REF ABU
A636 Wolfe,D/Quijano,A+3 PFRS-concerns domestic partners REF ASL
A637 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Miscarry-age-health fac. staff counsel REF AHE
A638 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Homestead prop tax prog-incr income elig REF ABU
A639 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Disab vet. prop. tax exemp-St reimb. mun REF AMV
A640 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G+1 Opioids-limit amount of prescribed meds REF AHE
A641 Wolfe,D+3 Sch. Dist. Regionalization Task Force REF AED
A642 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Commercial veh.-concerns markings REF ALP
A643 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Tourniquets-police & emerg. svc. veh req. REF AHE
A644 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G Maternal Mortality Review Comm. REF AWC
A645 Jasey,M Commuter Pass Cred. Act-desig. REF ATR
A646 Jasey,M/Tucker,C+6 Sick cell anemia-health benf. coverage REF AFI
A647 Jasey,M/Eustace,T Charter sch.-desig. new authorsizers REF AED
A648 Jasey,M+1 Mult. dwellings-enforce housing code REF AHO
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A649 Jasey,M/Benson,D+1 Charter sch. prog-modify various aspects REF AED
A650 Jasey,M/Caputo,R+1 Emerg. shelters-proh. refusing cert. svc REF AHU
A651 Jasey,M/Caputo,R+2 Homeless person w/mental illness-commit REF AHU
A652 Jasey,M/Prieto,V+4 Pub. record info.-exemp. disclosure REF AJU
A653 Jasey,M Teachers, charter/pub sch-meet cert. req REF AED
A654 Jasey,M/DeCroce,B+14 Full-day kindergarten-estab. task force REF AED
A655 Jasey,M/Quigman,A Ammunition magazines, cert.-concerns REF ALP
A656 Jasey,M/Gibilin,T+9 Pub. sch. closure-estab. procedures REF AED
A657 Jasey,M/Caputo,R+3 Sch dist under St. intervention-concerns REF AED
A658 Jasey,M Sch. dist.-concerns St. monitoring REF AED
A659 Jasey,M/Benson,D Student w/traumatic brain injury-concerns REF AED
A660 Jasey,M Sch. dist.-concerns St. monitoring REF AED
A661 Jasey,M/Gibilin,T Charitable org.-finan. reporting req. REF ACO
A662 Jasey,M/Quigman,A+1 Out-of-Sch. Time Advisory Comm.-estab. REF AED
A663 Jasey,M/Eustace,T Superintendent of sch. dist.-salary REF AED
A664 Jasey,M/Green,J Foreclosure Mediation Act REF AHO
A665 Jasey,M/Wolf,D+3 Sch. bldg.-concerns temperature control REF AED
A666 Jasey,M/Mcknight,A+2 Student participation, cert. assess-post REF AED
A667 Jasey,M/DeCroce,B+2 Presch. prog.-implement full-day REF AED
A668 Jasey,M+1 Assessment in school/allow exclusions REF AED
A669 Jasey,M NJ Works Dual Enrollment Option Prog REF AED
A670 Jasey,M Advanced placement exam fees-concerns REF AED
A671 Jasey,M/Coughlin,C Sch. bd. candidates-bracket together REF ASL
A672 Jasey,M/Caride,M TPAF retiree-concerns reemp. REF ASL
A674 Jasey,M/Caputo,R Teacher-concerns instructional cert. REF AED
A675 Jasey,M/Muolo,E Teaching staff memb.-concerns evaluation REF AED
A676 Jasey,M Drinking water-higher. ed. req. test REF AHI
A677 Jasey,M/Eustace,T Worker's comp.-concerns REF ALA
A678 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Lyme disease-health insur. cover REF AFI
A679 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Mun. auth. over cert. emp.-concerns REF ASL
A680 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Long Beach Island connector bridge:$150M REF ATR
A681 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Notaries pub.-US cit..req. REF ARP
A682 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Bay scallop harvesting-concerns REF AAN
A683 Gove,D/Rumpf,B NICS terminals, new$250K REF ASL
A684 Gove,D/Rumpf,B+4 Inheritance tax-eliminates REF ABU
A685 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Mun. ordinance viol. fines-collection REF AHO
A686 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Disab vet. prop. tax exemption-St reimb. REF AMV
A687 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Animal rescue units-civil liab. immunity REF AAN
A688 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Sr. Helping Sr., Demo. Prog.-DHS;$360K REF AHE
A689 Gove,D/Rumpf,B VetGroup, Inc.-income tax contrib. REF AMV
A690 Gove,D/Rumpf,B+1 Distinguished svc. medal-auth. lic plate REF AMV
A691 Gove,D/Rumpf,B+1 Vet., cert. conflicts-prov. cert. benf. REF AMV
A692 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Co/mun emp-concerns mil leave of absence REF AMV
A693 Gove,D/Rumpf,B+1 Vet. prop. tax exemp.-extends to co-op. REF AMV
A694 Gove,D/Rumpf,B PERS disab. retirees-reenrollment req. REF ASL
A695 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Homestead prop. tax. reimb.-concerns REF AHO
A696 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Vet. affordable housing-concerns REF AMV
A697 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Surviving vet. spouse, cert.-annual comp REF AMV
A698 Gove,D/Rumpf,B+4 Armed Forces, Natl. Guard-returning memb REF AMV
A699 Gove,D/Rumpf,B+1 Sr. cit. or vet. id theft-incr. penal. REF ALP
A700 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Island Beach St. Park prog-dedicate fees REF ATG
A701 Gove,D/Rumpf,B+4 Vulnerable person, exploit finan-offense REF ALP
A702 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Barnegat Bay Decoy Museum-concerns fds. REF AAP
A703 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Vol. tuition prog.-clarify elig. courses REF AHI
A704 Gove,D+1 Bus. and the Arts Commission-estab. REF ATG
A705 Gove,D/Rumpf,B+1 Servicemembers' Civil Relief Act-creates REF AMV
A706 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Vet. org.-exemp. mv regis. fee REF AMV
A707 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Mun police-revises paid leave of absence REF ALA
A708 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Trapping lic. fee, sr cit resid-discount REF AAN
A709 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Vol ff., cert.-allow income tax deduct. REF AHS
A710 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Bream's Law-health benf. for children REF AFI
A711 Gove,D Heritage Weekend-develop and promote REF ATG
A712 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Abandoned vessel-petition co for removal REF AHS
A713 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Transfer Inheritance Tax-eliminates REF ABU
A714 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Disab. vet. real prop. cert.-tax exemp. REF AMV
A715 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Vet. disabled-exempt from beach buggy fee REF AMV
A716 McCuek,G/Peterson,E+3 Reliability, Storm Response Act of 2012 REF AHS
A717 McCuek,G/Wolfe,D Street paving costs-req. mun. reimb. REF AHO
A718 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D+1 Barnegat Bay Prot. Act REF AEN
A719 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D+1 Animal Abuser Registry-estab. REF AAN
A720 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D E-ZPass, cert. tolls-income tax cred. REF ATR
A721 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D+2 Theft, st. of emerg.-mandatory penal. REF AHS
A722 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D St. electric distrub. sys.-meet standards REF ATU
A723 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D+6 Pub. util-proh filing rate incr petition REF ATU
A724 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D NUT Corp. emp-crim. background checks REF ATR
A725 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Motor fuel storage-concerns operation REF AHS
A726 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Dune consr.-value of condemned prop. REF AEN
A727 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Contracts, cert-excl prevailing wage req REF ALA
A728 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D St Police detectives-exclude from OPRA REF AJU
A729 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D New real estate-install emerg. power sys REF AHO
A730 McGuckin,G Communications, stored-unlawful access REF ACO
A731 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Fishing lic, priv community lake-not req REF AAN
A732 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Lawn removal, near Barnegat Bay-tax cred REF AEN
A733 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Pub util upgrades-proh billing customers REF ATU
A734 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Driv. w/out lic.-enhance penalties REF ALP
A735 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D FY2016 budget-transfer aid to TPAF REF AED
A736 McGuckin,G Jurisdiction of cert. crimes-concerns REF AJU
A737 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Fentanyl unlawful use-incr. penalties REF AJU
A738 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Prop transfer fees, cert-terminates REF AHO
A739 McGuckin,G Paid sick leave-concerns REF ALA
A740 McGuckin,G+2 Min. wage incr.-proh. local units adopt REF ALA
A741 McGuckin,G+2 DeCroce,B Pub. util. svc.-concerns bus. operations REF ATU
A742 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D+2 Police-concerns vet. age qual. REF AMV
A743 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Gas detector-install in cert resid prop REF AHO
A744 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Vaccines containing mercury-elim. use REF AHE
A745 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D+1 E-ZPass tolls, cert.-income tax deduct. REF ATR
A746 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Petroleum products tax-excl. cert. proj. REF ATR
A747 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Dwellings, damaged-concerns tax exemp. REF AHO
A748 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Sick leave, accumulated-concerns REF ASL
A749 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Leave-limits use and suppl. comp. REF ALA
A750 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Pub. emp accumulated sick leave-concerns REF ASL
A751 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Sick, Vacation leave-limits unused REF ASL
A752 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D St. aid pymts to sch. dist/mun.-concerns REF AHO
A753 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D Unused sick-elim. pymts. REF ASL
A754 McGuckin,G+Wolfe,D+1 Drug dealing offenses-grade by units REF AJU
A755 Caputo,R Belleville Twp.-auth. 33rd UEZ REF ACE
A756 Caputo,R+Schaer,G+5 Video lottery terminals-voter approval REF ATG
A757 Caputo,R+Schaer,G+6 Video lottery terminals-voter approval REF ATG
A758 Caputo,R Co. sch. superintendent-operation costs REF ASL
A759 Caputo,R+Dancer,Huttle,V Caylee’s Law-report child missing 12hrs REF AWC
A760 Caputo,R+Giblin,T+1 Student Dropout Prev. Task Force-estab. REF AED
A761 Caputo,R+Burzichelli,J Pol. contrib. by hedge fds.-limits REF ATG
A762 Caputo,R+Burzichelli,J PERS-caps cert. investments REF ABO
A763 Caputo,R+Giblin,T Pub. sch. textbooks-prov. each student REF AED
A764 Caputo,R+Tucker,C+13 Sch bldg-equip w/emerg light panic alarm REF AED
A765 Caputo,R Arenas, cert.-concerns air quality REF AHE
A766 Caputo,R+Internet gaming affiliates-ref. lic. REF ATG
A767 Caputo,R Casino lic.-apply every five yrs. REF ATG
A768 Caputo,R Casino lic. Internet gaming website-ads REF ATG
A769 Caputo,R+Giblin,T+5 Age-appropriate sexual abuse curriculum REF AED
A770 Caputo,R+Giblin,T+2 Student info.-emp. undergo crim. check REF AED
A771 Caputo,R+Giblin,T+2 Sch. security alarms-link to police REF AED
A772 Caputo,R+Giblin,T+2 Sch. security alarms-link to police REF AED
A773 Caputo,R+Dancer,R Horse racetracks-allows cert. wagers REF ATG
A774 Caputo,R+Burzichelli,J Wagers-removes, repeals. prov. cert. REF ATG
A775 Caputo,R+Dancer,R Horse racetrack wagering-permits certain REF ATG
A776 Caputo,R+Jasey,M+9 St. Tuition Aid Grant Prog.-concerns REF AHI
A777 Caputo,R+Chaparro,A+16 Env. Infra. Trust-expend addl sums, loan REF AEN
A778 Caputo,R+Jones,P+3 Petitions or nomination-concerns REF AJU
A779 Andrzejczak,B+Mazzeo,V+1 Ntl. Guard memb, former-tuition asst. REF AMV
A780 Andrzejczak,B+Burzichelli,J Phillip Alampi Insect Rearing Lab:$3.5M REF AAN
A781 Andrzejczak,B+Dancer,R+3 Animal cruelty viol.-recover costs REF AAN
A782 Andrzejczak,B+Land,R+1 Child Placement Bill of Rights-updates REF AJU
A783 Andrzejczak,B+Quijano,A Vet., homeless shelters-estab grant prog REF AMV
A784 Andrzejczak,B+Land,R Multi-species depredation permit-estab. REF AAN
A785 Andrzejczak,B+Mazzeo,V Higher ed.-tuition benf. vet. dependents REF AMV
A786 Andrzejczak,B+Taliaferro,A Emp. restrooms-allow cert. people REF AHE
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A877 Andrzejcak,B/Mosquera,G Vet, coordinators-concerns REF AMV
A878 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R Craft distilleries-concerns REF AOF
A879 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R+1 Jersey Fresh prog.-$1.6M REF AAN
A879 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R+1 Jersey Fresh prog.-$1.6M REF AAN
A879 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R+1 Jersey Fresh prog.-$1.6M REF AAN
A890 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R+3 Combat to College Act REF AMV
A891 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R+2 Vet, cert.-grant academic credit REF AMV
A892 Andrzejcak,B/Talaiferro,A Farmland-concerns wildlife control REF AAN
A873 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R+2 Vet disab comp-excl, prop tax qual limit REF AMV
A874 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R Striped bass-creates lic. plate REF AAN
A895 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R Mil. leave benf., cert.-expands REF AMV
A896 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R Disab. parking id cards-elim renewal req REF ALP
A897 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R+3 Telemarketers-display name and number REF ACO
A898 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R+2 TPK Auth.-regular mtgs, various counties REF ATR
A899 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R+2 Tpk. Auth.-representation, cert regions REF ATR
A800 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R Lands acquired by St.-concerns REF AAN
A801 Andrzejcak,B Cottage food prod-estab. permits, req. REF AAN
A802 Andrzejcak,B/Talaiferro,A Crops affected by disease-assist,$3M REF AAN
A803 Andrzejcak,B/Zwicker,A+2 Farmer-devel. beginner mentor prog. REF AAN
A804 Andrzejcak,B/Zwicker,A+2 Farmers, beginning-prov. tax cred. REF AAP
A805 Andrzejcak,B/Zwicker,A+2 New Farmers Improvement Grant Prog-estab REF AAN
A806 Andrzejcak,B/Zwicker,A+3 Farmers, beginning-NJEDA estab loan prog REF AAN
A807 Andrzejcak,B/Zwicker,A+3 Garden St Young Farmers Loan Redemption REF AAN
A808 Andrzejcak,B/Zwicker,A+3 Farmers, beginning-lease land, tax cred. REF AAN
A809 Andrzejcak,B/Houghtaling,E+1 Agric. Devel. Committee-auth. farmers REF AAN
A810 Andrzejcak,B/Houghtaling,E Farm mgmt. disputes-concerns fees REF AAN
A811 Andrzejcak,B Pinelands Comm.-clarify law, voting memb REF AAN
A812 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R Atlantic co.-NJ study commuting needs REF ATR
A813 Andrzejcak,B/Mazzeo,V Dist. choice-enroll on tuition basis REF AED
A814 Andrzejcak,B/Land,R Vessels in water-conduct cert. work REF AEN
A815 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B+3 St. correction off.-retitles REF ALP
A816 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Util. rate incr.-Budget Committees veto REF ATU
A817 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Rt. 55 extension-devel., design REF ATR
A818 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B St. corrections off.-in-svc. training REF ALP
A819 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Correctional fac.-concerns St. aid REF ALP
A820 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Garden St Preserv Trust-restore FY2011 REF AAN
A821 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Corrections off. injured-estab comp prog REF ALP
A822 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Rt. 47 congestion-study to alleviate REF ATR
A823 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Correction off-reinstate sick leave prog REF ASL
A824 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Elderly adults-guardianship monitoring REF AHE
A825 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Hotel/motel occupancy fee-reduces REF ATG
A826 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B+5 Shore Prot. Fd-incr amount annually cred REF AEN
A827 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Handgun permit-revises procedures REF ALP
A828 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B+3 Bronze Star-prov. special lic. plate REF AMV
A829 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B+10 Disab. vet. prop tax exemp elig-concerns REF AMV
A830 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B First responders-prov family leave insur REF ALE
A831 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Cold War vets-extend prop. tax elig. REF AMV
A831 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Cold War vets-extend prop. tax elig. REF AMV
A832 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Special law enforcement training-Class 2 REF AMV
A833 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B St. correctional fac.-shift overlap req. REF ALP
A834 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Vets, mil.-free admission to St. parks REF AMV
A835 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Boats, recreational, cert-exempt fuel tax REF ATR
A836 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Manuf. bus. attraction-devel. in So. NJ REF ACE
A837 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Vet organization-resid pub util rate req REF AMV
A838 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Mike Trout Hwy.-desig. Rt.49 REF ATR
A839 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Offshore drilling for oil-concerns REF AEN
A840 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Juv. offender reentry prog.-coll. devel. REF AHI
A841 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Emp, regional-coll devel prog meet needs REF AHI
A842 Land,R/Andrzejcak,B Marine Sci. Insttl-determine lic. plate REF AHI
A843 Munoz,N Tobacco use, dormitory-proh. REF AHI
A844 Munoz,N Tobacco use, dormitory-proh. REF AHI
A845 Munoz,N/Talaiferro,A+3 Electred off, convicted-mand forfeit benf REF AAN
A846 Munoz,N Endangering welfare of a child-clarifies REF AJU
A847 Munoz,N St.-admin. retir. sys.-concerns benf REF AAN
A848 Munoz,N/Vainieri Huttle,V+4 Restraining order prot.-concerns REF AHE
A849 Munoz,N Child sex crime-req. lifetime monitoring REF AJU
A850 Munoz,N/Thomson,E Child sexual abuse-report to police REF AJU
A851 Munoz,N Health care benf.-sets level REF ASL
A852 Munoz,N Matthew's Law Limiting Use of Restraints REF AHE
A853 Munoz,N+1 Nursing prog-offer baccalaureate degree REF AHI
A854 Munoz,N/Jaysey,M+6 Consumer Access to Health Care Act REF AHE
A855 Munoz,N/Quijano,A Vet, dependent children-prov scholarship REF AMV
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A856 Munoz,N+2 PERS-bars cert. pub agency participation REF ASL
A857 Munoz,N/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 Oxygen delivery under emerg. conditions REF AHS
A859 Munoz,N Nurses-concerns ed. req. REF ARP
A860 Munoz,N/Vainieri Huttle,V+9 Domestic viol training prosecutors-mand. REF AJU
A861 Munoz,N Asst living resid-equip emerg generators REF AHS
A862 Munoz,N Cranford Twp., flood control proj.-$5M REF AEN
A863 Munoz,N Domestic viol-mand. imprisonment term REF AJU
A865 Munoz,N/Gusciora,R+24 Marriage-bars persons under 18 REF AJU
A866 Munoz,N/Bucco,A.M. Pediatric accident w/mv-breath test req REF ALP
A867 Munoz,N/Chiaravalloti,N Sex offender-proh job contact w/children REF AJU
A868 Munoz,N Judges-estab. domestic viol. training REF AJU
A869 Munoz,N Domestic viol. prot.-concerns REF AJU
A870 Munoz,N Hydraulic fracturing-waste disposal REF AEN
A871 Munoz,N Pension/Health Care Benf. Reform-creates REF ASL
A872 Munoz,N/Mosquera,G+4 Monica’s Law-domestic viol. risk prog. REF AJU
A873 Munoz,N/Mosquera,G+2 Domestic crisis teams-estab. REF AJU
A874 Munoz,N/Mosquera,G+5 Domestic viol. cases-prosecutor training REF AJU
A875 Munoz,N/Vainieri Huttle,V+6 Domestic viol child exposed-treatment svc REF AJU
A876 Munoz,N/Dancer,R+1 Batterers’ Interv. Prog.-estab. REF AJU
A877 Munoz,N/Jasey,M Tuition reb-qual.-cert. nurses REF AHI
A878 Munoz,N/DeCroce,B+26 Human Trafficking Child Exploit Prev Act REF AJU
A879 Munoz,N/Chiaravalloti,N Nurse-proh. use, unlic. person REF ARP
A880 Munoz,N/Danielsen,J+1 Continuing care community-entrance fees REF AHE
A881 Munoz,N/Handlin,A Prescrip. drugs-concerns coverage REF AFI
A882 Munoz,N/Gove,D Shaken baby syndrome-estab pub awareness REF AWC
A883 DeCroce,B/Bucco,A.M.+6 Pub. sch. student-substance abuse prev. REF AED
A884 DeCroce,B/Giblin,T+3 Pub. sch instruction, US vet contrib-req REF A MV
A885 DeCroce,B/Webber,J+2 Electric util. bill-separately list tax REF ATU
A886 DeCroce,B/DeCroce,B+6 Infrastruct. proj., critical-45 days REF ATR
A887 DeCroce,B/Johnson,G Sch emp sex offender-forfeit retir. benf. REF AJU
A888 DeCroce,B+4 Residents’ Power Prot. Act REF ATU
A889 DeCroce,B+7 Home solar electrical generator-backup REF ATU
A890 DeCroce,B+Benson,D+7 High-risk pregnancy, cert-req, screening REF AWC
A891 DeCroce,B+9 Summer pymt plan-each sch. dist. offer REF ALA
A892 DeCroce,B/Brannick,J+1 Communication recorded-unlawful REF AJU
A893 DeCroce,B/Sumter,S+3 Park Prescr. Prog.-estab. REF AHE
A894 DeCroce,B/Bucco,A.M.+4 Pediatric cancer research-vol. contrib. REF AAP
A895 DeCroce,B/Benson,D+5 Gov’t. Crowdfunding Act-estab. REF ASL
A896 DeCroce,B/DeCroce,B+4 Highlands Water Prot. and Planning Act REF AEN
A897 DeCroce,B/DeCroce,B+5 Bail-proh. installment pymts. REF AEN
A898 DeCroce,B/Benson,D+2 Step-grandchildren-elim. inheritance tax REF AAP
A899 DeCroce,B/Bucco,A.M.+4 Modern manuf. bus.-prov. assist. REF ACE
A900 DeCroce,B/DeCroce,B Auth,R Watershed lands-concerns tax REF ASL
A901 DeCroce,B/Giblin,T+1 Commem. day or wk.-auth. Secretary of St REF ATG
A902 DeCroce,B/Revitalizing NJ Real Estate Market, Econ REF ACE
A903 DeCroce,B Spurring Tech Innovation Act REF AST
A904 DeCroce,B/Rooney,K+1 Lower reservoir level-Emerg Mgmt ordered REF AHS
A905 DeCroce,B/DeCroce,B+3 Court issue restraining orders-allows REF AFR
A906 DeCroce,B/DeCroce,B+2 SR. cit. resid repairs-concerns tax cred REF AFR
A907 DeCroce,B/Mosquera,G+4 Polyethylene food containers-proh. sale REF AEN
A908 DeCroce,B/Space,P Hunters outer garments-concerns REF AAN
A909 DeCroce,B/Space,P Ret law enforcement off.-carry handgun REF AEN
A910 DeCroce,B/Vail,senior citizens personal income tax exemp REF AFR
A911 DeCroce,B/DeCroce,B+1 Child custody-concerns psych. exam REF ASC
A912 Munoz,N/Chiaravalloti,N Child custody-concerns psych. exam REF AWC
A913 Munoz,N/DeCroce,B+1 Telecommunications devices-concerns sale REF ACO
A914 Munoz,N/DeCroce,B+1 Telecommunications devices-concerns sale REF ACO
A915 Munoz,N/DeCroce,B+1 Child support req.-genetic testing REF AJU
A916 Munoz,N/DeCroce,B+1 MLUL escrow deposits-incr. threshold REF ASL
A917 Munoz,N/DeCroce,B+1 Child support req.-genetic testing REF AJU
A918 Giblin,T+1 MV offenses-permits mun. to sell veh. REF ATR
A919 Giblin,T/Coughlin,C+3 Pub record-incl email, confidential item REF AJU
A920 Giblin,T/Benson,D+1 Food allergies-restaurants post notice REF ACO
A921 Giblin,T/Webber,J+2 Breast cancer awareness-estab. lic plate REF AWC
A922 Giblin,T/Benson,D+1 Co. colleges-concerns graduation rates REF AHI
A923 Giblin,T/Eustace,T+4 Higher Ed on-line courses-concerns REF AHI
A924 Giblin,T/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Interest. auth. emp.-concerns safety REF AIL
A925 Giblin,T/DeCroce,B+1 Telecommunications devices-concerns sale REF ACO
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A926 Giblin,T/Lagana,J Collective bargaining agreements-concern REF ALA
A927 Giblin,T Asthma-friendly sch.-adopt policies REF AED
A928 Giblin,T Criminal records-concerns expungement REF AJU
A929 Giblin,T/Jimenez,A+7 Real estate brokers-revise laws REF ARP
A930 Giblin,T Resid. access streets-lower speed limits REF ATR
A931 Giblin,T+1 Human trafficking victim-help info. REF AJU
A932 Giblin,T Real estate lic.-concerns REF ARP
A933 Giblin,T/DeCroce,B+1 Transp. proj-design and inspection svcs. REF ATR
A934 Giblin,T/Quijano,A Bldg. svc. transfers-concerns REF AAP
A935 Giblin,T Accountancy Act of 1997-revises REF ARP
A936 Giblin,T Ed. svc. comm contract-concerns paraprof REF ALA
A937 Giblin,T Transp. proj.$260M REF ATR
A938 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+4 Sex offenders-registration req. REF AJU
A939 Rumpf,B/Johnson,G+5 Sex offender-concerns offender’s release REF AJU
A940 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Workers comp.-excl. cert. illegal aliens REF ALA
A941 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Dredging of cert. waterways-concerns REF AEN
A942 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Dredging acct., special-estab. REF AEN
A943 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Dredging, navigational waterways-concern REF AEN
A944 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Nuclear Power Fac. Decommission Council REF ATU
A945 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Sexually oriented bus.-revises law REF ACE
A946 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Domestic viol restraining order-concerns REF AJU
A947 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Condemnation of cert resid prop-concerns REF ACE
A948 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Personal needs allowance-incr. REF AHU
A949 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+2 Illegal aliens-impose hiring sanctions REF ASL
A950 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+5 DUI suspended lic.-incr. prison time REF ALP
A951 Rumpf,B/Gusciora,R Driv. under influence-extends penal. REF ALP
A952 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Drunk driv. offense, cert.-criminalize REF ALP
A953 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+3 Energy tax rev.-caps St. use portion REF ASL
A954 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+3 Hunting, fishing lic., free-cert mil svc REF AMV
A955 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+2 Sr. cit suppl stabilization aid-reestab. REF AHE
A956 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Electronic communication devices-concern REF AJU
A957 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Photovoltaic Tech.-BPU prov. funding REF ATU
A958 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Megan's law-community notification req. REF AJU
A959 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Megan's Law reg.-cert. offenders reg. REF AJU
A960 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Aliens receiving St. money-verify status REF ASL
A961 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Sexual assault of minor-prov. mand. term REF AJU
A962 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Driv. lic. immediate suspension-concerns REF ALP
A963 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Internet Predator Investigation Fed-estab REF AJU
A964 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Pub off, convicted-liable legal expenses REF AJU
A965 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Intoxicated emp.-prev. worker's comp. REF ALA
A966 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Elective off., petition-disclose crim off REF ASL
A967 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Hwys., AC Tourism Dist.-CRDA finan. REF ATG
A968 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+5 Drug dealing offenses-grade by units REF ALP
A969 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Fish & game laws-penalty money pay mun. REF AAN
A970 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Org. supporting terrorism-civil action REF AHS
A971 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Dredging, cert. waterways-mun assessment REF AEN
A972 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Wharves, piers repair-auth. maintenance REF ASL
A973 Rumpf,B/Gove,D Invest in NJ First Act-awarding contract REF ACE
A974 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Nuclear power plant, trespassing-crime REF ATU
A975 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Escapees-concerns apprehension costs REF ALP
A976 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Energy tax rev.-pd. annually as mun. aid REF ASL
A977 Rumpf,B/Gove,D+1 Realty transfer fee liab.-seller proh. REF AHO
A978 Rooney,K+7 Pub. util. rate incr.-hold pub. hearings REF ATU
A979 Rooney,K Mun shared svcs & consolidation-concerns REF ASL
A980 Rooney,K+7 Special ed. prog., svcs.-devel. in-dist. REF AED
A981 Rooney,K+1 Student Population Density Aid-prov. REF AED
A982 Rooney,K+1 Personal watercrafts-concerns REF AHS
A983 Rooney,K Regional auth.-improve acct. measures REF ATR
A984 Rooney,K Social network accts-sex offender status REF AJU
A985 Rooney,K+1 Minor-proh misrepresentation on Internet REF AJU
A986 Rooney,K Teachers, out-of-st.-cert. process REF ARP
A987 Rooney,K+1 Co road proj-req to fix curbs if damaged REF ASL
A988 Rooney,K+7 Homeowners' assoc.-prov. cert. info. REF AHO
A989 Rooney,K+1 Raffles-mades various changes to the law REF ATG
A990 Rooney,K+1 Incest-estab. the offense REF AJU
A991 Rooney,K Water purveyors-implent leak detection REF AEN
A992 Rooney,K Natural gas, transp univ-exempt sales tax REF AHI
A993 Rooney,K Anti-Bullying Rights Bill-definition REF AED
A994 Rooney,K Prop. tax cred.-St. award as rebate REF ASL
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A995 Rooney,K/Bucco,A.M. MV driv. lic. test-offer in Italian REF ATR
A996 Rooney,K/Auth,R Animal prescrip.-issued in owner's name REF AAN
A997 Rooney,K/Johnson,G+p1 Pension fds.-proh. cert. investments REF AEN
A998 Rooney,K Ambulatory care fac.-concerns REF AHE
A999 Rooney,K Pharmacy bnl. mgrs.-restricts practices REF AFI
A1001 Rooney,K/Space,P Vet. preference retro civil svc emp list REF AMV
A1002 Rooney,K/McKeon,J+1 E-ZPass website-publication info. REF ATR
A1003 Rooney,K/Karabinchak,R Class 1 renewable energy-concerns REF ATU
A1004 Rooney,K Honor and Remember Flag-display pub bldg REF AMV
A1005 Johnson,G/Webber,J Police reports-electronic signature REF ALP
A1006 Johnson,G/Benson,D+4 Probation emp.-trans. to St. Parole Bd. REF AJU
A1007 Johnson,G/Webber,J Leg. influence-place restrictions REF AJU
A1008 Johnson,G/Greenwald,L Ctr for Oral Health-Rutgers Dental Sch REF AHE
A1009 Johnson,G/Pinkin,N+1 Campus police-grant cert emp protections REF ALP
A1010 Johnson,G/Lagana,J+2 Mental health record-concern expungement REF ALP
A1011 Johnson,G Bus., cert.-proh. making camp. contrib. REF ASL
A1012 Johnson,G+1 Rutgers, emp. police-civil svc. status REF AHI
A1013 Johnson,G/Caride,M+3 Minors-concerns territorial jurisdiction REF AJU
A1014 Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V Law Against Discrim.-amends REF ALP
A1015 Johnson,G/Webber,J Crime victims-expands rights REF ALP
A1016 Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V+3 Handguns, personalized-sell by retailers REF AJU
A1017 Johnson,G/Jasey,M Per pupil admin. cost limits-elim budget REF AED
A1018 Johnson,G+1 OPRA-makes cert. access changes REF AJU
A1019 Johnson,G/Benson,D+1 Pub body meetings-changes law addressing REF ASL
A1020 Johnson,G Attorney's fee awarded-mun. svc's dispute REF AJU
A1021 Johnson,G Exec Branch off-limits gov affairs agent REF ASL
A1022 Johnson,G/Mosquera,G Domestic viol victim-reintegration prog. REF AWC
A1023 Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V+3+1 Pub. safety directors-no police power REF ALP
A1024 Johnson,G/DeAngelo,W Cigar bars and lounges-concerns REF AOF
A1025 Johnson,G/Muolo,E Inmate visitation-Imposes req. REF ALP
A1026 Johnson,G/Wimberly,B Bus. cert.-proh. cert. disposal REF ACE
A1027 Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V+4 False pub. alarms-bias intimidation REF AJU
A1028 Johnson,G Police-estab. prog. to prevent suicide REF ALP
A1029 Johnson,G+1 Alco bev-sell in resid. redevel areas REF AOF
A1030 Johnson,G/Kennedy,J Electric veh.-install charging stations REF AHO
A1031 Johnson,G/Zwicker,A Volkswagen Settlement Util. Fd. estab.-TAB REF AEN
A1032 Johnson,G/Eustace,T Hybrid veh., plug in-prov. tax exemp. REF AEN
A1033 Johnson,G/Vainieri Huttle,V Palisades Interst. Park-open space elig. REF AEN
A1034 Johnson,G Capital gains, emp. securities-tax excl. REF AAP
A1035 Johnson,G Voting rights info to inmates-req. REF ALP
A1036 Johnson,G Predatory Towing Prev. Act-clarifies REF ACO
A1037 Johnson,G Wrongful imprisonment-concerns claims REF AJU
A1038 Johnson,G Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act REF AHE
A1039 Houghtaling,E/Dancer,R+7 Travel and tourism div-concerns website REF ATG
A1040 Houghtaling,E/Andrzejczak,B Landowner of the Year award prog.-estab. REF AAN
A1041 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J+3 Motorcycle driv. lic.-concerns mil. REF AMV
A1042 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Taxpayer Advocate-annual report req. REF ABO
A1043 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Mil Working Dog Handler, Dog Medal REF AMV
A1044 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Homestead prop. tax reimb. prog-concerns REF ALP
A1045 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Horse-boarding bus.-clarify sales tax REF AAN
A1046 Houghtaling,E/Andrzejczak,B Winery cap. expend.-estab. loan prog. REF AEO
A1047 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Crematories-concerns constr REF ARP
A1048 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J+2 Prop. tax bills-contain tax relief info REF AHE
A1049 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J+2 Pension benf. forfeiture-convicted off. REF ASL
A1050 Houghtaling,E Equine animal activities law-revises REF AAN
A1051 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Traffic signal-light emitting diode tech REF AEN
A1052 Houghtaling,E/Taliaferro,A Agric. devel. bds., co.-alt. voting memb REF AAN
A1053 Houghtaling,E/Taliaferro,A+2 Agric. lands-revise/expand trespass laws REF AAN
A1054 Houghtaling,E/Andrzejczak,B Wineries, lic-clarifies responsibilities REF AOF
A1055 Houghtaling,E/Taliaferro,A+1 Winery req.-concerns REF AOF
A1056 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Workers, locked out-health insur. benf. REF AEO
A1057 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Farmland preserv., nonprofit org.-grants REF AAN
A1058 Peterson,E Leg. Counsel-concerns duties REF ASL
A1059 Peterson,E Fire dist. comm.-change election date REF AEO
A1060 Peterson,E/Gusciora,R+3 Transfer inheritance tax- phases out REF ABO
A1061 Peterson,E+1 Adoption expenses-income tax cred. REF AHE
A1062 Peterson,E/Lagana,J Electronic communication svc's.-concerns REF AJU
A1063 Peterson,E/Dancer,R+8 Child pornography law-revises REF AJU
A1064 Peterson,E/Webber,J Students w/conflict of conscience-excuses REF AHI
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A1065 Peterson,E+1 S corp. bus. tax credits-allows transfer REF ACE
A1066 Peterson,E+2 Open pub meetings-prov time, pub comment REF ASL
A1067 Peterson,E/Lagana,J+3 Vet, non-civil svc.-hiring preference REF AMV
A1068 Peterson,E/Gusciora,R Div. of Pensions Director-subpoena power REF ASL
A1069 Peterson,E/Bucco,A.M.+4 Rescue squads-immunity from civil damage REF AFI
A1070 Peterson,E/Moriarty,P+24 Support Our Vet.-auth. lic. plate REF AMV
A1071 Peterson,E/Johnson,G+1 Disab., hiring-emp. tax incentives REF ACE
A1072 Peterson,E/DeAngelo,W Design Prof.-Self-Cert. Act REF ASL
A1073 Peterson,E/Albion,J+2 Handgun-police prove applicant's disqual. REF ALP
A1074 Peterson,E/Lampitt,P+5 Domestic viol.-related assault-upgrade REF AJU
A1075 Peterson,E/Jasey,M Bingo, by. ed. org.-concerns operation REF ATG
A1076 Peterson,E/DiMaio,J+3 Pub. sch. dist-concerns recess REF AED
A1077 Peterson,E/Coughlin,C Paraffin, cert.-excl. gross receipts tax REF ACE
A1078 Peterson,E/Dancer,R+1 Domestic viol.-enhanced penal. REF AJU
A1079 Peterson,E+1 Illegal aliens-proh. emp. REF ALA
A1080 Peterson,E/Lagana,J+7 Firearm-concerns transp. REF ALP
A1081 Peterson,E/Caride,M+3 Attorneys-at-law-concerns REF AJU
A1082 Peterson,E Courts, co.-mun.-countywide jurisdiction REF AJU
A1083 Peterson,E/Coughlin,C+2 Fair Foreclosure Act-revises REF AFI
A1084 Peterson,E+1 Co.-mun. courts-permits stab REF AJU
A1085 Peterson,E/Muolo,E+1 Domestic viol., minor-prov addl factor REF AJU
A1086 Peterson,E/DiMaio,J LED lights-permits emerg. warning lights REF ALP
A1087 Peterson,E Newspaper-ads post on internet website REF ASL
A1088 Peterson,E Elective angioplasty svc-concerns lic. REF AHE
A1089 Peterson,E Pretrial detention-concerns REF AJU
A1090 Peterson,E Profilt-making entity-concerns REF AHO
A1091 Peterson,E/Chaparro,A+2 Child custody-concerns REF AJU
A1092 Peterson,E Low, moderate income housing-concerns REF AHO
A1093 Downey,J Shore Prot. Master Plan-update REF AEN
A1094 Downey,J/Lampitt,P+4 Salary hist.-proh. emp. from releasing REF ALA
A1095 Downey,J Civics course-high sch. graduation req. REF AED
A1096 Downey,J/Caride,M Child's consumer report-security freeze REF ACO
A1097 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Comprehensive St. Plan for Econ. Devel. REF ACE
A1098 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Handgun database-estab. REF ALP
A1099 Downey,J/Mosquera,G Prenatal anxiety-pub awareness campaign REF AHE
A1100 Downey,J/Plutzer,J Common Sense Shared Svcs Pilot Prog Act REF ASL
A1101 Downey,J/Pinkin,N+2 ID theft victims-AG stab. database REF ALP
A1102 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Vet. Asst. Grant Prog.-estab REF AMV
A1103 Downey,J/Holley,J+2 Lifeline Cred/Tenants Asst-expands REF AHU
A1104 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E+1 Econ. Gardening Prog.-creates REF ACE
A1105 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E+6 Comm on Vet Benf-DMVA stab REF AMV
A1106 Downey,J/Muolo,E+1 Family temp disb benf-req determination REF ALA
A1107 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Horseshoe crab-desig. REF AAN
A1108 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Firearms Viol. Research Ctr-estab. REF AHI
A1109 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E+1 Off. of Women's Advancement-estab. REF ALA
A1110 Downey,J Loss of hand or foot-incr. worker's comp REF AFA
A1111 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Substance use disorders-estab study comm REF AHE
A1112 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Student consumer info-req annual report REF AHI
A1113 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E+1 Spec. needs regist.-req. guidelines REF ALP
A1114 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Pub. resides cert fed prog-req enrollment REF AED
A1115 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Women-concerns equal pay and opportunity REF ALA
A1116 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Sch. personnel, lic.-concerns REF AED
A1117 Downey,J MV insur.-revises various parts REF AFI
A1118 Wimberly,B Tuition expenses-income tax deduct. REF AHI
A1119 Wimberly,B Unemp. comp. overpayments-repayment REF ALA
A1120 Wimberly,B/Johnson,G Auto insur. cancellation-certified mail REF AFI
A1121 Wimberly,B St. Law Enforcement Off. Bill of Rights REF ALP
A1122 Wimberly,B+2 Exterior-based prop. reassessment-permit REF ASL
A1123 Wimberly,B/Coughlin,C+2 MV lic.-clarify restoration procedures REF ALP
A1124 Wimberly,B+3 Health benf. co-pays-concerns REF AFI
A1125 Wimberly,B CAFRA permit req.-change deval. type REF AEN
A1126 Wimberly,B/Johnson,G Post-release emp.-concerns REF ALP
A1127 Wimberly,B Child study team memb.-concerns REF AED
A1128 Wimberly,B/McKeon,J+3 Michelle Sous' Law-req. blood sample REF ALP
A1129 Wimberly,B Emp. practices, cert.-proh. REF ALA
A1130 Wimberly,B/Benson,D+3 Transp.-related infrastructure proj. REF ATR
A1131 Wimberly,B/Sumter,S+2 Home health care svcs-contracting REF AHE
A1132 Wimberly,B/Sumter,S+3 Informants-concerns anonymous REF ALP
A1133 Wimberly,B/Sumter,S Alco bev surcharge-dedicate to ed, rehab REF AOF
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A1134 Wimberly,B/Jasey,M+2 Compulsory sch. attendance-raises to 18 REF AED
A1135 Wimberly,B/Giblin,T Responsible Dog Ownership Act REF AAN
A1136 Wimberly,B/Eustace,T+1 Wine, beer sales-concerns cert. days/hrs REF AOF
A1137 Wimberly,B+1 Lic. plate reader, automated-concerns REF ALP
A1138 Wimberly,B/Johnson,G+2 Minority recruitment prog.-estab. REF ALP
A1139 Wimberly,B Skateboards, motorized-restricts use REF ACO
A1140 Wimberly,B Equitable Disclosure Act of 2010 REF AHO
A1141 Wimberly,B Sr. housing-install emerg. generators REF AHS
A1142 Wimberly,B/McKnight,A Victimization, sr c/f/disab-create crime REF AJU
A1143 Wimberly,B Homeless student ed-finan responsibility REF AED
A1144 Wimberly,B Gun Court Pilot Prog.-estab, Passaic Co. REF AJU
A1145 Wimberly,B/Barclay,A Redist.-count incarcerated individuals REF AJU
A1146 Wimberly,B/Muolo,E+1 Investing in You Promise Neighborhood REF AHO
A1147 Wimberly,B/Sumter,S+2 St. intervention-elim. partial or full REF AED
A1148 Wimberly,B/Barclay,A Student accident insur-sch dist maintain REF AED
A1149 Wimberly,B/McKnight,A Open textbooks avail-no charge REF AHI
A1150 Wimberly,B Higher ed. fac. construction-concerns REF AHI
A1151 Wimberly,B/Barclay,A Inflatable ride safety req.-clarifies REF ACO
A1152 Wimberly,B/Barclay,A Cigarettes, single-incr fine for selling REF ACO
A1153 Thomson,E Vol. sports personnel-crim. hist. checks REF ALP
A1154 Thomson,E+1 Charitable org. regis. filing fees-exempt REF ALP
A1155 Thomson,E Law enforcement off. impersonation-crime REF AEP
A1156 Thomson,E Duncan Thecker Memor. Hwy.-desig. Rt.34 REF ATR
A1157 Thomson,E+1 Street gangs-criminalizes participation REF AEP
A1158 Thomson,E Contractors Regis. Act-revises REF ARP
A1159 Thomson,E Contractors Registration Act-revises REF ARP
A1160 Thomson,E Special agents, Treasury Dept-firearms REF ALP
A1161 Thomson,E Sex offenders, convicted-concerns resid. REF AEP
A1162 Thomson,E Sexual off.-elim. statute of limitations REF AJU
A1163 Thomson,E Pub. sch. dist.-fd. raising activities REF AED
A1164 Thomson,E Planning, zoning bd. memb.-training REF ASL
A1165 Thomson,E Traffic control costs-mun. charge fee REF ASL
A1166 Thomson,E St. veh.-reg. assignments and use REF ASL
A1167 Thomson,E+1 Eddie Eagle GunSafe Prog.-instruction REF AED
A1168 Thomson,E Affordable housing obligation-reduction REF AHO
A1169 Thomson,E Tax assessors-conflicts of interest REF ASL
A1170 Thomson,E Loc. pub. contracts bidders-disqualif. REF ASL
A1171 Thomson,E Loc. contracting unit-disqualif. bidders REF ASL
A1172 Thomson,E Alco. bev. lic. addl.-permits cert. mun. REF AOF
A1173 Thomson,E Locksmith serv.-cert estab crime REF ARP
A1174 Thomson,E Ethanol Study Comm.-estab. REF AEN
A1175 Jones,P Standardized assessments-concerns REF AED
A1176 Jones,P/Webber,J Will-not valid unless signed by testator REF AJU
A1177 Jones,P Wills optional-concerns registry. REF AJU
A1178 Jones,P Automatic voter regis-estab. pilot prog. REF ASL
A1179 Jones,P Sheriff's fees, arrest warrants-incre. REF AJU
A1180 Jones,P/Mosquera,G+3 High sch grad req-computer science class REF AED
A1181 Jones,P/Mosquera,G+3 Mental health prof warning-seize firearm REF ALP
A1182 Jones,P Class Two special officer-concern duties REF ALP
A1183 Jones,P/DeAngelo,W Main St. Assist. Prog-estab. bus. devel. REF ACE
A1184 Jones,P/Barclay,A Welfare agencies, co.-open on Saturdays REF AHU
A1185 Jones,P/Barclay,A Sch buses, cert.-video camera req. REF AED
A1186 Jones,P/Lampitt,P+1 Mail-in ballots-reg voters, receive auto REF ASL
A1187 Jones,P/Lampitt,P Opioid meds-concerns prescriptions REF AHE
A1188 Jones,P MV viol. fines-changes allocation REF ALP
A1189 Jones,P/Barclay,A Prop. forfeited-drug informant incentive REF ALP
A1190 Jones,P Human remains-concerns disposition REF ARP
A1191 Jones,P/Vainieri Huttle,V Med transp cert.-req. signal arms REF AHE
A1192 Jones,P Mil., active duty-fish without lic. REF AMV
A1193 Jones,P Adoption-concerns REF AWC
A1194 Jones,P/Benson,D Animal cruelty viol-concerns housing REF AAN
A1195 Jones,P Homeless students transp-St. reimb. dist REF AED
A1196 Jones,P Approved Priv. Sch. for Students w/Disab REF AED
A1197 Barclay,A/Barclay,A/Barclay,A Heroin antidote-law enforcement purch. REF ALP
A1198 Barclay,A Pest inspection-req. prior to demolition REF AHO
A1199 Barclay,A Scrap metal-revises purchase law REF ARP
A1200 Barclay,A/Wimberly,B Svcm. animal, injured-clarify comp. REF ALP
A1201 Barclay,A/Jones,P Svc Dog Pilot Prog.-estab. REF ALP
A1202 Barclay,A/Talafar, A Craft distillery lic.-auth. issuance REF AOF
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A1203 Barclay,A/Wimberly,B+1 Mugshots-exempt. open pub. records law  REF AJU
A1204 Barclay,A Bee hive theft-concerns REF AAN
A1205 Barclay,A/Gusciora,R Winery lic.-revises acreage req.  REF AOF
A1206 Barclay,A/Wimberly,B Epinephrine, emerg admin-restaurant req.  REF AHE
A1207 McKeon,J/Greenwald,L+8 NJBEST contrib.-allows tax deductions  REF AHI
A1208 McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 Plastic Container Recycling Enhancement  REF AEN
A1209 McKeon,J/Gusciora,R+2 Green Building Tax Credit Act  REF ACE
A1210 McKeon,J/Moriarty,P+7 Neighborhood Preserv. Prog.,$2.7M  REF AHO
A1211 McKeon,J/Benson,D+1 Renewable Energy Dist. Finan. Act  REF ATU
A1212 McKeon,J/Gusciora,R+7 Greenhouse Gas Initiative-clarify intent  REF AEN
A1213 McKeon,J/Moriarty,P Forest stewardship prog.-St.-owned land  REF AAN
A1214 McKeon,J/Giblin,T+6 Sewage-clarify, not haz. substance  REF AEN
A1215 McKeon,J/Benson,D+2 Consumer contract disputes-limits forum  REF ACO
A1216 McKeon,J/Prieto,V+6 St. wide gun buyback program-estab.  REF ALP
A1217 McKeon,J+1 Gun viol. restraining orders-auth.  REF ALP
A1218 McKeon,J/Lagana,J+1 Plastic grocery bags-decrease use  REF AEN
A1219 McKeon,J+1 Solar arrays-install, preserv open space  REF AEN
A1220 McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V+3 Drama Therapists Lic. Act  REF ARP
A1221 McKeon,J/Pinkin,N Internet pharmacies-reg.  REF ARP
A1222 McKeon,J/Jasey,M Sch. dist. tax levy cap-auth. adj.  REF AED
A1223 McKeon,J/Benson,D+3 Clean Veh. Task Force-estab.  REF AEN
A1224 McKeon,J/Lagana,J+1 Court filing fees-revises  REF AJU
A1225 McKeon,J/Benson,D Firearms, undetectable-proh. sale  REF ALP
A1226 McKeon,J/Burzichelli,J+7 Bail bond agents-concerns  REF AJU
A1227 McKeon,J/Gusciora,R+3 Jury svc.-proh. disqual. based on gender  REF AJU
A1228 McKeon,J/Lampitt,P Behavioral health care svc-prov coverage  REF AFI
A1229 McKeon,J/Quijano,A Whistleblower claim-bars cert settlement  REF ASL
A1230 McKeon,J/Moriarty,P+5 Fed income tax return-candidate disclose  REF ASL
A1231 McKeon,J Animal & plants, rare-proh. cert. impact  REF AAN
A1232 McKeon,J Forestry activity, Highlands-concerns  REF AAN
A1233 McKeon,J/Johnson,G Juv. defendants-concerns parole  REF AJU
A1234 McKeon,J/Munio,E Accelerated baccalaureate prog-req cert  REF AHI
A1235 McKeon,J/Jasey,M Nursing fac.-cert.-elim. cert. of need  REF AHE
A1236 McKeon,J Electric power net metering-concerns  REF ATU
A1237 McKeon,J/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 St. parks open-failure to enact appro.  REF AAN
A1238 McKeon,J/DeAngelo,W District energy collaborative-concerns  REF ATU
A1239 McKeon,J Public corruption-incr. cert. penalties  REF AJU
A1240 McKeon,J/Quijano,A Heroin Mixtures-upgrade penal.  REF AJU
A1241 McKeon,J NJT-oversight, accountability reforms  REF ATR
A1242 McKeon,J/Bramnick,J Discrim, claims-concerns  REF ALA
A1243 McKeon,J/Johnson,G Digital parking meters-concerns use  REF ATR
A1244 McKeon,J/Texting while driv. sch. zone-incr penal  REF ALP
A1245 McKeon,J St. pensions-proh. cert. investments  REF AEN
A1246 Tucker,C/Caputo,R+1 Alco. bev. lic.-notify resid.  REF AOF
A1247 Tucker,C/Caputo,R+3 Alco. bev.-proh. 1000 ft. of sch.  REF AOF
A1248 Tucker,C/Caputo,R+6 Family day care provider-mand. regis.  REF AWC
A1249 Tucker,C/Chaparro,A Child care cts.-estab. drug free zone  REF AWC
A1250 Tucker,C/Caputo,R+1 Mun. arson investigators' powers-broaden  REF ALP
A1251 Tucker,C Home-sch. children-inform sch. dist.  REF AED
A1252 Tucker,C/Conaway,H+12 Vet. benf.-cert.-broadens elig.  REF AMV
A1253 Tucker,C Law enforcement off in St. carry firearms  REF ALP
A1254 Tucker,C/Andrzejczak,B+4 Vietnam Vet of Amer. conventions-concern  REF AMV
A1255 Tucker,C/Vainieri Huttle,V+5 Persons w/disab.-create disparity  REF AHI
A1256 Tucker,C/Caputo,R Police staffing-req. min. level  REF AHS
A1257 Tucker,C/Giblin,T+4 Selective Svc.-part of driv. lic process  REF AMV
A1258 Tucker,C/Andrzejczak,B Vet-estab pilot prog., security training  REF AMV
A1259 Tucker,C Bail option-estab. 10 percent  REF AJU
A1260 Tucker,C+2 Sons of Amer Legion-pd. leave of absence  REF AMV
A1261 Tucker,C/Caputo,R+13 Personal needs allowance-incr.  REF AHI
A1262 Tucker,C/Caputo,R Ward pol party committee-rights of chair  REF ASL
A1263 Tucker,C/Caputo,R Sr. cit. housing-temperature standards  REF AHE
A1264 Tucker,C/Caputo,R+2 Child unattended in mw-awareness campaign  REF AWC
A1265 Tucker,C/Auth,R+1 Visitation, proc.-denied access to child  REF AWC
A1266 Tucker,C/Prieto,V+7 Body camera-law enforcement officer wear  REF ALP
A1267 Tucker,C/Jasey,M Lead exposure, low level-address effects  REF AWC
A1268 Tucker,C/Eustace,T+3 Vet. prog. tax deduction-expand elig.  REF AMV
A1269 Tucker,C/Gove,D+1 Pub emp cert-modify leave of absence law  REF AMV
A1270 Tucker,C/Andrzejczak,B Svc. dogs, in pub. fac.-train emp.  REF ALP
A1271 Tucker,C/Sumter,S+1 Bedbug infestation prev.-estab procedure  REF AHO
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A1272 Tucker,C/Caputo,R+4 Victim self-defense justification-create REF AWC
A1273 Tucker,C/Chiaravalloti,N Constables-training req. REF AHS
A1274 Tucker,C/Caputo,R+1 Law enforcement off-estab. cert. benf. REF ALP
A1275 Tucker,C/Andrzejczak,B Agric. Experiment Station-approp $300K REF AAN
A1276 Tucker,C/Vainieri Huttle,V Suppl Nutrition Asst-req. cert. exemp. REF AWC
A1277 Tucker,C Vets and homeless-concerns svcs/resources REF AHU
A1278 Greenwald,L+1 Plenary retail distrb. lic limit-remove REF AOF
A1279 Greenwald,L/Lampitt,P Limited religious retail distrb. lic. REF AOF
A1280 Greenwald,L/Schaer,G+1 Surplus lines coverage-decr receipts tax REF AFI
A1281 Greenwald,L MV rental surcharge-decrease to $2 REF ATR
A1282 Greenwald,L/DeAngelo,W+1 Prop. tax-consit. convention reform sys REF ASL
A1283 Greenwald,L Substitute sch. nurse-credentials REF ARP
A1284 Greenwald,L Class 4A commercial prop.-elim. fee REF AAP
A1285 Greenwald,L Fairness in Bidding Act REF ASL
A1286 Greenwald,L/Johnson,G+1 Firearm purchaser id card-revise statute REF ALP
A1287 Greenwald,L Wine Bd-replaces Advisory Council REF AAN
A1288 Greenwald,L The Truth-in-Renting Act-expand REF AHO
A1289 Greenwald,L/Quijano,A+1 Teacher retirement grant prog.-estab. REF AHI
A1290 Greenwald,L/Coughlin,C+5 Physician Loan Redemption Prog. REF AHI
A1291 Greenwald,L/Brannick,J+1 MV franchisees rights-revise law REF ARP
A1292 Greenwald,L+1 Open space trust fds.-expands elig. use REF AAN
A1293 Greenwald,L/Lagana,J Contaminated sites-concerns REF AEN
A1294 Greenwald,L/Atzu,V Toll-free passage-concerns REF ATR
A1295 Greenwald,L/Quijano,A Coll., full time student-income tax cred REF AHI
A1296 Greenwald,L St.-admin pension plans-report on status REF ABU
A1297 Greenwald,L/Benson,D Developmental disab.-concerns support REF AHU
A1298 Greenwald,L/Vainieri Huttle,V-3 DEP-submit annual finan. report REF AEN
A1299 Greenwald,L/Coughlin,C+2 Bldg./hwy. infrastructure proj.-concerns REF ASL
A1300 Greenwald,L Pub. officer, acting-six month limit REF ASL
A1301 Greenwald,L Civil litigation-proh bus expense deduct REF AJU
A1302 Greenwald,L Carpet installation-excl. sales tax REF ABU
A1303 Greenwald,L/Downey,J Inheritance tax pymt. due-date-concerns REF ABU
A1304 Greenwald,L/Zwicker,A Cosmetology St. Bd.-modify ed. lic. req. REF ARP
A1305 Greenwald,L/William H Fauer Youth Correctional Fac. REF ALP
A1306 Greenwald,L/Benson,D Drug evidence testing-concerns REF ALP
A1307 Greenwald,L/Johnson,G Site, subdivision plans-modifies req. REF ASL
A1308 Greenwald,L Electronic Bidding Constr. Act REF ASL
A1309 Greenwald,L/Vainieri Huttle,V Office parks-auth. conversion REF AHO
A1310 Gusciara,R/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Naturally Occurring Retir Community prog REF AHO
A1311 Gusciara,R/Loosey,M+20 Hist. Property Reinvestment Act REF AAN
A1312 Gusciara,R Declaration of Independence-grave prog. REF ATG
A1313 Gusciara,R/Coughlin,R+11 Necessary animal cruelty-law revise REF AAN
A1314 Gusciara,R/Vainieri Huttle,V Mental illness-create Voluntary Registry REF ALO
A1315 Gusciara,R/DeAngelo,W+6 Cigar lounges-permits opening REF ACE
A1316 Gusciara,R St. prop.-end tax exemp. status REF ASL
A1317 Gusciara,R/Handlin,A+4 Domestic viol. Internet registry-estab. REF AWG
A1318 Gusciara,R/Eustace,T Tavern, historic-issue retail liquor lic REF AOF
A1319 Gusciara,R/Caputo,R+3 Artist Bank-prov. interest free loans REF AHO
A1320 Gusciara,R/Muoio,E+2 UEZ design.-extend for addl. 10 yrs. REF ACE
A1321 Gusciara,R/Sumter,S Optical scan voting sys-req by 6/7/2016 REF ASL
A1322 Gusciara,R Corp campaign contrib-concerns approval REF ASL
A1323 Gusciara,R Fatal accident involving police-review REF ALO
A1324 Gusciara,R Improper behavior-enhance penal. REF ALO
A1325 Gusciara,R MV organ donor designation-concerns REF AHE
A1326 Gusciara,R/Muoio,E+1 Distillery lic.,restricted-creates REF ALP
A1327 Gusciara,R Pub officials-concerns forfeiture of off REF ASL
A1328 Gusciara,R+2 Hydraulic fracturing-proh. technique REF AEN
A1329 Gusciara,R/Vainieri Huttle,V Drilling techniques, cert.-concerns REF AEN
A1330 Gusciara,R Industrial hemp farming-concerns REF AAN
A1331 Gusciara,R Ed. St. of emerg.-declare by Comm. of Ed REF AED
A1332 Gusciara,R Full-day kindergarten-estab. REF AED
A1333 Gusciara,R/Muoio,E Pub. emp. pension fds.-concerns REF ASL
A1334 Gusciara,R/Eustace,T+1 Animal cruelty-expand to include theft REF AAN
A1335 Gusciara,R/Eustace,T Pub. sch-concerns instructional material REF AED
A1336 Gusciara,R/Muoio,E Devel. subsidies-estab. emp. goals REF ALO
A1337 Gusciara,R/Muoio,E Emp. practices-concerns devel. subsidies REF ALO
A1338 Gusciara,R/Muoio,E Devel. subsidies-concerns remyt. REF ALO
A1339 Gusciara,R+1 St. agencies vacate cert. prop.-req. REF ACE
A1340 Gusciara,R Affirmative consent standard-prov. info. REF AED
**Bills Introduced: (cont’d)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bill No.</th>
<th>Sponsor/Co-Sponsors</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1341</td>
<td>Gusciora,R/Muoio,E</td>
<td>Pipeline siting-non-disclosure agreement</td>
<td>REF AEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1342</td>
<td>Gusciora,R</td>
<td>DWI, third offense-fourth degree crime</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1343</td>
<td>Gusciora,R</td>
<td>Public Option Health Care Act</td>
<td>REF AFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1344</td>
<td>Gusciora,R/Muoio,E+5</td>
<td>Class II renewable energy-concerns</td>
<td>REF AST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1345</td>
<td>Gusciora,R/Muoio,E+2</td>
<td>Organic agric. production transition</td>
<td>REF AAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1346</td>
<td>Gusciora,R/Muoio,E+4</td>
<td>Bus accelerator incubator network-grants</td>
<td>REF AST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1347</td>
<td>Gusciora,R/DeAngelo,W+4</td>
<td>Green Jobs Training Partnership Program</td>
<td>REF AST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1348</td>
<td>Gusciora,R/Eustace,T</td>
<td>Marijuana small amount-legalizes, age 21</td>
<td>REF AOF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1349</td>
<td>Gusciora,R/Muoio,E</td>
<td>Sexual harassment-concerns procedures</td>
<td>REF AHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1350</td>
<td>Kennedy,J+1</td>
<td>Traffic summons-exempt from pub. access</td>
<td>REF ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1351</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Auto. insur.-concerns coverage selection</td>
<td>REF AFI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1352</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Election poll worker-excl wage withholding</td>
<td>REF ALA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1353</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Courts-concerns electronic pymts.</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1354</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>St. contracts-impose oversight</td>
<td>REF ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1355</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Notaries pub.-revise qualif. statutes</td>
<td>REF ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1356</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/McKnight,A</td>
<td>Handicapped caregiver-concerns parking</td>
<td>REF AHU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1357</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/Pinkin,N</td>
<td>Internet ticket sales-concerns</td>
<td>REF ACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1358</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Alarm sys-regulates installation</td>
<td>REF ARP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1359</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Natural gas leaks-concerns reporting</td>
<td>REF ATU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1360</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Breach of security-free cerdit report</td>
<td>REF ACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1361</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Patient-health prof relationship-concerns</td>
<td>REF AHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1362</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Flame retardant chemicals-concerns</td>
<td>REF ACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1363</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/Eustace,T</td>
<td>Alt. fuel veh.-estab. rebate prog</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1364</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/Eustace,T+1</td>
<td>Alt. fuel veh. purch.-tax credit</td>
<td>REF AEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1365</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/Holley,J</td>
<td>Crane or claw machine-reg. games</td>
<td>REF ATG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1366</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/Chiaravalloti,N</td>
<td>N MVC sale-notify</td>
<td>REF ACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1367</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/Holley,J</td>
<td>Automatic defibrillator-requires a license</td>
<td>REF AHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1368</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/DeAngelis,W+6</td>
<td>Svc. contracts, cert-allows cancellation</td>
<td>REF ACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1369</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Defibrillator-req. lic. child care ctrs.</td>
<td>REF AWC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1370</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/Johnson,G</td>
<td>Electric veh. charging infra.-plan</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1371</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/Pinkin,N</td>
<td>Triclosan cleaning products-proh sale</td>
<td>REF ACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1372</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Restaurant chains, cert-prov sodium info</td>
<td>REF AHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1373</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/O'Brien, T</td>
<td>NJT train-req operator's cabin be locked</td>
<td>REF ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1374</td>
<td>Kennedy,J/Pinkin,N</td>
<td>Pub. util. excavation proj.-concerns</td>
<td>REF ATU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1375</td>
<td>Kennedy,J</td>
<td>Electric veh. charging stations-concerns</td>
<td>REF AEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1376</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Space,P</td>
<td>Civil svc.-makes various changes</td>
<td>REF ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1377</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Carroll,M+3</td>
<td>Tranny transfer fees, cert.-elim.</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1378</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M.</td>
<td>Death penal., cert. murders-restore</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1379</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Coughlin,C+1</td>
<td>NJ Safe Haven Infant Prot. Act-concerns</td>
<td>REF AWC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1380</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B+1</td>
<td>Prop taxes, delinquent-credit tax refund</td>
<td>REF ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1381</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Bramnick,J</td>
<td>Prop. tax bills-auth. pymt. via e-mail</td>
<td>REF ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1382</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DiMaio,J+4</td>
<td>Loan redemption prog-prov. bus. tax cred</td>
<td>REF AHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1383</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B+13</td>
<td>Crime victim-clarify impact statement</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1384</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B+13</td>
<td>Crime victim-clarify impact statement</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1385</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Carroll,M+1</td>
<td>Parental Rights &amp; Prop Tax Reduction Act</td>
<td>REF AED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1386</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DiMaio,J+4</td>
<td>Handgun permit-revise procedures</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1387</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Bramnick,J+1</td>
<td>Sr. cit., disp. prop. tax deduct.-elig.</td>
<td>REF ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1388</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Peterson,E+1</td>
<td>Leg.-concerns introduction of bills</td>
<td>REF AIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1389</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Webber,J</td>
<td>Name change-MVC accept death cert.</td>
<td>REF ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1390</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Johnson,G+1</td>
<td>Weapons, unlawful control-estab. penal.</td>
<td>REF AIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1391</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Thomson,E</td>
<td>Death penal., cert. murders-restores</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1392</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Pinto Marin,E</td>
<td>Emp end operations in St-annual eval req</td>
<td>REF AIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1393</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Johnson,G</td>
<td>Charitable contrib thru income tax-allow</td>
<td>REF ACO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1394</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Space,P+1</td>
<td>Firearm id cards-concerns purchase</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1395</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Space,P</td>
<td>Handgun permits, other St.-recognize</td>
<td>REF AIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1396</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B</td>
<td>Electric veh charging sys-prop tax exemp</td>
<td>REF AEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1397</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Webber,J</td>
<td>Co govt, fire &amp; sch dist-prop tax refund</td>
<td>REF ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1398</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M.</td>
<td>Emerg responder-killing, life in prison</td>
<td>REF ALO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1399</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Munoz,N+7</td>
<td>Inflation income brackets-indexes</td>
<td>REF AAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1400</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Caputo,R+1</td>
<td>Retired correction-off-permits appt cert</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1401</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Munoz,N</td>
<td>Svc. memb.-concerns offenses against</td>
<td>REF ALP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1402</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./Rooney,K</td>
<td>Lic. plate-transfer to family memb.</td>
<td>REF ATR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1403</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B+11</td>
<td>Red Tape Review Commission-estab.</td>
<td>REF ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1405</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B+8</td>
<td>NJBEST contrib.-concerns tax deduct.</td>
<td>REF AHI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1406</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B+10</td>
<td>Pension plans, qualif.-excl. tax contrib.</td>
<td>REF AAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1407</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B+10</td>
<td>St. Auditor-auth cost-benefit analyses prog</td>
<td>REF ASL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1408</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B+10</td>
<td>Payroll taxes-concerns</td>
<td>REF ALO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1409</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B+9</td>
<td>Home repair-tax deduct for cert expenses</td>
<td>REF AHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1410</td>
<td>Bucco,A.M./DeCroce,B</td>
<td>Expungement elig.-concerns</td>
<td>REF AJU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A1411 Bucco, A.M. Sexual extortion-estab. crime REF AJU
A1412 Bucco, A.M. Chemical testing-concerns REF ALP
A1413 McKnight, A/Vuji, A+1 Silver Alert Sys.-concerns REF ACO
A1414 McKnight, A/Chiaravalloti, N Finan. literacy instr.-concerns REF AED
A1415 McKnight, A+/3 Paper acct. stmt-depository insitit. prov REF AFI
A1416 McKnight, A/Chiaravalloti, N+1 Trans. svcs.-publish route schedules REF ATR
A1417 McKnight, A/Space, P+/8 Surplus food to charities-create website REF AAN
A1418 McKnight, A/Chiaravalloti, N Sr. cit. high-rise bldg.-security req. REF AHO
A1419 McKnight, A/Chiaravalloti, N Birth cert, Jersey City-issue by Dec. 31 REF AHE
A1420 McKnight, A/Bucco, A,M.3 Crime victim, viol-proh personal id info REF ALP
A1421 McKnight, A/Sumter, S Prot. orders, cert.-concern REF ALP
A1422 McKnight, A/Vainieri Huttle, V Amer. Sign Language interpreter-meetings REF ASL
A1423 McKnight, A Summer prog.-concerns cert. students REF AED
A1424 McKnight, A 911 calls-estab. proc./record keeping REF ALP
A1425 McKnight, A Law enforcement officer-updated photo req REF ALP
A1426 McKnight, A/Chaparro, A Child counseling-concerns domestic viol. REF AWC
A1427 McKnight, A/Webber, J+/1 Homesch. expenses-income tax credit REF AED
A1428 McKnight, A/Chaparro, A Child Trafficking Awareness Pilot Prog. REF AWC
A1429 McKnight, A/Vainieri Huttle, V Dry drowning-mun. req. to prov. info. REF ASL
A1430 McKnight, A/Vainieri Huttle, V+1 Home-sch.-parent notify sch. dist. REF AED
A1431 McKnight, A/Munoz, N Safe Sanitary Subsidized Rental Housing REF AHO
A1432 Benson, D/Johnson, G Govt. affairs agents-req. disclosures REF ASL
A1433 Benson, D/Wimberly, B+/6 Mold-estab. proc. for inspection REF AHO
A1434 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W Homestead prop. tax prog.-elig criteria REF AHO
A1435 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W Enduring Freedom-tuition-free enrollment REF AMV
A1436 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W+/7 Life Science Internship Challenge prog. REF AST
A1437 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W+/1 Energy Tax Receipts Prop. Tax Relief REF ASL
A1438 Benson, D Honorary discharged memb.-tax deduction REF AMV
A1439 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W+/11 Retir. income-elim. income cap excl. REF ABU
A1440 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W+/12 Energy tax receipts-pay directly to mun. REF ASL
A1441 Benson, D/Vainieri Huttle, V Special needs trust-allow contrib deduct REF AHA
A1442 Benson, D/Greenwald, L Cord blood banking svcs.-tax deduct. REF AWC
A1443 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W NJBEST-allows income tax contrib. REF AHI
A1444 Benson, D/Scheips, H+/14 Safe Playing Fields Act REF AAN
A1445 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W+/3 Veh. charging stations-toll rd. install REF ATR
A1446 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W St. sch. aid, addl-due to housing devel. REF AED
A1447 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W+/1 Prop. tax reimb. elig.-req. revisions REF AHO
A1448 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W Vet. Day-req. sch. dist. observe REF AMV
A1449 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W+/1 Organ, bone marrow donors-job security REF ALO
A1450 Benson, D/DeAngelo, W+/2 St. and Co. coll.-concerns tenure REF AHI
A1451 Benson, D/Andrzejcak, B CATV companies-available resid. areas REF ATU
A1452 Benson, D Hair pieces, cancer patients-insur cover REF AAI
A1453 Benson, D+/1 Mental Health Court Pilot Prog.-estab. REF AHO
A1454 Benson, D/Vainieri Huttle, V+/5 Dogs and Cats-proh. sight-unseen sale REF AAN
A1455 Benson, D/Kennedy, J+/1 Veh. charging stations-prov tax bus tax cred REF AEN
A1456 Benson, D+/1 Sex offenders-registration req. REF ALP
A1457 Benson, D/Downey, J+/1 Megan's law-notify community REF ALP
A1458 Benson, D Govt contracts-bars cert. people REF ASL
A1459 Benson, D/Downey, J+/1 Homestead prop tax repay.-contest notice REF AHO
A1460 Benson, D/Moriarty, P+/5 Svc. contracts - automatic renewal REF ACO
A1461 Benson, D Solar, photovoltaic energy fac.-concerns REF AAN
A1462 Benson, D/Conaway, H Primary care physician-income tax deduct REF AHE
A1463 Benson, D Drone use-s sets forth cert. standards REF AHS
A1464 Benson, D Wind energy fac. devel.-allow tax credit REF ATU
A1465 Benson, D High efficiency home heat equip.-concern REF AEN
A1466 Benson, D/Muoio, E+/1 Elderly/disabled victim-upgrade assault REF ALP
A1467 Benson, D/Schaefer, G+/1 Recovery community ctrs.-estab. four new REF AHE
A1468 Benson, D/Vainieri Huttle, V High sch graduation req.-concerns REF AED
A1469 Benson, D/Jones, P+/26 Brain Injury Fd-dedicate, community svcs REF AHO
A1470 Benson, D Nurse staffing standards-estab. REF AHE
A1471 Chaparro, A Pub. util.-reimb. mun., cert. emerg svcs REF ATU
A1472 Chaparro, A/Mukherji, R Homeowners' assoc.-concerns control REF AHO
A1473 Chaparro, A/McKnight, A Internet-org. events-mun. regulate REF ASL
A1474 Chaparro, A/Mukherji, R+/1 Auto insur. rating plans-proh use of gap REF AFI
A1475 Chaparro, A Addi's Law-parental rights, terminate REF AWC
A1476 Chaparro, A/Mukherji, R+/5 High sch driv ed course-req cert info REF ATR
A1477 Chaparro, A/Vainieri Huttle, V+/4 Zackhay's Law-Hit & Run Advisory Prog. REF ALP
A1478 Chaparro, A/Gusciora, R Liquor lic.-permits cert. theaters REF AOF
A1479 Chaparro, A/Chiaravalloti, N+/4 Domestic viol victim-cert. svc contracts REF AWC
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

A1480 Chaparro,A Sr. cit. Tenant Prot. Act  REF AHO
A1481 Burzichelli,J Drinking Water Qual. Insttit.-incr. memb.  REF AEN
A1482 Burzichelli,J+2 Loc. tax levy cap-provisions of svc.  REF ASL
A1483 Burzichelli,J Disab. benf.-changes cert. elig criteria  REF ASL
A1484 Burzichelli,J+1 Alt power generation during power outage  REF AHS
A1485 Burzichelli,J Delaware Riv Bay Auth emp-concern rights  REF ASL
A1486 Burzichelli,J/Handlin,A Extracurricular activities-proh. fee  REF AED
A1487 Burzichelli,J/Mosquera,G+2 Vol. ff-permits incl. health benf. plan  REF ASL
A1488 Burzichelli,J Lobbyists-req. annual report  REF ASL
A1489 Burzichelli,J/Benson,D+1 New Jobs for NJ Act  REF ACE
A1490 Burzichelli,J Env. viol.-assess admin. penalty amount  REF AJU
A1491 Burzichelli,J Storage tanks, cert-proh. domed roof req  REF AEN
A1492 Burzichelli,J Law Revision Comm.-elim.  REF ASL
A1493 Burzichelli,J Util bills, unpaid-modify interest rate  REF ASL
A1494 Burzichelli,J+1 St-admin. retire. sys.-elim. cert. elig.  REF ASL
A1495 Burzichelli,J/Carroll,M Govt. officials, cert.-incr. salary  REF ASL
A1496 Burzichelli,J/Mukherji,R Offshore wind energy proj.-approve  REF ATU
A1497 Burzichelli,J Interscholastic sports-participation  REF AED
A1498 Burzichelli,J Partnership, limited liab.-revises  REF ARP
A1499 Burzichelli,J Student Loan Lottery-estab.  REF ATG
A1500 Burzichelli,J Hotel tax-co. permitted to impose 1% tax  REF ASL
A1501 Burzichelli,J/Lasey,M Sch. dist. joining, cert. vol. assn-proh  REF AED
A1502 Burzichelli,J/Taliaferro,A Court Security Enhancement Fd.-estab.  REF AJU
A1503 Burzichelli,J/Pinto Marin,E+2 Hosp, non-profit-concern prop tax status  REF ASL
A1504 Burzichelli,J/Eustace,T+7 Aid in Dying-Terminal Ill Act.  REF AHE
A1505 Burzichelli,J/Mukherji,R+3 Liquor lic, new-create, cert restaurants  REF AOF
A1506 Burzichelli,J/Lampitt,P Restaurants, w/o liquor lic.-BYOB ads  REF AAN
A1507 Burzichelli,J Pet trusts-clarifies provisions  REF AAN
A1508 Burzichelli,J/Claudia's Law-concerns chest x-rays  REF AHE
A1509 Burzichelli,J Ambulatory care fac.-reduce assess.  REF AHE
A1510 Burzichelli,J Organ donations-gross income tax deduct.  REF AHE
A1511 Burzichelli,J Farmers-concerns cert. viol.  REF AAN
A1512 Burzichelli,J/Holley,J+1 Wineries-restrict alco. beverages  REF AAN
A1513 Burzichelli,J Rental prop.-expand mun. auth to inspect  REF AHO
A1514 Burzichelli,J Arrest-search domestic viol. registry  REF ALP
A1515 Burzichelli,J Casino fac., small-scale-modify req.  REF ATG
A1516 Burzichelli,J/Taliaferro,A Sr., disp. prop tax deduct elig-concern  REF ASL
A1517 Burzichelli,J/Dancer,R Elections, cert.-concerns conduct  REF ASL
A1518 Burzichelli,J Electric generation fac asset-divestment  REF ATU
A1519 Burzichelli,J Haz. substance transfers-concerns taxes  REF AEN
A1520 Burzichelli,J+1 Casino lic applicant-disqualifies cert  REF ATG
A1521 Zwicker,A/Holley,J+9 New Voter Empowerment Act  REF ASL
A1522 Zwicker,A/Benson,D+5 Internet purch. transactions-safe area  REF ALP
A1523 Zwicker,A/Pinkin,N+1 Resid. w/special needs-create registry  REF AHS
A1524 Zwicker,A+1 Campaign finan. disclosures-concerns  REF AED
A1525 Zwicker,A/Vaineri Hultle,V+4 Special ed students-req. cert. website  REF AEN
A1526 Zwicker,A/Johnson,G+1 Freelance workers-concerns pymt.  REF ALA
A1527 Zwicker,A/Benson,D+1 Internet prov-subscriber id confidential  REF AST
A1528 Zwicker,A/DeAngelo,W Vet. prop. tax deduct.-concerns elig.  REF AMV
A1529 Zwicker,A Angioplasty, elective-estab. lic. req.  REF AHE
A1530 Zwicker,A Bog Turtle-desig. State Reptile  REF AAN
A1531 Zwicker,A Prof. lic.-revises reciprocity law  REF ARP
A1532 Zwicker,A Contraceptives-health insur. cover  REF AFI
A1533 Carroll,M+1 Gov.-clarify 14th amendment  REF AHI
A1534 Carroll,M/Space,P Firearm statutes-amend and repeal  REF ALP
A1535 Carroll,M/Lagana,J Health care prov.-cost disclosure req.  REF AFI
A1536 Carroll,M Prop. Rights Affordable Housing Act 2014  REF AHO
A1537 Carroll,M Product liab. actions-concerns immunity  REF AJP
A1538 Carroll,M Pub.-emp., nonecon. losses-cap liability  REF AJU
A1539 Carroll,M Sledging-concerns limited liability  REF AJP
A1540 Carroll,M Legal notices-elim. mand. newspaper pub.  REF ASL
A1541 Carroll,M Motor fuels-permits self-svc.  REF ATR
A1542 Carroll,M/Webber,J MV regis. renewal, cert.-elim.  REF ATR
A1543 Carroll,M Pigeon, domestic-not protected by law  REF AAN
A1544 Carroll,M/Bucco,A.M. Prop. tax, long term exemp.-concerns  REF ASL
A1545 Carroll,M/Bucco,A.M.+1 Pub-fd. ed. savings acct.-estab.  REF AED
A1546 Carroll,M Contraceptives-concerns  REF AHE
A1547 Carroll,M Legal drinking age-lower to 18  REF AOF
A1548 Carroll,M Pub. emp. union elections-concerns  REF ALA
A1549 Carroll,M  Landlords and tenants-revises laws  REF AHO
A1550 Carroll,M  Jury selection-elim peremptory challenge  REF AJU
A1551 Carroll,M  Child support award-concerns  REF AJU
A1552 Carroll,M/Conaway,H  Prof. malpractice-concerns liab.  REF AJU
A1553 Carroll,M  Students, mil. scholarship-waive fees  REF AIH
A1554 Carroll,M  Truth-in-Consumer Contract-concerns  REF ACO
A1555 Carroll,M/McCroce,B  Atty fees award-cert land use litigation  REF AJU
A1556 Carroll,M  Consumer fraud-refund request  REF ACO
A1557 Carroll,M  Marijuana legalize-expunge cert offenses  REF AOF
A1558 Carroll,M  Punitive damages-elim. cert. awards  REF AJU
A1559 Carroll,M  Personal finan info-bars cert disclosure  REF AJU
A1560 Carroll,M+1  Drunk Driving offense-restricts levy  REF ALP
A1561 Carroll,M  Finan confidential info-unauth disclosure  REF ASL
A1562 Carroll,M  Candidate-concerns pol. party/org.  REF ASL
A1563 Carroll,M  Paper ballots-replace voting machines  REF ASL
A1564 Carroll,M/Bucco,A.M.  Vol. Emp. for Taxpayers Act  REF ASL
A1565 Carroll,M  MV-concerns negligent entrustment  REF AJU
A1566 Carroll,M  Bus. posting signs-concerns  REF ALA
A1567 Conaway,H/Moriarty,P+6  Vet. civil svc. preference-expand elig.  REF AMV
A1568 Conaway,H/Webber,J+3  Med. malpractice actions-concerns  REF AHE
A1569 Conaway,H  Plant closings, mass layoffs-concerns  REF ALA
A1570 Conaway,H/Pinkin,N  Med. malpractice-concerns expert witness  REF AHE
A1571 Conaway,H/Vainieri Huttle,V+4  Managed care plan networks-audit  REF AHE
A1572 Conaway,H/Tucker,C  Surgical procedures-limits settings  REF AHE
A1573 Conaway,H/Vainieri Huttle,V+3  Drugs, off-label-insur. coverage req.  REF AHE
A1574 Conaway,H/Pinkin,N+2  Med. malpractice-liab and insur. coverage  REF AHE
A1575 Conaway,H/Vainieri Huttle,V  Patient health decisions-design surrogate  REF AHE
A1576 Conaway,H/Giblin,T+3  Health fac.-offer flu vaccine to workers  REF AHE
A1577 Conaway,H/Benson,D  Childhood immunizations-insur. reimb.  REF AHE
A1578 Conaway,H/Benson,D+1  Post-traumatic stress, mil.-sentencing  REF AMV
A1579 Conaway,H  Tobacco products, wholesale-incr. tax  REF AHE
A1580 Conaway,H  Compounding Pharmacy Qual Assurance Act  REF AHE
A1581 Conaway,H  Med. malpractice-liab. insur.-concerns  REF AFI
A1582 Conaway,H/Moriarty,P+6  Dietitian/Nutritionist Lic. Act  REF ARP
A1583 Conaway,H/Lampitt,P  Nurse Multistate Lic. Compact-enters NJ  REF AHE
A1584 Conaway,H/Benson,D+1  Drug overdose-estab. info. clearinghouse  REF AHE
A1585 Conaway,H/McKeon,J+4  Drinking water-concerns contaminants  REF AEN
A1586 Conaway,H/Vainieri Huttle,V  Tobacco products-incr. wholesale tax  REF AHE
A1587 Conaway,H/Benson,D+2  Opioid analgesics-health benf. cover req  REF AFI
A1588 Conaway,H/McGuuckin,G+4  Substance abuse treatment-concerns info.  REF AHE
A1589 Conaway,H/Pinkin,N  Med Exam Bd-conduct internat crim check  REF AHE
A1590 Conaway,H  Med. records-modifies cert. req.  REF AFI
A1591 Conaway,H/Jimenez,A+1  Ambulatory care fac.-concerns  REF AHE
A1592 Conaway,H/Johnson,G+1  Places of pub assembly-defibrillator req  REF AHE
A1593 Conaway,H/Vainieri Huttle,V  Substance abuse-concerns insur. coverage  REF AHE
A1594 Conaway,H/Vainieri Huttle,V  Electronic Health Info. Tech. Fd.-estab.  REF AHE
A1595 Conaway,H/Lagana,J+2  Health records sys., electronic-concerns  REF AHE
A1596 Conaway,H/McKnight,A+1  Hepatitis C-audit lab, perform rapid test  REF AHE
A1597 Conaway,H/Moriarty,P+3  Multistate Nurse Lic. Compact-NJ enters  REF AHE
A1598 Conaway,H/Giblin,T  Physical Therapy Lic. Compact-concerns  REF ARP
A1599 Conaway,H  Surgical tech.-revise scope of practice  REF AHE
A1600 Conaway,H  Hepatitis C-test store-for confirmation  REF AHE
A1601 Conaway,H  Electronic smoking device-req. lic.  REF AHE
A1602 Conaway,H  Surgical practices- req. lic by DHSS  REF AHE
A1603 Conaway,H/McKnight,A  Caretakers, pd.-proh. guardianship  REF AHE
A1604 Conaway,H  Recreational Therapists Lic. Act  REF ARP
A1605 Conaway,H/Mukherji,R  Death benf.-concerns claims  REF AHE
A1606 DiMaso,S  Govt. affairs agent-proh. svc.  REF ASL
A1607 DiMaso,S  MV accidents-dismiss if med. condition  REF AJU
A1608 DiMaso,S  Liquor lic.-issue in Fort Monmouth mun.  REF AOF
A1609 DiMaso,S  Affordable housing req.-concerns  REF AHO
A1610 DiMaso,S  Affordable housing-permits adjustments  REF AHO
A1611 DiMaso,S  Tuition reimb., pub. emp.-concerns  REF ASL
A1612 DiMaso,S  Veh. mun. proh. cert. officials from use  REF ASL
A1613 DiMaso,S  St. parks-auth, free admission cert vets  REF AMV
A1614 Schepisi,H/Munoz,N+1  Child care svc.-income tax deduct.  REF AWC
A1615 Schepisi,H/Quijano,A+2  Day care ctr. support-corp. tax cred.  REF AWC
A1616 Schepisi,H  Pub. ed.-revise St. funding formula  REF AED
A1617 Schepisi,H+2  Open Pub Record Act viol-exempt mun clerk  REF ASL
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A1618 Schepisi,H+2 Guide dogs-insur underwriting guidelines REF AFI
A1619 Schepisi,H/Vainieri Huttle,V+3 Mun. prop., cert.-exemp. sch. taxes REF ASL
A1620 Schepisi,H/Vainieri Huttle,V Drug tests-analyze independent lab. REF AHE
A1621 Schepisi,H/Johnson,G+1 Innocent spouse relief, income tax-auth. REF ABU
A1622 Schepisi,H/Johnson,G+1 Child porn-deny defendants right to copy REF AJU
A1623 Schepisi,H Energy assist-falsify income civil penal REF AHO
A1624 Schepisi,H/Lagana,J+2 Pub. records custodians-no penal. REF ASL
A1625 Schepisi,H/Moriarty,P+2 Sick/vacation leave-concern accumulation REF ASL
A1626 Schepisi,H+1 Crime Victim's Bill of Rights-enhances REF AJU
A1627 Schepisi,H/Bucco,A.M.+4 PERS, PFRS-concerns retirement REF ALP
A1628 Schepisi,H/Webber,Y Mun consolidation, sharing svc.-concern REF ASL
A1629 Schepisi,H Health care svcvs., cert.-authorizations REF AFI
A1630 Schepisi,H Transitional Aid to Localities prog-elg REF ASL
A1631 Schepisi,H Office of International Trade, Protocol REF ACE
A1632 Schepisi,H Bus. Tax and Incentive Task Force REF ACE
A1633 Schepisi,H Econ. devel partnerships, regional-estab REF ACE
A1634 Schepisi,H Tax deduction, cert moving expenses-prov REF ACE
A1635 Schepisi,H Personal Injury Trust Fd Transparency REF AJU
A1636 Schepisi,H Prop. tax exemp., cert.-proh. REF AHO
A1637 Schepisi,H Prop. tax-limits exemp. prop. REF AHO
A1638 Schepisi,H+5 Affordable housing-Incr mun max percent REF AHO
A1639 Schepisi,H/Gusciora,R+4 Affordable Housing Obligation Study Comm REF AHO
A1640 Schepisi,H Emp. cert.-concerns personal discussions REF ASL
A1641 Schepisi,H/Munoz,N Firearm components-criminalizes sale REF ALP
A1642 Schepisi,H/Clifton,R+2 Abandoned prop-convert, afford. housing REF AHO
A1643 Schepisi,H+1 Affordable housing info.-concerns REF AHO
A1644 Schepisi,H+1 Affordable housing preference-mun. estab REF AHO
A1645 Schepisi,H/Bucco,A.M.+7 Affordable housing obligations-c-concerns REF AHE
A1646 Schepisi,H/Bucco,A.M.+7 Housing obligation cap-concerns REF AHO
A1647 Schepisi,H/Bucco,A.M.+7 Affordable housing, St-wide-calculate REF AHO
A1648 Schepisi,H/Bucco,A.M.+8 Affordable housing-estab. addl. factors REF AHO
A1649 Schepisi,H/Bucco,A.M.+6 Affordable housing exemp.-concerns REF AHO
A1650 Schepisi,H/Bucco,A.M.+8 Affordable housing-local zoning auth. REF AHO
A1651 Pintor Marin,E/Prieto,V+5 Address Confidentiality Prog.-expand REF AJU
A1652 Pintor Marin,E/DeAngelis,W Energy-efficient lighting fixtures-St use REF ATU
A1653 Pintor Marin,E Water supply pub.-priv partnerships-auth REF ATU
A1654 Pintor Marin,E Port support zone-estab. REF ACE
A1655 Pintor Marin,E/Sumter,S+1 Sch. dist. personnel-concerns REF AED
A1656 Pintor Marin,E/Lagana,J+10 Medicaid coverage, family planning svc. REF AWC
A1657 Pintor Marin,E/Quijano,A Legionaire's Disease-control outbreaks REF AHE
A1658 Pintor Marin,E Holiday pay, co.-St. reimburrsce REF ASL
A1659 Pintor Marin,E Pol. party affiliation-decrease to 55 day REF ASL
A1660 Pintor Marin,E/Chiaravalloti,N MV carrier-PANYNJ estab emission req. REF ATR
A1661 Pintor Marin,E Family leave benf.-allows sharing REF ALA
A1662 Pintor Marin,E Doula care-prov. Medicaid coverage REF AHE
A1663 Pintor Marin,E lactation room availability-cert. pub. fac REF AHE
A1664 Pintor Marin,E Civil Serv positions-adjust cert REF ASL
A1665 Pintor Marin,E/Lampitt,P+1 Baby boxes-safe sleep ed. website REF AWC
A1666 Pintor Marin,E/Mukherji,R Human trafficking-off. civil actions REF AJU
A1667 Pintor Marin,E Grow NJ Assit. Act-extends deadline REF ABU
A1668 Pintor Marin,E Econ. Redevel-extend document submission REF ACE
A1669 Pintor Marin,E Dwellings-concerns short-term tax exemp. REF ASL
A1670 Pintor Marin,E Health svc. corp.-concerns REF AJU
A1671 Pintor Marin,E Disab elderly-endangering upgrade crime REF AJU
A1672 Pintor Marin,E/Sumter,S Personal Injury Trust Fd Transparency REF AJU
A1673 Dancer,R/Space,P Firearm locator application-estab. crime REF ALP
A1674 Dancer,R+Benson,D+3 Interior light on-req, stopped by police REF ALP
A1675 Dancer,R/Conaway,H Prescribed Burn Act REF AAN
A1676 Dancer,R/Houghtaling,E+4 Native vegetation to area-concerns REF AAN
A1677 Dancer,R/Houghtaling,E+2 Small bus.-suspend fines paper/voi. REF ACE
A1678 Dancer,R Insur. crimes-publish/maintain webpage REF AFI
A1679 Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+13 Farm-to-Table Restaurant award prog. REF AAN
A1680 Dancer,R/Houghtaling,E+9 Farm to Public Institution-estab. prog. REF AAN
A1681 Dancer,R/Space,P+15 I Live next to Light-emit fixtures REF AOF
A1682 Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B Eco-Ag Tourism Council-estab. REF AAN
A1683 Dancer,R+Benson,D+17 Energy slamming practices-incr. penal. REF ATU
A1684 Dancer,R Minors psych treatment-concern discharge REF AWC
A1685 Dancer,R/Taliaferro,A+3 Bumble Bee-desig NJ St Native Pollinator REF AAN
A1686 Dancer,R/Bucco,A.M.+7 Pain-Capable Unborn Child Prot. Act REF AWC
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A1687 Dancer,R/Webber,J  Sex offense, foreign country-Megan's Law  REF AJU
A1688 Dancer,R  Police internal invest info-proh release  REF ALP
A1689 Dancer,R/Holley,J+1  Senior freeze benf-extends to cert disab  REF ASL
A1690 Dancer,R  Farmland, perserv-reacquire devel rights  REF AAN
A1691 Dancer,R/Houghtaling,E+3  Bee nesting habitat-DEP desig. St. park  REF AAN
A1692 Dancer,R/Benson,D  Vet. prop. tax deduct.-maintain elig.  REF AMV
A1693 Dancer,R/Johnson,G+1  Gravesite desecration-concerns  REF AJU
A1694 Dancer,R/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Dyslexia-prov. assistive tech. prog.  REF AED
A1695 Dancer,R  Religious svcs.-concerns security  REF ALP
A1696 Dancer,R  Farmland, cert-concerns soil disturbance  REF AAN
A1697 Dancer,R  Worker's comp charges-proh credit agency  REF ALA
A1698 Dancer,R  STEM graduate retention tax cred-concern  REF ACE
A1699 Dancer,R  Sex offender-concerns victims' home  REF ALP
A1700 Dancer,R/Vainieri Huttle,V  Areas in need of redevelop-concerns  REF AEC
A1701 Dancer,R  Emerg. approp.-concerns auth. and finan.  REF ASL
A1702 Dancer,R  Human trafficking-expands crime  REF AJU
A1703 Vainieri Huttle,V/Jimenez,A+4  Smoking, pub. parks and beaches-proh.  REF ATG
A1704 Vainieri Huttle,V/Quijano,A  Gestational carrier agreement, cert-auth  REF AWC
A1705 Vainieri Huttle,V/Caride,M  Resource family care-concerns  REF AWC
A1706 Vainieri Huttle,V/Lagana,J+4  Domestic viol. victim-prov. lease prot.  REF AWC
A1707 Vainieri Huttle,V/Lampitt,P+1  Child Abuse Task Force-expand memb.  REF AWC
A1708 Vainieri Huttle,V/Lagana,J+2  PANYNJ Transparency Acct. Act  REF ATR
A1709 Vainieri Huttle,V/Lagana,J  Revised St. Med. Examiner Act  REF AHE
A1710 Vainieri Huttle,V/Jasey,M+4  Smart Container Act  REF AEN
A1711 Vainieri Huttle,V/Munoz,N  Sexual Assault Victim's Bill of Rights  REF AJU
A1712 Vainieri Huttle,V/Mukherji,R  Contraceptives-pharmacist prescribe  REF AFI
A1713 Vainieri Huttle,V/Holley,J+6  Leah's Law-caseworker safety  REF AWC
A1714 Vainieri Huttle,V/Muoio,E+1  Health insur. carriers-comply w/req.  REF AOF
A1715 Vainieri Huttle,V/Jasey,M+3  Steroid use among students-deter  REF AED
A1716 Vainieri Huttle,V/Eustace,T  Snow removal by NJT-concerns  REF ATR
A1717 Vainieri Huttle,V  Contraception, emerg.-pharmacies stock  REF AWC
A1718 Vainieri Huttle,V/Gusciora,R  Sex change-revise birth cert. procedure  REF AHU
A1719 Vainieri Huttle,V/Conaway,H  Medicaid recipients-concerns housing  REF AHE
A1720 Vainieri Huttle,V  Physician profiling prog.-reg.  REF AFI
A1721 Vainieri Huttle,V/DeAngelo,W+3  Art in Storefronts-estab.  REF AEC
A1722 Vainieri Huttle,V/Lagana,J  Fare incr.-NJT incr. pub. hearings  REF ATR
A1723 Vainieri Huttle,V  Tobacco products-proh sale at pharmacies  REF AHE
A1724 Vainieri Huttle,V  Behavioral health-concerns health cov.  REF AFI
A1725 Vainieri Huttle,V/Benson,D  Prescr. Monitoring Prog-prov cert access  REF AFI
A1726 Vainieri Huttle,V/Eustace,T  Death certificates-incl. gender id  REF AJU
A1727 Vainieri Huttle,V/Eustace,T+1  Transgender Equality Task Force-estab.  REF AHE
A1728 Vainieri Huttle,V/Marx's Law-suspend home-health aides  REF ARP
A1729 Vainieri Huttle,V/Jones,P+1  Emerg. assist. benf.-temp. rental assist  REF AHO
A1730 Vainieri Huttle,V/Mukherji,R+1  Homeless shelters, emerg.-concerns  REF AHE
A1731 Vainieri Huttle,V/Wimberly,B+1  Homeless emerg. shelters-concerns  REF AHE
A1732 Vainieri Huttle,V/Bucco,A,M+3  Community Mental Health Safety Net Act  REF AHO
A1733 Vainieri Huttle,V/Chiaravalloti,N+1  Health insur. policies-concerns  REF AFI
A1734 Vainieri Huttle,V  Reproductive health-insur. cover  REF AFI
A1735 Vainieri Huttle,V  Sexual Viol. prev.-estab. Task Force  REF AEC
A1736 Vainieri Huttle,V/Sumter,S  Campus Sexual Assault-estab. Task Force  REF AHE
A1737 Quijano,A/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Whistleblower-extends protection  REF AIA
A1738 Quijano,A/Gusciora,R+8  Safe and Responsible Driv. Act  REF AHS
A1739 Quijano,A/Benson,D  Drones equip w/weapon-4th degree crime  REF AHS
A1740 Quijano,A/Giblin,T+8  Waterfront Comm NY Harbor-w/draw compact  REF ALP
A1741 Quijano,A/Lagana,J  Thomas P. Canzanella First Resp Prot Act  REF ALA
A1742 Quijano,A/Muoio,E  Domicile viol. offenses-clarify  REF AJU
A1743 Quijano,A/Muoio,E+4  EDA-concerns finish. assist.  REF AIA
A1745 Quijano,A/Mazzero,V+1  Fire hydrant inspect-req. local auth.  REF ALP
A1746 Quijano,A/Chaparro,A+1  Security Deposit Asst Pilot Prog-estab  REF AHO
A1747 Quijano,A/Vainieri Huttle,V  Domestic Viol Victims Legal Asst Fd  REF AJU
A1748 Quijano,A/Benson,D  Air qual.-molid-evaluation of sch. bldgs.  REF AED
A1749 Quijano,A  Tenants rent pymt.-concerns  REF AHO
A1750 Quijano,A/DeCroce,B+1  Assault on disabled-upgrades  REF AJU
A1751 Quijano,A/Eustace,T  Electric sch. buses-authorize  REF AED
A1752 Quijano,A/Vainieri Huttle,V  Fire sprinkler sys.-install, new constr.  REF AHO
A1753 Quijano,A/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Hotel occupancy fee-impose sales tax  REF ATG
A1754 Quijano,A  HS grad, migrate to out-of-St coll-study  REF AHI
A1755 Quijano,A  Athletic trainer-req cert contact sports  REF AED
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A1756 Quijano,A Pub. sch. textbooks-concerns REF AED
A1757 Quijano,A Discriminatory housing practices-concern REF AHO
A1758 Quijano,A/McKnight,A Fire suppression sys.-survey sch. bldgs. REF AED
A1759 Quijano,A Victim/witness intimidation-concerns REF AJU
A1760 Quijano,A Judges-prob pub home address on internet REF AJU
A1761 Quijano,A Tenant credit report-proh. discrim. REF AHO
A1762 Quijano,A Manufacturing bus. cert.-concerns assist REF ACE
A1763 Quijano,A Campus Sexual Assault Commission-estab. REF AHI
A1764 Quijano,A/Prieto,V+9 Firearm components, cert.-crim. penal. REF ALP
A1765 Quijano,A/Bramnick,J Drones-reg. and prov. cert. operations REF AHS
A1766 Quijano,A Info. security prog-reg. certain REF AHS
A1767 Quijano,A/DeAngelio,W Net Neutrality Act-estab. REF ATU
A1768 Quijano,A Farming grant/loan prog.-estab. in NJEDA REF AAN
A1769 Quijano,A Restrictive covenant-proh cert provision REF ALA
A1770 Quijano,A/Gusciora,R+3 Domestic viol. off.-req. counseling REF AWC
A1771 Clifton,R St. loc.govt emp req-pay direct deposit REF ASL
A1772 Clifton,R Co. Self-Help Infrastructure Act REF ASL
A1773 Clifton,R/Handlin,A+1 Farmland preserv.-disclose purch. price REF AAN
A1774 Clifton,R Travel & Tourism Div.-promote tourism REF ATG
A1775 Clifton,R Hist. proj-estab. prog to promote, devel REF ATG
A1776 Clifton,R Vol. opportunities-prov. Travel website REF ATG
A1777 Clifton,R Omnibus driv.-inspect bus, disabl person REF ATR
A1778 Clifton,R Sch. pupil, cert.-receive transp. costs REF AED
A1779 Clifton,R/Benson,D Med. testing, cert. persons-concerns REF AHE
A1780 Clifton,R Pub. emp.-proh annual bonuses REF ALA
A1781 Clifton,R Pub. emp.-proh cert. benf.-REF ALA
A1782 Clifton,R Paid leave-concerns REF ALA
A1783 Clifton,R Prop. or devel. rights-concerns sale REF ASL
A1784 Clifton,R Bus, rail fare-req cert agreement REF ATR
A1785 Clifton,R Smarter Lunchroom Movement-req support REF AHI
A1786 Clifton,R/Munoz,N+1 Rail tickets, free-to delayed passengers REF ATR
A1787 Clifton,R Pub. emp charitable contrib-incr percent REF ASL
A1788 Clifton,R/Rooney,K Rock salt on roadways-DOT conduct study REF ATR
A1789 Clifton,R/Vainieri Huttle,V Overdose Fatality, Near Fatality Review REF AHE
A1790 Clifton,R/Handlin,A+1 Farmland preserv.-disclose purch. price REF AAN
A1791 Clifton,R/Handlin,A+1 Farmland preserv.-disclose purch. price REF AAN
A1792 Eustace,T Boro, Hasbrouck Heights-connect streets REF ATR
A1793 Eustace,T NHTA, SJTA-concerns consolidation REF ATR
A1794 Eustace,T/Mukherji,R DRPA, Del Riv Jt Toll Consolidation Comm REF ATR
A1795 Eustace,T/Lagana,J+2 Amber light duration-estab. control REF ATR
A1796 Eustace,T/Gusciora,R+3 Gay panic defense -proh. REF AJU
A1797 Eustace,T Primary elections-conducted by mail REF ASL
A1798 Eustace,T No. Jersey Dist Water Supply-consolidate REF AEN
A1799 Eustace,T+1 Vicious dog-revise criteria REF AAN
A1800 Eustace,T Casino Oversight Consolidation Comm. REF ATG
A1801 Eustace,T Pub. off.-permit instant run-off voting REF ASL
A1802 Eustace,T Hybrid electric veh.-concerns purchase REF AEN
A1803 Eustace,T/Sumter,S+7 Firearm possession-concerns REF ALP
A1804 Eustace,T/Benson,D Office of Sustainability-creates REF AEN
A1805 Eustace,T Generation fac., on-site-concerns REF ATU
A1806 Eustace,T/Houghtaling,E+1 Mun. consolidation-concerns REF ASL
A1807 Eustace,T+1 Unclaimed prop.-publish online REF ACO
A1808 Eustace,T/Jimenez,A Dysmenorrhea-med marijuana treatment REF AHE
A1809 Eustace,T/Zwicker,A Clean Energy Tech. Center-estab. REF AST
A1810 Eustace,T/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Low-speed elec bicycle-permits operation REF ATR
A1811 Eustace,T/Mukherji,R+1 Land owner liab.-add cert. activities REF AJU
A1812 Eustace,T/Space,P Little brown bat-desig. St. Bat REF AAN
A1813 Eustace,T/Zwicker,A+2 Greenhouse Gas Initiative-St participate REF AEN
A1814 Eustace,T Adoptable dog-desig. St. Dog REF AAN
A1815 Eustace,T/Benson,D Equine therapy-health insur. cover REF AFI
A1816 Eustace,T Hepatitis C-health insur. prov. coverage REF AFI
A1817 Eustace,T Physicals for cert. students-concerns REF AED
A1818 Eustace,T AIDS or HIV-prov drug regimen treatments REF AFI
A1819 Eustace,T/Mukherji,R+1 DEP-proh. amending cert. regulations REF AEN
A1820 Eustace,T Energy efficiency-concerns REF ATU
A1821 Eustace,T Alco. bev. lic.-concerns REF AOF
A1822 Eustace,T Vicious dog-revise criteria REF AAN
A1823 Eustace,T Class I renewable energy-req. by yr 2035 REF ATU
A1824 Lamplitt,P/Schaer,G+7 Caregiver's Assistance Act REF AHE
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A1825 Lampitt,P/Mosquera,G+2 The Wage Transparency Act REF AHI
A1826 Lampitt,P/Mosquera,G+2 Unfair Wage Recovery Act REF AHI
A1827 Lampitt,P/Mukherji,R+7 Sick leave, earned-concerns REF AHI
A1828 Lampitt,P/Benson,D Higher ed.-prov. mental health care prog REF AHI
A1829 Lampitt,P/Mosquera,G Lactation Consultants Lic. Act REF ARP
A1830 Lampitt,P/Lagana,J Right to Try Act REF AHO
A1831 Lampitt,P/Schaer,G+2 Basic Skills Training Prog-reporting req. REF AFI
A1832 Lampitt,P/Jasey,M Child care at higher ed. instlt-concerns REF AHI
A1833 Lampitt,P/Jimenez,A+3 Juv. depression screenings-benf coverage REF AFI
A1834 Lampitt,P Devel. Disab. Div.-req. of list of pub. prog REF AHI
A1835 Lampitt,P/Benson,D+1 Carbon monoxide detectors-req. in sch. REF AED
A1836 Lampitt,P/Mukherji,R Contraceptives-pharmacists prov. cert. REF AHE
A1837 Lampitt,P/Benson,D+12 Student w/concussion-concerns evaluation REF AED
A1838 Lampitt,P/Gusciora,R Medical marijuana use-estab. emp. prot. REF AHE
A1839 Lampitt,P/Moriarty,P Local unit sharing of svcs.-encourage REF AAD
A1840 Lampitt,P/Benson,D Solar photovoltaic panels-concerns REF ATR
A1841 Lampitt,P/DeAngelo,W Small bus., life science-grant prog. REF AST
A1842 Lampitt,P/DeAngelo,W Youth serving org. emp.-background check REF ALP
A1843 Lampitt,P/Mukherji,R+4 MV lease term.-allows, event of death REF ACM
A1844 Lampitt,P/Benson,D Vet.-concerns tuition-free, co. of resid REF AMV
A1845 Lampitt,P Pub. sch. students-concerns cert. info. REF AED
A1846 Lampitt,P/Gusciora,R Familial status-concerns discrim. REF AIA
A1847 Lampitt,P HPV vaccination-req. grades 6 thru 12 REF AHE
A1848 Lampitt,P Devel. disab. prog.-transfers admin. REF AHI
A1849 Lampitt,P Health benf plans-unlawful emp practices REF AIA
A1850 Lampitt,P/Muoio,E+15 Women-concerns equal pay REF AIA
A1851 Lampitt,P Suppl comp, accumulated leave-limits use REF AED
A1852 Lampitt,P/Moriarty,P+3 Wage and hr. law, viol.-incr. penal. REF AIA
A1853 Lampitt,P/Benson,D+2 Autonomous veh-proh use on St. roadways REF ATR
A1854 Lampitt,P/Mazzio,V+1 Innovation zone prog.-estab. REF AAT
A1855 Lampitt,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Work First General Pub Assist benf-elig. REF AHI
A1856 Lampitt,P Children's Caregivers Act REF AHE
A1857 Lampitt,P/Mosquera,G+1 Forcibly enter mv, rescue child-immunity REF AWC
A1858 Lampitt,P/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Pharm drugs-req continued coverage REF AFI
A1859 Lampitt,P/Barclay,A Self-driving mv-clarifies insur. req. REF AFI
A1860 Lampitt,P Health clinics, retail-concerns policies REF AHE
A1861 Lampitt,P/McKeon,J Address Confidentiality Prog-estab. REF AHE
A1862 Lampitt,P/Muoio,E Maternal Mortality Review Comm. REF AWC
A1863 Lampitt,P Limited breweries-concerns REF AOF
A1864 Muoio,E/Vainieri Huttle,V Work First NJ prog.-repeals family cap REF AHI
A1865 Muoio,E Housing applicants-concerns cred. check REF AHE
A1866 Muoio,E Charter sch.-concerns new facility REF AED
A1867 Muoio,E Charter sch. staff cert.-req. on website REF AED
A1868 Muoio,E/Lampitt,P+2 St. contract-req. job equality standards REF AIA
A1869 Muoio,E Affordable housing prog-estab guidelines REF AHI
A1870 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+1 Health insur.-estab. network adequacy REF AHI
A1871 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+3 Health care prov.-disclose standards req REF AFI
A1872 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+3 Tiered Health Insur. Networks Task Force REF AHE
A1873 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+2 Literacy Through Tech. Prog. REF AED
A1874 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+3 Parole-concerns max sentences REF ALO
A1875 Muoio,E/Chiaramavalli,N+8 Drinking water in sch.-lead testing req. REF AED
A1876 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+2 Lead paint inspection req.-concerns REF AHE
A1877 Muoio,E/Holley,J Lead paint inspect.-prior to home purch REF AHO
A1878 Muoio,E Inmate release-co. prov. reentry assist. REF ALP
A1879 Muoio,E/Benson,D Child care ctrs.-test water for lead REF AWC
A1880 Muoio,E/Webber,J Pol party committee-assumption of office REF AED
A1881 Muoio,E Fed Housing Prog-expand open enrollment REF AIO
A1882 Muoio,E/Quijano,A Svc viol reporting-req cert notification REF AIA
A1883 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R Resid. prop. rental-criminalize cert. REF AHI
A1884 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R Resid deeds-timely recording REF AHI
A1885 Muoio,E/Vainieri Huttle,V Real estate rental scam-pub. info. camp. REF ACO
A1886 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R Prop. foreclosure-cert. notify mun. REF AHI
A1887 Muoio,E/Mukherji,R+1 Emergency asst.-allows cert. addt. REF AHI
A1888 Muoio,E/Benson,D+1 Special needs sch. bus-req. min. aides REF AED
A1889 Muoio,E/Zwicker,A+1 Voting machine, new-produce paper record REF AED
A1890 Muoio,E/Jimenez,A+1 Higher ed. degrees-permits estab. REF AHI
A1891 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+2 Handgun ammunition purchase-photo id req REF ALO
A1892 Muoio,E/Gusciora,R+1 Ammunition sales-report electronically REF ALO
A1893 Muoio,E/Caride,M+1 Deaf-concerns early language develop. REF AED
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A1963 Bramnick,J  Liab insur policies-proh cert provisions  REF AFI
A1964 Bramnick,J  Civil union-bars minors under age 16  REF AWC
A1965 Bramnick,J  Respect for Physicians Act  REF AFI
A1966 Bramnick,J  Ed and emp, cert-allows tax cred against  REF ACE
A1967 Bramnick,J  Annual approp-fine leg, failure to enact  REF ASL
A1968 Bramnick,J  FDIC-insured acct.-deposit of pub. fds.  REF AFI
A1969 Bramnick,J/DeCroce,B  Bullying at pub sch-concerning incidents  REF AWC
A1970 Sumter,S/Benson,D  PAAD-change income standards  REF ASL
A1971 Sumter,S+3  Urban enterprise zones-concerns  REF ACE
A1972 Sumter,S/Caride,M+3  Tipped workers-incr. min. wage  REF ALA
A1973 Sumter,S/Eustace,T+2  Adoption subsidy pymts-direct deposit  REF AHU
A1974 Sumter,S/Wimberly,B  Child support, court-ordered-addl option  REF AJU
A1975 Sumter,S/Wimberly,B  Guardianship, temp.-expands role  REF AHU
A1976 Sumter,S/Holley,J  Off of Women's Research & Policy-creates  REF AWC
A1977 Sumter,S  St. Comptroller-mun, compliance audit  REF ASL
A1978 Sumter,S  Women's health svcs.:$6.3M  REF AWC
A1979 Sumter,S/Wimberly,B+5  Temp. resid. assist.-DHS adopt reg.  REF AHU
A1980 Sumter,S/Mukherji,R+2  TDI-estab. partial return to work prog.  REF AWC
A1981 Sumter,S/Caride,M+2  Tipped workers-concerns wage/hr info.  REF ARA
A1982 Sumter,S/DeCroce,B+3  Professional lic-prov. online processing  REF ARP
A1983 Sumter,S  Character awards-sch. dist. present  REF AED
A1984 Sumter,S/Vainieri Huttle,V  Higher ed.-incidence of crimes  REF AWC
A1985 Sumter,S/Vainieri Huttle,V  Crime victim's info.-proh. disclosure  REF ALP
A1986 Sumter,S/Holley,J+11  Inmate reentry-DOC dev. plan  REF ALP
A1987 Sumter,S/Mukherji,R+1  Redist-incarcerated person resid address  REF ASL
A1988 Sumter,S/Pintor Marin,E+3  MV Surcharge Community Svc.  REF ALP
A1989 Sumter,S/Mukherji,R  Green Fd.-estab. in BPU  REF AST
A1990 Sumter,S  Managed care plan prov. networks-audit  REF AFI
A1991 Sumter,S/Munoz,N  Meningitis, higher ed insti-Immunize  REF AHE
A1992 Sumter,S/Eustace,T+2  Call Center Jobs Act  REF AFI
A1993 Sumter,S/Holley,S  Opioid drugs-restricts cert. med expense  REF AFI
A1994 Sumter,S/Munoz,N  Child support termination-concerns  REF AJU
A1995 Sumter,S/Wimberly,B+3  Library media specialist-concerns  REF AED
A1996 Sumter,S  Emp. survey-Civil Svc Comm create online  REF ASL
A1997 Sumter,S/Caride,M  Tuition Aid Grant Study Comm.-estab.  REF AHI
A1998 Sumter,S  Pupil transp.-concerns  REF AED
A1999 Sumter,S  Sch. bdgs.-concerns sale or lease  REF AED
A2001 Sumter,S/McKnight,A  Transfer co coll emp-SEHPB to SHBP  REF ASL
A2002 Karabinchak,R  Sidewalk constr. near sch.-concerns  REF ATR
A2003 Karabinchak,R  Gross Income Tax EasyFile Prog.-estab.  REF AAP
A2004 Karabinchak,R  Prop. tax appeals-concerns  REF ARL
A2005 Karabinchak,R  Devel. proj.-pedepite processes  REF AFI
A2006 Coughlin,C/Giblin,T+3  Manuf equip investment-corp tax cred  REF ACE
A2007 Coughlin,C/Tucker,C+2  Disab. vet.-concerns prop. tax exemp.  REF AMV
A2008 Coughlin,C/Johnson,G+2  Liquor lic, inactive-transfer, qual. mun  REF AOF
A2009 Coughlin,C/Eustace,T  St agencies-allow ad, agencies' website  REF ASL
A2010 Coughlin,C  Warrant info-allow access, computer sys.  REF ALP
A2011 Coughlin,C/Gusciona,R+1  Liquor lic, inactive-concerns  REF AOF
A2012 Coughlin,C  Manufacturing equip.-corp bus tax credit  REF ACE
A2013 Coughlin,C/Chiaravalloti,N+1  MV-estab electronic lien, titling system  REF ATR
A2014 Coughlin,C/Schaer,G+10  Voter regis. updates-driv. lic. renewal  REF ASL
A2015 Coughlin,C/Lagana,J+3  Food-limited on brewery premises  REF AOF
A2016 Coughlin,C/Holley,J+2  Breweries-concerns restricted  REF AOF
A2020 Coughlin,C/Holley,J  Assessment, special-secure recovery cost  REF ACE
A2021 Coughlin,C  Med. examiner syst.-creates  REF ARL
A2022 Coughlin,C  Foreign Country Money-Judgment Recog Act  REF AFI
A2023 Coughlin,C  CATV svc. outage credits-concerns  REF ATU
A2024 Coughlin,C/Benson,D  Mortgage payoff balance-concerns  REF AFI
A2025 Coughlin,C  Mortgage record-cancel upon satisfaction  REF AFI
A2026 Coughlin,C/Downey,J+2  Prop. tax reimb. prog.-revise deadline  REF AOF
A2027 Coughlin,C  Water Sewer Svc Sub-Metering Conserv Act  REF AHO
A2028 Coughlin,C  Freshwater wetlands mitigation-concerns  REF AAN
A2029 Coughlin,C  Illnesses Relief Fund-cert donation  REF AWC
A2030 Coughlin,C+1  Sch election-concerns candidates/ballots  REF AWC
A2031 Coughlin,C/Vainieri Huttle,V+13  Behavioral health svcs.-expand coverage  REF AFI
A2032 Coughlin,C/Pinkin,N  Next-of-Kin Registry in MVC-concerns  REF ATR
A2033 Coughlin,C/Mukherji,R+1  Prescrip. Drug Patient Prot. Act  REF AFI
A2034 Coughlin,C  Insur. producers-proh. cert. standards  REF AFI
A2035 Coughlin,C  Resid. Mortgage Lending Act-revises  REF AFI
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A2036 Coughlin,C/Benson,D CDS, cert.-concerns prescribing  REF AHE
A2037 Coughlin,C Drug overdose deaths-concerns reports  REF AHE
A2038 Coughlin,C Charter sch enrollment-lottery selection  REF AED
A2040 Coughlin,C/Benson,D+1 Haz Site Remediation Fd-change provision  REF AEN
A2041 Coughlin,C/Holley,J+1 Econ Redevel Growth Grant Bond Finan Act  REF ACE
A2042 Howarth,J St. agencies-use alt. dispute resolution  REF ASL
A2043 Howarth,J Pervious concrete-req. St. agencies use  REF ASL
A2044 Howarth,J Age-restricted communities-concerns  REF AHO
A2045 Howarth,J Amber Alert false report-estab. crime  REF ACO
A2046 Howarth,J Pub util rate incr-approvals via website  REF ATU
A2047 Howarth,J Pub. util. rate incr-revise pub hearings  REF ATU
A2048 Howarth,J Pub. land, agric. use-co, mun discretion  REF AAN
A2049 Howarth,J+1 Apprenticeships-bus. tax cred.  REF ALA
A2050 Howarth,J+1 Student database-incl. mil.-connected id  REF AED
A2051 Howarth,J Sch. constr. on contaminated site-proh.  REF AED
A2052 Howarth,J Emerg. warning lights, cert.-proh sale  REF AHS
A2053 Howarth,J Emerg. warning lights-incr. penal.  REF AHS
A2054 Howarth,J Inmates, cert.-pay incarceration costs  REF ALP
A2055 Howarth,J False report, law enforcement-incr penal  REF ALP
A2056 Howarth,J Sewerage auth., pub. util-concerns rates  REF ATU
A2057 Howarth,J+1 Mun. admin.-revise removal procedure  REF ASL
A2058 Howarth,J Adult misrepresent age-estab. crime  REF AWC
A2059 Howarth,J Solid waste operations-concerns  REF AEN
A2060 Howarth,J Lights, impersonate police veh.-crime  REF AHS
A2061 Howarth,J Bicyclist, mv collision-settlem. fine  REF ATR
A2062 Howarth,J Pub. util. rate settlement agreements  REF ATU
A2063 Howarth,J Pub. util.customers-rate incr notice req  REF ATU
A2064 Howarth,J Solar photovoltaic syst.-concerns  REF ATU
A2065 Howarth,J Massage therapists-concerns lic.  REF ARP
A2066 Howarth,J Pub. util. priority svc.  REF ATU
A2067 Howarth,J/Benson,D Fallen Police/Firefighters-lic. plate  REF ATR
A2068 Howarth,J/Johnson,G Brewery Licensees-removes cert. req.  REF AOF
A2069 Howarth,J Compassionate Care Pet Protection Act  REF AAN
A2070 Howarth,J Meds, pub. emp.-estab. awareness sys.  REF ASL
A2071 Howarth,J Animal emerg.-immunity, emerg responders  REF AHS
A2072 Lagana,J Forfeiture of pub. off.-concerns  REF ASL
A2073 Lagana,J/Andrzejczak,B Incarcerated individuals-proh. pub. benf  REF AWC
A2074 Lagana,J/Burzichelli,J+4 Income tax refunds-make direct deposit  REF AAP
A2075 Lagana,J/Burzichelli,J+4 Modernize disbursement pymts-allows  REF AAP
A2076 Lagana,J/Scot. Safety and Security Fd.-estab.  REF ALP
A2077 Lagana,J/Moriarty,P+2 Pub participation lawsuit-dismiss motion  REF AJU
A2078 Lagana,J/Eustace,T Firearm ed. prog.-req. prior to purchase  REF ALP
A2080 Lagana,J/Vainieri Huttle,V+2 STEM Entrepreneur Fellowship Prog-estab.  REF AST
A2081 Lagana,J/ Prieto,V+3 Vapor lounges-permits electronic smoking  REF ACE
A2082 Lagana,J/Eustace,T Green home improvements-tax deduction  REF AST
A2083 Lagana,J/Eustace,T+3 Small bus. job creation acct. prog-estab  REF ACE
A2084 Lagana,J Domestic viol, crim. trespass-concerns  REF AJU
A2085 Lagana,J+4 Resid. vacant prop.-concerns foreclosure  REF AHO
A2086 Lagana,J/Vainieri Huttle,V+1 Involuntary commitment-concerns  REF AHU
A2087 Lagana,J/Mazzzo,V+3 Prescrip.-req transmitted electronically  REF AHE
A2088 Lagana,J/Eustace,T+5 John Wagner's Law-opioid antidotes  REF AHE
A2089 Lagana,J/Downey,J+4 DUI; interlock device viol-revise penal.  REF ALP
A2090 Lagana,J/Mukherji,R Autocabs, cert.-permits digital meters  REF ATR
A2091 Lagana,J+1 Bisphenol A in infant products-proh sale  REF ACO
A2092 Lagana,J/Holley,J+2 Insec. Fraud Prev. Act-clarify violation  REF AFI
A2093 Lagana,J/Downey,J+2 Crime victim-concerns location  REF AJU
A2094 Green,J/Prieto,V+3 St. Rental Assist. Prog.;$10.5M  REF AAP
A2095 Green,J/Lampitt,P+1 Child passenger restraint syst.-concerns  REF AWC
A2096 Green,J Landlord-rental premises evictions  REF AHO
A2097 Green,J+2 Bail req.-concerns  REF AJU
A2098 Green,J/Johnson,G+5 Gang related loitering-enact ordinance  REF ALP
A2099 Green,J Condo. master deeds-concerns  REF AHO
A2100 Green,J+2 Co. sheriffs, emp-estab. prof. standards  REF AHS
A2101 Green,J/Burzichelli,J+2 Animal use-clarifies deadly weapon  REF ALP
A2102 Green,J Joint UZE-auth. desig.  REF ACE
A2103 Green,J+4 Health care fac. staff-report info to bd  REF ARP
A2104 Green,J Mun. Land Use Law-modifies intent  REF ASL
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A2105 Green,J/Wimmerly,B Pub. util. svc. extensions-prob BPU auth  REF ATU
A2106 Green,J Bd. of ed. memb.-reveal crim. conviction  REF ASL
A2107 Green,J/DiMaio,J+2 Co. bds. of taxation-decrease memb.  REF ASL
A2108 Green,J+1 Fair Housing Act-amends  REF AHO
A2109 Green,J/Jasey,M Relocation asst.-concerns  REF AHO
A2110 Green,J/Tucker,C-3 UEZ-concerns  REF ACE
A2111 Green,J Wastewater mgmt. plans-concerns  REF AEN
A2112 Green,J/Jasey,M Affordable housing-reforms procedures   REF AHO
A2113 Green,J Contractors’ fds.-credit w/interest  REF AHO
A2114 Green,J/Eustace,T+1 Homeowners’ assoc-concerns memb and mgmt  REF AHO
A2115 Green,J/Jasey,M+7 Resid. Foreclosure Transformation Act  REF AHO
A2116 Green,J/Vainieri Huttle,V Affordable housing devel. fees-concerns  REF AHO
A2117 Green,J/Sumter,S+1 Health Care Fac Repurposing Tax Cred Act  REF ACE
A2118 Green,J/Robey,K+1 Apartment registration-elim. duplication  REF AHO
A2119 Green,J/Jasey,M Resid. Foreclosure Transformation Act  REF AHO
A2120 Green,J/Munoz,N+3 Lic pub adjuster, cert-estab comp limits  REF ARP
A2121 Green,J Planned real estate devel. assoc.-liens   REF AHO
A2122 Green,J Charter sch-concerns limit admission  REF AED
A2123 Green,J/Sumter,S Resid. foreclosures-concern prev.  REF AHO
A2124 Green,J/Mukherji,R TDI benf.-concerns cert. pymts.  REF ALA
A2125 Green,J Econ. Opportunity Act of 2014, Part 1  REF ACE
A2126 Green,J/Jasey,M Low income finan.-expands opportunities  REF AHO
A2127 Green,J Affordable housing proj.-prov. tax cred.  REF AHO
A2128 Wirths,H+1 Farmers-proh. harassment  REF AAN
A2129 Wirths,H+1 Govt Efficiency, Cost Control Comm-estab   REF ASL
A2130 Murphy,C-2 Brewery tours-advertise and promote  REF AOF
A2131 Chiaravalloti,N Internet svc. prov.-concerns  REF AST
A2132 Chiaravalloti,N Pub. contracts, Internet prov.-elig.  REF AST
A2133 Pinkin,N Sun guns-regulates purchase  REF ALP
A2134 Mazzio,V/Downey,J-20 Family planning svc;$7.453M  REF ABU
A2135 Benson,D Hunting lic. fees-concerns  REF AAN
A2136 Dancer,R MV lic. plate frames-concerns  REF ATR
A2137 Dancer,R Law enforce. off.-retired-tuition assist  REF AHI
A2138 Dancer,R Tree Experts Bd-transfer to Agric. Dept.  REF AAN
A2139 Chiaravalloti,N Cable tv svc.-concerns  REF AST
A2140 Chiaravalloti,N Community Broadband Study Comm.  REF AST
ACR11 DeAngel, W/Pinkin,N+4 Mun. aid restoration-incr distrib, 5 yrs  REF ASL
ACR12 Space,P/Wirths,H+1 Tax bills-pass both houses, 3/5 maj vote  REF ABU
ACR13 Space,P/Wirths,H+4 Tenth Amendment-claims sovereignty  REF AOF
ACR14 Wirths,H/Space,P+1 Hunting, fishing-preserve rights  REF AAN
ACR15 Wirths,H/Space,P+3 Free pub. sch. sys.-Leg. prov. support  REF AED
ACR16 Wirths,H/Space,P Loc. Mandates Council-broaden powers.  REF ASL
ACR17 Wirths,H/Space,P Housing rights of St. resid.-clarify  REF AHO
ACR18 Kean,S Nuclear material-oppose agreement w/Iran  REF AOF
ACR19 Pinkin,N/Sumter,S+6 Livestock-national ban, antibiotic use  REF AAN
ACR20 Jimenez,A/Sumter,S+4 Medicaid pymts., cert. health ctrs-ensure  REF AHE
ACR21 Jimenez,A Radiologist asst.-concerns reg.  REF ARP
ACR22 DiMaio,J/Peterson,E+4 Free pub. sch.-income tax contrib.  REF AED
ACR23 DiMaio,J/Space,P+1 Supreme Ct. Justice-concerns term  REF AJU
ACR24 DiMaio,J/Space,P Judicial review, arbitration ruling-elim  REF AJU
ACR25 DiMaio,J/Bucco,A.M. MV fees, surcharge-dedicate to trans sys  REF ATR
ACR26 Wolfe,D/McGuckin,G St aid sch dist-allocate per pupil basis  REF AED
ACR27 Gove,D/Rumpf,B Condemnation power-restricts cert. use  REF ACE
ACR28 Caputo,R/Prieto,V+1 Casino operations, cert. co.-Leg. permit  REF ATG
ACR29 Caputo,R Casino, outside AC-estab not more than 2  REF ATG
ACR30 Caputo,R/Vainieri Huttle,V Casinos-Leg. limits cert. co.  REF ATG
ACR31 Caputo,R Casinos, Bergen Co.-Leg. allow  REF ATG
ACR32 Caputo,R/Holley,J+16 Casino gambling N., part State-Leg intent  REF ATG
ACR33 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B St. budget-balance w/recurring revenue  REF ABU
ACR34 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B Surplus revenue fds-creates  REF ABU
ACR35 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B Vet. prop. tax deduct.-prov. addl.  REF AMV
ACR36 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B Vet. prop. tax deduct. elig.-extend  REF AMV
ACR37 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B St. tax, fee-concerns new or increased  REF ABU
ACR38 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B St. prop. cap-estab.  REF ABU
ACR39 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B Open space-St. pymts in lieu of taxes  REF AAN
ACR40 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B Vets, totally disab-grant prop tax exemp  REF AMV
ACR41 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B Gas drilling-oppose using seismic airgun  REF AEN
ACR42 DeCroce,B/Bucco,A.M. Estate tax-prob. cert. enactment  REF ABU
ACR43 Johnson,G/Coughlin,C-8 St. Parole Bd.-transfer functions  REF AJU
Bills Introduced: (cont’d)

ACR44 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Tax Structure Study Comm.--estab. REF ABO
ACR45 Houghtaling,E/Downey,J Fed. tax deduct.-opposes elim. REF AAP
ACR46 Peterson,E Bond refundings, St.-req. voter approval REF ASL
ACR47 Peterson,E St. budget-proh. using bonds to balance REF ABO
ACR48 Peterson,E/Space,P Angioplasty proc., elective-Concerns REF AHE
ACR49 Peterson,E,+,1 Alty. General election-consit amendment REF AJO
ACR50 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E,+7 School Aid Funding Fairness Comm. REF AED
ACR51 Wimberly,B/Eustace,T,+1 Garfield Ground Water site-cleanup REF AEN
ACR52 Wimberly,B Children's Outdoor Bill of Rights REF AWC
ACR53 Jones,P/Vainieri Huttle,V 9-1-1 sys.- urges Gov. fully fund REF AHS
ACR54 McKeon,J/Eustace,T Septic sys density standards-concerns REF AOF
ACR55 Tucker,C/Gove,D,+4 Armed Forces, sexual harassment-address REF AMV
ACR56 Tucker,C/Caputo,R Vet. non-war-time-civil svc. hiring pref REF AMV
ACR57 Tucker,C/Andrzejczak,B Vet. non-war-time-extend prop tax deduct REF ASL
ACR58 Tucker,C Compassion Access Research Expansion Act REF AHE
ACR59 Tucker,C Home Health Care Planning Improvement REF AHE
ACR60 Greenwald,L Leg. Apportionment Comm.-change memb. REF ASL
ACR61 Greenwald,L/Prieto,V Vets., surviving spouse-homestead rebate REF AMV
ACR62 Greenwald,L/Prieto,V Homestead real prop.-limit assessment REF AHO
ACR63 Greenwald,L/Quijano,A,+1 Assault weapons ban-urge Cong. to enact REF ALO
ACR64 Greenwald,L St trans sys indebtedness-voter approval REF ATR
ACR65 Greenwald,L/Jones,P St. constit.convention-prop. tax reform REF ASL
ACR66 Greenwald,L/Lampitt,P Immigration-condition US Exec. Order REF ASL
ACR67 Greenwald,L/Conaway,H Health care-estab affordable health care REF AHE
ACR68 Kennedy,J/Green,J Rahway Riv Basin flood risk study-finish REF AEN
ACR69 Bucco,A,M./Kean,S,+2 Vet. prop. tax deduction-incr. to $500 REF AMV
ACR70 Bucco,A,M./Bills, jt resolutions-heard in committee REF ASL
ACR71 Houghtaling,E/Holley,J,+1 Elder adults-paper acct. stmts. req. REF AFI
ACR72 Chaparro,A People's Republic of China-condition US REF ASL
ACR73 Carroll,M/Author,R,+7 Article V Convention-applies to Cong. REF ASL
ACR74 Carroll,M Trans. proj., new-proh. incurring debt REF ATR
ACR75 Carroll,M Repymt of cert debt-proh w/o approval REF ASL
ACR76 Carroll,M/Space,P Supreme Court-concerns decisions REF AJO
ACR77 Carroll,M/Author,R Land uses-concerns statute REF AHO
ACR78 Schepisi,H,+1 St. for ed.-per pupil basis REF AED
ACR79 Schepisi,H/Bucco,A,M.,+7 Affordable housing constr-concerns REF AHO
ACR80 Schepisi,H/DeCroce,B,+6 Affordable housing obligation-concerns REF AHO
ACR81 Dancer,R Vet. prop. tax-incr. deduction REF AMV
ACR82 Dancer,R Death penalty-restore REF AJO
ACR83 Eustace,T Atty. General, elected-consit amendment REF ASL
ACR84 Eustace,T/Muolo,E Crude-By-Rail Safety Act-urge Cong. pass REF ATR
ACR85 Eustace,T/Pinkin,N Natural resources-concerns REF AAN
ACR86 Muolo,E/Sumter,S Drug offense-suspend driver's lic. REF AJO
ACR87 Bramnick,J/Space,P,+6 Prop. tax relief, reform-Leg. consider REF ASL
ACR88 Bramnick,J/Handlin,A Pol. parties-dist. promote competition REF ASL
ACR89 Bramnick,J/Handlin,A,+1 Jt. leg. strategic planning committees REF ASL
ACR90 Bramnick,J/Quijano,A,+2 Waterfront Comm. of NY Harbor-dissolve REF ALO
ACR91 Bramnick,J/Bucco,A,M. Pub. sch., free-leg. prov. efficient sys. REF ASL
ACR92 Coughlin,C/Pinkin,N Medicare Parts B & D-limit late penal. REF AHE
ACR93 Munoz,N Pensions, health benf-amend. constit. REF ASL
ACR94 DeAngelo,W Mil. Caregivers Wk.-4th wk. of March REF AMV
ACR95 Chiaravalloti,N/Holley,J,+5 Diversity Mo. in NJ-desig. Nov. each yr. REF ASL
ACR96 Chiaravalloti,N/Mukherji,R Crossing Guard Appreciation Day-desig. REF AED
ACR97 Webber,J/Space,P Ronald Reagan Day-desig. Feb. 6th REF ASL
ACR98 Handlin,A/Quijano,A,+1 Jt. leg. strategic planning committees REF ASL
ACR99 Bramnick,J/Quijano,A,+2 Waterfront Comm. of NY Harbor-dissolve REF ALO
ACR100 Bramnick,J/Bucco,A,M. Pub. sch., free-leg. prov. efficient sys. REF ASL
ACR101 Coughlin,C/Pinkin,N Medicare Parts B & D-limit late penal. REF AHE
ACR102 DeAngelo,W Mil. Caregivers Wk.-4th wk. of March REF AMV
ACR103 Chiaravalloti,N/Holley,J,+5 Diversity Mo. in NJ-desig. Nov. each yr. REF ASL
ACR104 Chiaravalloti,N/Mukherji,R Crossing Guard Appreciation Day-desig. REF AED
ACR105 Webber,J/Space,P Ronald Reagan Day-desig. Feb. 6th REF ASL
ACR106 Handlin,A/Quijano,A,+1 Jt. leg. strategic planning committees REF ASL
ACR107 Bramnick,J/Quijano,A,+2 Waterfront Comm. of NY Harbor-dissolve REF ALO
ACR109 Coughlin,C/Pinkin,N Medicare Parts B & D-limit late penal. REF AHE
ACR110 DeAngelo,W Mil. Caregivers Wk.-4th wk. of March REF AMV
ACR111 Chiaravalloti,N/Holley,J,+5 Diversity Mo. in NJ-desig. Nov. each yr. REF ASL
ACR112 Chiaravalloti,N/Mukherji,R Crossing Guard Appreciation Day-desig. REF AED
ACR113 Webber,J/Space,P Ronald Reagan Day-desig. Feb. 6th REF ASL
ACR114 Handlin,A/Quijano,A,+1 Jt. leg. strategic planning committees REF ASL
ACR115 Bramnick,J/Quijano,A,+2 Waterfront Comm. of NY Harbor-dissolve REF ALO
ACR117 Coughlin,C/Pinkin,N Medicare Parts B & D-limit late penal. REF AHE
ACR118 DeAngelo,W Mil. Caregivers Wk.-4th wk. of March REF AMV
ACR119 Chiaravalloti,N World Day, Remembrance Rd Traffic Victim REF ATR
ACR120 Jimenez,A/Prieto,V,+4 Marrow Donation Awareness Wk-Sept 2nd wk REF AHE
ACR121 Mosquera,G/Moriarty,P,+1 Civil War Vet Recognition Mo-desig May REF AMV
ACR122 Land,R/Andrzejczak,B Men's Health Awareness Month-desig. Nov. REF AHE
ACR123 DeCroce,B/Clifton,R Passenger Rail Sys. Study Comm.-create REF ATR
ACR124 Giblin,T/Vainieri Huttle,V Eating Disorders Awareness Wk-desig. Feb. REF AHE
ACR125 Houghtaling,E/Andrzejczak,B,+4 Farm Cred. East Prog.-recog 100th anniv. REF AAN
ACR126 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E,+2 Youth Suicide Prev. Awareness Mo-Sept. REF AWC
ACR127 Downey,J/Houghtaling,E Jewish holidays, cert-desig. days REF ASL
ACR128 Downey,J/Coughlin,C,+2 Natl. Flood Insur. Prog.-reauth. REF AFI
ACR129 Wimberly,B/Conaway,H,+2 Youth Smoking Prev. Awareness-desig. May REF AHE
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AJR30  Tucker,C/Coughlin,C+4  Fire Safety Ed. Mo.-desig. October  REF AHS

AJR31  Bucco,A.M./DiMaio,J  Growing Stage Children's Theatre-design.  REF ATG

AJR32  McKnight,A  Individualized Ed Plan Awareness Month  REF AED

AJR33  McKnight,A/Vainieri Huttle,V+2  Children's Mental Health Awareness-May  REF AWC

AJR34  McKnight,A/Vainieri Huttle,V  Emotional, Behavioral Disorder Mo.-May  REF AHU

AJR35  McKnight,A/Chaparro,A  Domestic Viol. Svcs. Awareness Wk.-desig  REF AWC

AJR36  McKnight,A/Chaparro,A  Kids Entrepreneurship Awareness Week  REF AST

AJR37  McKnight,A  Dry Drowning Awareness Mo.-desig. June  REF AWC

AJR38  Mc Knight,A/Chaparro,A  Library Awareness Wk-desig 2nd wk Sept  REF ASL

AJR39  Carroll,M/Gusciora,R  Hist Reenactor, Interpreter Wk-July 4 wk  REF ATG

AJR40  Dancer,R/Andrzejczak,B+3  NJ Agric. Day-desig. first day of Spring  REF AAN

AJR41  Dancer,R/Benson,D+1  Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy Awareness  REF AHE

AJR42  Dancer,R/DeAngelo,W+5  Fort Dix, anniversary-recognizes  REF AMV

AJR43  Dancer,R  Martin Truex Jr.-2017 NASCAR Cup winner  REF ASL

AJR44  Vainieri Huttle,V/Chiaravalloti,N+6  Tourette Syndrome Awareness Day-desig.  REF AHE

AJR45  Vainieri Huttle,V  Rip Current Awareness Wk.-1st wk in June  REF ATG

AJR46  Clifton,R/Munoz,N  Smart card fare collection study comm.  REF ATR

AR1  DeAngelo,W  Loc. bus. and org.-NJ resid. support  REF ACE

AR12  DeAngelo,W/McKnight,A  Career and Tech Ed Mo.-desig. Feb. 2018  REF AST

AR13  Space,P/Wirths,H  Vision 2030-oppose cert. Natl park svcs.  REF AEN

AR14  Space,P/Wirths,H  Police-condemns viol. against officers  REF ALP

AR15  Space,P/DeCroce,B+1  Firearms, concealed-allow reciprocity  REF ALP

AR16  Chiaramonti,L+2  Merchant Marine, WWII II-Cong. Gold Medal  REF AMV

AR17  Chiaramonti,L/Mazzeo,V  Post Traumatic Stress-support vet.  REF AMV

AR18  Chiaramonti,L/Vainieri Huttle,V+1  Slow Down, Saves Lives-adopt  REF ATR

AR19  Wirths,H/Space,P+1  41 sponsors or more-mandatory posting  REF ASL

AR20  Keane,S  Cuba-disagree restored relations  REF AOF

AR21  Keane,S  Sports officials-concerns fee schedule  REF AED

AR22  Pinkin,N/Jasey,M  Rutgers-appt. voting student rep.  REF AHI

AR23  Pinkin,N/Karabinchak,R  Natl. monument-concerns prot.  REF AOF

AR24  Chiaramonti,L  Sleep apnea-consider rulemaking  REF ATR

AR25  DiMaio,J  Opioid pain meds-continuing ed.  REF ARP


AR27  Andrzejczak,B/Land,R  Potato crops-covered by fed. crop insur.  REF AAN

AR28  Andrzejczak,B/Land,R  Fed Aviation Admin Tech Ctr-hire workers  REF ATR

AR29  Andrzejczak,B/Land,R  Drone Test Site Cong. to fd  REF AHS

AR30  DeCroce,B  Presch, community coll prog-incr funding  REF AED

AR31  DeCroce,B/Truex,Jr.  NJ Agric. Day  REF ATR

AR32  Rooney,K/Wight,0  Lower Passaic River-fund full restoration  REF AEN

AR33  Rooney,K/McKeon,J+2  Metropolitan Trans. Auth.-prov discounts  REF ATR

AR34  Rooney,K/McKeon,J+2  NUTA, Metropolitan Trans Auth-discount  REF ATR

AR35  Houghtaling,E/Space,P+1  Jersey fresh produce-urges hosp. use  REF AAN

AR36  Houghtaling,E/Eustace,T  Food date labeling-Cong. enact leg.  REF ACO

AR37  Houghtaling,E/Downey,J  Hall of Fame-locate in Asbury Park  REF ASL

AR38  Peterson,E  Law enforcement officers-cert. training  REF ALP

AR39  Giblin,T/Schaer,G+3  MV safety inspections-opposes elim.  REF ATR

AR40  Downey,J/Houghtaling,E  Sports wagering-urges lift ban  REF ATG

AR41  Wimberly,B  Community Parks Revitalization Act  REF AEN

AR42  Wimberly,B  Community Parks Revitalization Act  REF AEN

AR43  Wimberly,B/Barclay,A  Land-Grant Opportunity Act-Presid enact  REF AHI

AR44  Thomson,E  Walter Patterson Justice Extradition Act  REF ATR

AR45  Thomson,E  Transparent Summer Flounder Quotas Act  REF AAN

AR46  Thomson,E  Hudson Canyon-operates nat marine sanctuary  REF AAN

AR47  Barclay,A/Jones,P  Dick Allen-Natl. Baseball Hall of Fame  REF ATG

AR48  Kennedy,J  Every Ticketholder Safe Act of 2017  REF ACO

AR49  Kennedy,J  Haitian nats-condemns Presidnet's admin  REF AOF

AR50  McNichol,A/Chaparro,A  Kids Entrepreneurship Awareness Wk.  REF AST

AR51  McNichol,A/Chaparro,A  Sr. Housing Task Force-estab.  REF AHO

AR52  Chaparro,A/Stafford Act Cong. amend.  REF AHS

AR53  Vainieri Huttle,V/Barclay,A  Deferred Action, Childhood Arrivals prog  REF AHI

AR54  Quijano,A/Eustace,T  Carry reciprocity leg.-Cong. oppose  REF ALP

AR55  Clifton,R  Hot air balloon tours-urges safety reg  REF AHS

AR56  Clifton,R/Munoz,N+1  NY PA Station-NUT prov telecommuting loc  REF ATR

AR57  Clifton,R/Munoz,N+1  Amtrak, NY PA Station-examine operations  REF ATR

AR58  Bramnick,J/Morarity,P  Health insur. provider-concerns options  REF AHE

AR59  Bramnick,J/Munoz,N  Thin Blue Line Act-urges enactment  REF ALP

AR60  Bramnick,J/Munoz,N  Jeffrey Mahon, Jeffrey Hoyens-rt18 bridge  REF ATR

AR61  Coughlin,C/Danielsen,J+1  Corrections-block unauth. communications  REF ALP

AR62  Coughlin,C  Arbitration Fairness Act of 2015-enact  REF ALE
Concurrent Resolution Passed:
Organizational and providing for a joint session of the Legislature to receive a message from the Governor.

Bills Passed:
AR1 Coughlin,C/Greenwald,L Org. General Assembly-218th Legislature (Voice)

The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointments:
*Effective January 9, 2018

State Capitol Joint Management Commission:
Anthony J. Cimino, of Hamilton.
Mark H. Duffy, of Pennington.

Notes to the 01/08/2018 Digest:

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S2239 (Pinkin,N) Corp proxy solicitation material-concern *NOT* (Jones,P)

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S2239 (Singleton,T) Corp proxy solicitation material-concern *NOT* (Mosquera,G)

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S2239 (Mukherji,R) Corp proxy solicitation material-concern *NOT* Third Prime Sponsor

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:
S2239 (Gusciora,R; Johnson,G; McKnight,A; Lagana,J; Jimenez,A) Corp proxy solicitation material-concern *NOT* Co-Sponsors
S2793 Sca (1R) (McKnight,A) Digital breast screening-insur. cover
S3477 Sca (SCS) (Coughlin,C) Firearm components, cert.-crim. penal.
S3538 (Webber,J; Rodriguez-Gregg,M; Kean,S; Munoz,N; Bramnick,J; Peterson,E; McGuckin,G; Wolfe,D; O'Scanlon,D; Coughlin,C; Space,P) Env.infra. proj.-amends list
S3575 (Auth,R; Munoz,N; Kean,S; Schepisi,H; Russo,D) Historic preserv. proj.-prov. grants

Democratic Leadership:
(Additional Leadership to be announced)
Assemblyman Craig J. Coughlin (19), Assembly Speaker
Assemblyman Louis D. Greenwald (6), Majority Leader
Assemblyman Jerry Green (22), Speaker Pro Tempore
Assemblywoman Shavonda E. Sumter (35), Majority Conference Leader
Assemblywoman Eliana Pintor Marin (29), Assembly Budget Committee Chair

Republican Leadership:
Assemblyman Jon M. Bramnick (21), Republican Leader
Assemblyman Anthony M. Bucco (25), Conference Leader
Assemblywoman Nancy F. Munoz (21), Republican Whip

Clerk of the General Assembly:
Dana M. Burley
The Assembly adjourned at 11:56 AM on Thursday, January 11, 2018 to meet again on Monday, January 29, 2018 (QUORUM, Committee Groups “A” and “B” scheduled).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:
None

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (01/08/2018):
None